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Time-lapse seismic imaging refers to the comparison of 3D seismic reflection volumes acquired at 
different times. This approach has greatly improved our capability to measure and understand 
dynamic processes in the subsurface. However, there are very few examples using ultra-high-
frequency (kHz-range) seismic data, especially in marine environments. Exacting requirements for 
navigation can be prohibitive for acquiring coherent, true-3D volumes and residual errors manifest 
as noise in time-lapse differences. This is compounded with time-varying amplitudes caused by 
noise from swell and wash, making it difficult to interpret real subsurface changes. Overcoming 
these challenges opens up a range of applications for monitoring the subsurface at very high-
resolution. 

In order to satisfy the requirements for time-lapse imaging, improvements were made to the 
processing workflow of the 3D Chirp, an ultra-high-frequency subbottom profiler developed at the 
University of Southampton. Specifically, methods for post-processing inertially-aided GPS data 
were incorporated to improve navigation accuracy and stability, minimising the impact of 
multipath and signal dropouts when surveying in challenging, shallow water environments. This 
approach provides the ability to acquire repeatable trace data with centimetric-accuracy, absolute 
positioning, binned onto 25 cm or smaller common-midpoint grids. 

Following these improvements, two 4D Chirp case studies are presented. In the first, changes 
to a shallow gas blanket in the Southampton estuary are investigated. Differences are quantified 
between stacked data acquired at different tidal states. Reflections from the top and bottom of a gas 
pocket are imaged at low tide, whereas at high tide only the upper reflection is imaged, attributed to 
hydrostatic pressure-related changes in the free gas. Changes in environmental noise between the 
volumes were minimized by matching amplitudes at the seabed resulting in a mean repeatability of 
approximately 40% NRMS, slightly greater than conventional seismic reflection data acquired with 
towed streamers. 

The second case study compares two 3D Chirp volumes acquired within a dry dock in Blyth. 
An artificial sedimentary sequence was disturbed by excavating trenches, burying targets and 
traversing the site on foot and with machinery. Differences in the acoustic data were used to 
quantitatively map the anthropogenic disturbance of the dock bed and the shallow subsurface 
sediments. A comparison of diffractions from an unchanging concrete structure revealed high 
waveform similarity and amplitude repeatability equal to 5.1% of the stacked volumes. Elsewhere, 
windowed dock bed RMS amplitudes increased by a mean factor of 3.72, most likely due reduced 
sediment porosity through compaction. Amplitude differences within the dock were spatially 
variable and well correlated with centimetric bed-level changes and the location excavated 
trenches. This relationship was refined by reducing coherent 4D noise: a non-repeatable acquisition 
footprint resulting primarily from residual navigation errors. This was achieved by applying 
carefully parameterized trim statics to both 3D volumes, increasing amplitude fidelity and 
interpretability of the seismic data. 

These two case studies demonstrate the viability of time-lapse UHF 3D seismic reflection for 
mapping real, decimetre-scale changes within the shallow marine subsurface, and how a 
quantitative interpretation of time-varying processes can improve our understanding of complex 
and heterogenous near-surface sediments and lead to the development of better physical models. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

Time-lapse (4D) seismic imaging refers to the comparison of 3D seismic reflection data acquired at 

different times over the same area. The individual 3D volumes provide information about 

subsurface properties at the time of acquisition, whilst differences between them can be used to 

monitor dynamic processes that change over time. The use of 4D marine seismic reflection data has 

been prolific within the oil and gas industry, with the ability to detect production-related changes in 

deep hydrocarbon fields, and optimise field development to streamline operations and increase 

productivity (Johnston, 2013). For example, an improved understanding of reservoir fluids with 4D 

data has led to reduced uncertainty in well placement (Barkved, 2011), as well as the extraction of 

undrained resources in mature, compartmentalised fields (Blangy et al., 2017). Proving very 

effective in the relatively shallow North Sea fields, Amundsen and Landrø (2007) estimate 4D 

imaging has contributed to more than a 6% reduction in drilling costs and a 5% increase in the 

identification of oil reserves per field. More recently, Jack (2017) summarises that results from 

recent time-lapse studies have added value equivalent to about eight times the cost of acquiring the 

data.  

By comparing seismic reflection volumes, differences can be used to estimate changing physical 

properties and have been applied to incremental improve subsurface models; sequentially updating 

reservoir predictions with information from time-lapse data (Gouveia et al., 2004; Stephen and 

MacBeth, 2006). For example, fluid substitution (saturation changes) can affect the density and 

bulk modulus of the saturated rock, leading to detectable differences in seismic reflectivity that can 

be predicted using the Gassmann equation with sufficient knowledge of elastic properties (Dvorkin 

et al., 2014). Furthermore, production-related deformation and fluid migration within the 

overburden can yield velocity fluctuations that translate to time shifts between seismic volumes 

(Barkved and Kristiansen, 2005; Hatchell et al., 2007; MacBeth et al., 2019). The quantitative 

interpretation of 4D seismic data has also be used to monitor CO2 sequestration projects, where 

accurately mapping fluids is necessary to ensure seal rock integrity (Arts et al., 2008; Chadwick et 

al., 2009; Richards, 2011; Al Hosni et al., 2016). Crucially, time-lapse seismic reflection imaging 

has the potential to provide a rich and expansive dataset that can lead to the development of better 

ground models and improve our understanding of dynamic subsurface processes. 

Successful 4D requires very good repeatability between measurements to ensure that differences 

identified between the acoustic measurements are real and not an artefact of how the data was 

acquired or processed. Differences between time-lapse surveys can occur for a variety of reasons, 
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including changes to equipment (the acoustic source, source/receiver configuration and depths), 

survey design (survey lines and azimuth, spatial coverage/fold) and the environment (ambient 

noise, shot-generated noise, multiples, water column properties). These can yield false differences 

when comparing time-lapse data, referred to as 4D noise (Calvert, 2005). As such, interpretation is 

especially challenging if reflectivity changes are low and/or noise levels are high (Jack, 2017). The 

aim of 4D processing is therefore to maximise the repeatability between seismic data. 

The first proof-of concept trials were conducted with legacy data (e.g., Huang et al., 1999). 

Although these data were characteristically noisy and not acquired with time-lapse in mind, 

interpretable differences were resolved following the development of early cross-equalisation 

techniques. This approach aims to minimise differences between stacked seismic data by 

manipulation with statistical methods (Ross and Altan, 1997). However, without preserving the 

amplitudes of the original data, only qualitative interpretation is possible. Furthermore, a cross-

equalization approach often yields non-unique and subjective results that are difficult to tie with 

real physical changes in the subsurface (Rickett and Lumley, 2001). In contrast, modern time-lapse 

analysis focuses on co-processing data volumes, either in parallel or simultaneously (Nguyen et al., 

2005). Some common steps within industry 4D seismic processing are outlined in Figure 1.1, 

applied to improve signal quality and achieve incremental improvements in intra-survey 

repeatability at each stage (e.g., Bertrand et al., 2014). Pre-processing may be performed on 

individual 3D volumes, and subsequent co-processing steps can manipulate pairs or groups of 4D 

traces in parallel, aiming to optimise the fidelity of the final time-lapse signal. During processing, 

significant focus is often placed on matching, regularisation and selective trace binning that can 

address factors that frequently cause significant non-repeatability: differences in equipment 

configuration or inconsistent positioning (Ross and Altan, 1997; Li et al., 2004; Naess, 2006; 

Waage et al., 2019). Targeted 4D surveys are often designed to closely repeat source and receiver 

positions during acquisition, resulting in more consistent ray paths and subsurface illumination for 

improved time-lapse imaging (e.g, Landrø, 1999). Considering the 4D processing sequence as a 

whole, Helgerud et al. (2011) observe the most significant improvements to repeatability at the 4D 

binning, data matching, and migration steps, quantified using Normalised Root Mean Square 

(NRMS). Careful amplitude, time and frequency matching can be used to minimise residual 

differences away from the target area and increase the certainty with which the 4D signal can be 

interpreted (Hall et al., 2005; Hatchell and Tatanova, 2019). However, this is impractical if changes 

are widespread within the 3D data. A robust approach should therefore be taken to process and 

interpret time-lapse data in order to maximise the information that can be extracted from 3D and 

4D seismic volumes. 
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Figure 1.1    A generalised workflow for processing conventional 4D data. 

 

1.1 Motivation 

The vast majority of marine time-lapse surveys have so far been limited to conventional seismic 

data; acquired with frequencies between approximately 5–120 Hz, and aimed at imaging reservoir-

scale changes kilometres below the subsurface.  

This thesis takes inspiration from previous time-lapse studies to investigate the potential for 4D, 

but utilising much higher-frequency seismic data with the potential to detect small-scale changes in 

the shallow subsurface at very high resolution (e.g., Lecerf and Reiser, 2004). In theory, just like 

conventional 3D seismic imaging, the 4D approach is scalable to high frequencies. This was 

demonstrated recently using the towed P-cable system with frequency range of 30–350 Hz 

(Hatchell et al., 2017; Waage et al., 2019). However, prior to this thesis, no true-4D data has been 

acquired using kHz-range, ultra-high-frequency (UHF) seismic reflection data. At this scale, 

previous time-lapse experiments have been limited to comparing repeat 2D lines (Truss et al., 

2007; Cevatoglu et al., 2015).  
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This is primarily because acquiring coherent, repeatable 3D UHF volumes is very technically 

challenging; a summary of UHF marine seismic systems is presented below in Section 1.2. Very 

accurate, centimetric-level positioning is required to measure the reflected wave field and 

compensate for the movement of the recording equipment (which can be large relative to the 

dominant period of the acoustic source). These errors can be prohibitive for 3D imaging, and 

therefore make extracting real 4D signals extremely difficult. However, overcoming these 

problems opens up the possibility of monitoring sub-metric subsurface processes in the dynamic, 

shallow water, coastal environments, in which UHF seismic systems are usually deployed. This 

may include geohazard and environmental monitoring for managing coastal regions, or providing 

very high-resolution information to support geotechnical projects such as the construction of 

offshore wind farms or inshore infrastructure development. 

 

1.2 Ultra-High-Frequency 3D Seismic Systems 

A number of groups have been successful in down-scaling the 3D seismic method to acquire to 

UHF data in a cost-effective way. This includes the use of sparker (Duarte et al., 2017; Monrigal et 

al., 2017), boomer (Marsset et al., 1998; Missiaen et al., 2002; Müller et al., 2002) and Chirp 

acoustic sources (Bull et al., 2005). Obtaining sufficiently accurate positioning proved a challenge 

for the early UHR 3D systems, such as SEISCAT (Henriet et al., 1992) and Opus3D (Missiaen et 

al., 2002), both developed at the University of Gent. The latter acquired data with a 1-3 kHz 

boomer source and, using a sampling rate of 16 kHz, was able to stack data into 1 x 1 m bins 

(Missiaen et al., 2002). However, true resolution was limited by the flexibility of their dual-channel 

streamers. Transmission delays were used for determining the location of receivers (Marsset et al., 

1998), although large residual errors lead to a smearing of reflectors and degraded image quality. 

Three recent UHF systems have had more success by deploying rigid receiver arrays along with 

Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS to overcome the challenges of navigation. The SEAMAP-3D, 

developed by Christian Albrechtc University, Kiel, has been used effectively for shallow marine 

archaeology (Müller et al., 2009; Mueller et al., 2013), using a similar boomer source to Opus3D. 

Hydrophones are attached to floats and joined in the crossline direction to restrict relative 

horizontal motion (Müller et al., 2007). However, the final datasets proved somewhat difficult to 

interpret due to reverberations within the receiver array, vertical navigation errors, limited 3D 

coverage, and the presence of shallow gas (Mueller et al., 2013). Unfortunately, most of these are 

common hurdles for UHF data; high frequencies attenuate rapidly, limiting penetration depth and, 

when constrained to short offsets and a small imaging footprint, obtaining complete, full-azimuth 

coverage over large areas becomes an impossible task. 
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Second, the 3D Chirp, developed by the University of Southampton (e.g. Bull et al., 2005), uses a 

kHz-range (typically 1.5-13.0 kHz) Chirp sweep transmitted from a small transducer array fixed at 

the centre of a rigid frame on which equally-spaced hydrophones are mounted surrounding the 

transducers. Restrictions on coverage and positioning have been mitigated with tailored migration 

software (Vardy and Henstock, 2010) and a remodelled frame. The system has been successfully 

used for detailed imaging of marine archaeology (Plets et al., 2009), mapping of quaternary 

geology (Vardy et al., 2010), detection of small buried objects (Vardy et al., 2008), and identifying 

geohazards such as submarine landslides (Vardy et al., 2012), demonstrating the capability to 

image with a theoretical bin size of 12.5 cm. 

Finally, with a similar configuration to conventional towed streamer acquisition, Geomarine 

Survey Systems developed a sparker system (up to 2.5 kHz) to generate very high-resolution 

volumes with 1-m bin sizes (Monrigal et al., 2017). The system was used to successfully image a 

carbonate boulder field and channel system at about 50 m depth, but were faced with familiar 

challenges of spatially variable differential GPS accuracy and difficulties acquiring complete 

coverage in strong winds (Monrigal et al., 2017). 

In order to achieve successful 4D UHF imaging, it is therefore necessary to overcome these 

technical challenges so that repeatable, coherent 3D UHF volumes can be acquired. This requires a 

comprehensive knowledge of the acquisition system, as well as careful consideration of both 

survey design and processing in order to maximise data repeatability. Building on the previous 

success of the 3D Chirp at producing very high resolution images of the shallow marine subsurface, 

this system was used to acquire the very first, UHF time-lapse volumes. In the following section, 

key differences between the 3D Chirp and conventional, towed-streamer seismic data are discussed 

along with a description of the standard approach for processing single 3D Chirp volumes. This is 

then compared to the 4D processing sequence in Figure 1.1, to highlight applications and areas of 

focus for the development of the 4D Chirp. 

 

1.2.1 3D Chirp vs. Conventional Seismic Systems 

With a centrally-positioned source surrounded by a grid of hydrophones, the 3D Chirp can acquire 

full-azimuth 3D data with each shot. This system is therefore far less sensitive to the orientation of 

the lines during a survey in comparison to narrow-azimuth, towed streamers, where the orientation 

may bias the illumination of complex subsurface structures (steep dips or faults, for example). The 

compact design of the 3D Chirp also results in the acquisition of very different seismic data. The 

maximum source-receiver offset for the 3D Chirp is small (approximately 1.17 m), resulting in 

traces that record only very minor differences in moveout. This makes it nearly impossible to 

extract trends in RMS velocity, in contrast to the long-offset, kilometre-scale towed streamers 
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deployed in conventional surveys, capable of recording a wide range of angles (e.g., Lacombe et 

al., 2009). Furthermore, when towing the 3D Chirp behind a small survey vessel, it is challenging 

to steer precisely relative to the size of the CMP bins (12.5 x 12.5 cm), which makes acquiring full-

fold data very difficult and time-consuming. Finally, recording the UHF signal requires a very 

small sampling interval (0.02 ms) and, similar to Vibroseis data, the signature of the Chirp sweep is 

embedded within the raw trace data (Yilmaz, 1987) which influences the processing sequence. 

The approach used in this thesis to process single 3D Chirp volumes is outlined in Figure 1.2. 

First, trace editing is performed to remove any data with anomalous or clipped amplitudes, perhaps 

resulting from mechanical or strong swell noise. A bandpass filter is then applied to improve the 

signal-to-noise ratio, attenuating noise outside the source bandwidth. As the Chirp source sweep is 

well constrained, the sweep signature can be removed from the data deterministically either by 

correlating the raw data with the idealised  sweep (Quinn et al., 1998), or by shaping the data to a 

desired (perhaps minimum phase) wavelet using a filter designed from the Chirp sweep (Baradello, 

2014). The former method was used to process 3D Chirp data so that the output signal is equivalent 

to the convolution of the subsurface impulse response with a zero-phase Klauder wavelet 

(illustrated in Section 2.2.2). 

 

 

Figure 1.2  An example processing sequence for 3D Chirp data. See text for details. 

 

In addition to the trace data, high accuracy and precision navigation is essential to UHF processing. 

For the 3D Chirp system, RTK-GPS data are logged during acquisition. The navigation is 
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interpolated to match the shot timings and then combined with attitude measurements from an 

accelerometer to estimate the positions of the source and receivers. The final coordinates are used 

for trace positioning and static or datum corrections. Scaling is applied to correct for geometrical 

spreading, followed by binning onto a regular 12.5 x12.5 cm CMP grid. A final volume is 

generated by CMP stacking (with normal moveout applied) followed by Stolt migration. Without 

constraints on the velocity field from the seismic data, a constant value of 1500 m/s (water 

velocity) is normally used for imaging. Prestack time migration is also frequently used to process 

3D Chirp data (Vardy and Henstock, 2010), but was not performed for the work within this thesis 

due to timing limitations. 

 

1.2.2 4D Chirp 

To perform a simple time-analysis, two co-located 3D Chirp volumes could be processed 

independently following the workflow shown in Figure 1.2, and then compared. A greatly 

improved time-lapse signal may be recovered with a more involved co-processing flow, however, 

the generalised 4D sequence outlined in Figure 1.1 is not directly applicable to the 3D Chirp due to 

the differences in the acquisition systems discussed in above. Therefore, the requirements for 

recording repeatable data differ.  

Using only data acquired by the 3D Chirp guarantees consistency of the acquisition equipment and 

configuration. The near-offset, full-azimuth data will likely contribute to good data repeatability 

due to similar azimuth sampling and ray paths through the subsurface. Cross-correlating with the 

source sweep acts as a filter to yield spectrally very similar, zero-phase data (see Section 2.4.2), 

significantly reducing the importance of phase or amplitude matching. In addition, the 3D Chirp 

source exhibits very high source repeatability (see Section 3.4.1). However, the small footprint and 

limited control of the towed 3D Chirp system restrict strategies for 4D acquisition. It is not feasible 

to replicate source and receiver locations, which would require the 3D Chirp to be manoeuvred 

with a horizontal accuracy of 0.125 m and a near-constant course-over-ground (to match the eight 

pulses per second shot rate), not practical for a small vessel in typical survey conditions. 

The main source of uncertainty is the positioning due to the required centimetric-level accuracy, 

close to the limits of RTK-GPS, especially in the vertical axis which could yield significant time 

shifts both during acquisition and between different surveys (c.f. Chapter 2). This was therefore 

the first priority for the development of 4D Chirp. More advanced navigation solutions were tested, 

which include post-processed kinematic (PPK) measurements (see Section 2.3). This takes greater 

advantage of the core navigation systems and data logged by the 3D Chirp during acquisition. Raw, 

detailed GNSS and inertial measurements are logged at very high resolution (the latter up to 200 

Hz) and reprocessed, incorporating high accuracy ephemeris, clock and ionospheric data, and 
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referenced to simultaneously recorded navigation data from nearby GPS base stations. For the 3D 

Chirp surveys presented in this thesis, the five closest base stations within the Ordnance Survey 

(OS) network were used (e.g., Edwards et al., 2010), the locations of which are shown in Figure 

1.3. This navigation post-processing was performed using dedicated industry software, TerraPos.   

In summary, due to the design of the 3D Chirp system, emphasis was placed on first 

meeting/exceeding the 4D positioning requirements to ensure that trace data are accurately located 

and can be reliability compared (c.f. Chapter 2). 

 

1.3 Research Aims 

The work presented in this thesis seeks to address the following aims: 

1. Determine the requirements for acquiring repeatable 4D Chirp data and establish whether 

these can be satisfied using the existing navigation system. 

2. Acquire time-lapse datasets using the 3D Chirp and compute very high resolution, stacked 

3D seismic reflection volumes. 

3. Calculate differences between the 3D Chirp volumes and extract quantitative information 

about subsurface changes. Where possible, link these changes to real, time-dependent 

physical processes that may have occurred between the acquisition of the two datasets. 

4. Quantify the repeatability of the 3D Chirp data. 

5. Assess the impact that the survey environment, source and receiver positioning, survey 

geometry and spatially variable fold have on 4D UHF data. In addition, explore how can 

they be reduced to improve the quality of the 4D signal. 

 

1.4 Seismic Datasets 

For this thesis, the 3D Chirp subbottom profiler was used to acquire two novel case study datasets 

to perform the very first, true-4D UHF time-lapse analysis. These surveys were conducted in two 

very different locations in the UK (Figure 1.3): (1) Southampton Water estuary (Chapter 2) and 

(2) a dry dock at the Catapult Offshore Renewable Energy testing facility in Blyth, Newcastle 

(Chapter 3). An additional 3D Chirp survey was acquired in Southampton as a navigation trial (see 

Section 2.3). The location of the trial is shown in Figure 1.6, with lines traversing under the Itchen 

bridge. These data also contribute to part of a larger, overarching project focusing on the ongoing 

development of the 3D Chirp system and its application to imaging a wide range of marine near-

surface targets.  
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For case study (1), the Southampton survey was conducted as an acquisition field trial, and not 

specifically for 4D. The data were acquired in open water by towing the 3D Chirp system 

approximately 10-15 m behind a small survey vessel, the R.V. Bill Conway (Figure 1.4). The 3D 

Chirp was deployed through an A-frame at the rear of the boat and connected to the onboard 

acquisition computer via an umbilical cable. Data were acquired continuously for ~5 hours with a 

vessel speed of between 3.5 to 4 knots. The fixed shot interval (eight pulses per second) combined 

with a speed of 4 knots equated to a nominal fold of three on a 25 x 25 cm CMP grid from a single 

pass, i.e. covered by 6 hydrophones with an along-track separation of 25 cm. Survey lines were 

designed in a race-track configuration, initially spaced approximately 1.5 m apart, with subsequent 

infill and repeated lines, traversing a rectangular 410 x 100 m area. For time-lapse analysis, data 

from the full survey was subdivided into two smaller volumes to investigate subsurface changes 

over half a tidal cycle. The water in the estuary is about 14 m deep and the tidal range is 

approximately 4.5 m, which includes a double high water (ABP Southampton, 2010).  

 

Figure 1.3 A map showing the location of the Southampton and Blyth 4D Chirp datasets in the 

UK, with eastings and northings in UTM 30N (WGS84). The two zoomed maps show 

the locations of the 5 nearest permanent reference base stations (red squares) within 

the OS Network used for navigation processing. 
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Figure 1.4 Photographs showing the 3D Chirp before (left) and during (right) data acquisition in 

Southampton (Chapter 2) towed using a small research vessel, the Bill Conway. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 Photograph taken during the acquisition of the first of two 3D Chirp surveys acquired 

in a flooded dry dock in Blyth (Chapter 3). The 3D Chirp is being pulled across the 

surface using ropes; floating buoys show the location of the umbilical cable just below 

the surface. 

 

In contrast, the second dataset was acquired in an enclosed dry dock, located next to the River 

Blyth. The dock contains an artificial sedimentary sequence and can be flooded at high tide by 

pumping in water from an adjacent river. When full, the maximum water depth is 6.5 m. The 3D 

Chirp system was first deployed from the edge of the dock using a tractor, and the seismic data 

were acquired by manually pulling the system across the surface using ropes attached to the corners 

of the array (Figure 1.5). A second dataset was acquired three days later. In between, water was 
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drained from the dock, the sediment was disturbed and different objects were buried in trenches 

within the top ~1 m. Differences between the two 3D seismic volumes were calculated in order to 

quantify the anthropogenic disturbance.  

The Blyth 3D Chirp data were part of a project to investigate near-surface changes in response to 

buried objects and other submarine infrastructure in test conditions. The seismic survey was 

designed specifically with 4D in mind, with data acquired over a total of five days and limited to 

daylight hours and constrained by local tide times; the dock could only be emptied and refilled 

based on the water level of the river adjacent to dry dock. 

During the time-lapse seismic surveys, the survey and quality control (QC) were led by the author, 

supported by Justin Dix (principal investigator for the Blyth project). Data acquisition was assisted 

by Sara Underhay, Dan Ellis and Jon Duell (from the University of Southampton) to mobilise, 

deploy and manoeuvre the 3D Chirp within the dry dock and help log supplementary data. Survey 

lines were acquired approximately 1 m apart, along widths of the dock to ensure full coverage over 

the survey targets and focus areas. Tow speed was slow, yielding a shot spacing of 3 cm in the 

along-track direction so that a high fold-of-coverage could be recorded. Due to time constraints a 

slightly smaller area was acquired during the second survey, but not still covering the survey 

targets. Data QC was performed at various key stages and throughout acquisition. Specifically, 

power and sweep settings were tested at the start to optimise illumination of the shallow subsurface 

without clipping amplitudes in the very shallow water. This was performed using custom software 

written by the author (see Section 1.4 below) to generate near-real time displays of common-

channel data. Real-time navigation data was also monitored to check coverage and identify any 

areas to be re-acquired. 

 

1.5 Software for Data Processing 

In order to process 3D Chirp data, bespoke software is required. The high ping rate and trace 

sampling interval (0.02 ms) mean that very high-fold datasets of 100-1000s of GB in size can be 

generated within just a few days of acquisition. For this reason, commercially available programs 

did not provide a practical solution, nor offer the high degree of flexibility required to test and 

manipulate the new 4D Chirp datasets. 

For initial processing of individual 3D Chirp volumes, proprietary code written previously by M. 

Vardy was used. To process the 4D Chirp data, a new software package was written by the author 

in Python, including: tools for working with raw SEGY data; data processing such as 3D geometry 

assignment, binning, NMO correction, static and dynamic time shifts; and generating various 

seismic and 4D attributes. The software is object-orientated, with separate hierarchical classes 
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constructed for geometry grids, traces, CMP gathers, 3D and 4D datasets in order to be flexible, 

and permit memory-efficient serialisation and sorting during processing. This facilitated the testing 

of more complex stacking methodologies (see Chapter 4), for example. In addition, using custom 

software provided the ability to natively support very small (sub-millisecond) time shifts as well as 

incorporate the very high precision navigation data that typically exceeds the precision of standard 

SEGY trace headers. 

In addition to data processing, the Python code was also used to build interactive software with a 

graphical user interface (GUI) to streamline viewing and quality control of data in near-real time 

during acquisition. This was later expanded to include geometry information and map data, helping 

to estimate survey coverage and quickly define geometry grids. An example is shown in Figure 

1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6 Screen capture of the Python GUI software for performing QC on navigation and 

seismic data during acquisition. On the right, part of the Southampton coastline is 

drawn with a grey line. This is overlain with a black line delineating a survey line 

acquired by the 3D Chirp for an under-bridge navigation test. The blue rectangle 

outlines the primary area used to stack data from this survey. 
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1.6 Thesis Overview 

This thesis outlines stages in the development and application of the 3D Chirp system to image 

time-lapse changes in the marine subsurface at very high resolution. The information in the 

remaining chapters is ordered chronologically and follows the acquisition of new 4D data with 

increasing complexity of data processing and a shift from qualitative to quantitative interpretation. 

This is initiated with a focus on the core navigation system for improving positioning accuracy and 

stability – highlighted as the main challenge for UHF acquisition and an essential prerequisite for 

acquiring repeatable 4D data. 

Chapter 2 presents the first 4D Chirp case study, comparing data acquired in Southampton. First, 

factors influencing the repeatability of 4D UHF data are discussed. This is followed by an 

introduction to the 3D Chirp which includes an assessment of the navigation requirements for 

acquiring repeatable time-lapse data. Synthetic data are used to evaluate the impact of navigation 

errors as well as fold. Using field data, some limitations of the 3D Chirp navigation system are 

exemplified and viable, alternative solutions are presented. The Southampton 4D Chirp case study 

is then presented, which examines changes to a shallow (~1.5 m deep) blanket of free gas between 

high and low tide. This paper was published in the journal Geophysics (Faggetter et al., 2020). The 

work presented in this paper was completed by the author under the supervision of Mark Vardy, 

Jon Bull, Justin Dix and Tim Henstock. This includes the time-lapse and navigation processing. 

The initial 3D post-stack volumes was generated using the code written by Mark Vardy and the 

new Python code was used to perform the time-lapse analysis and interpretation (as described in 

Section 1.4). The data acquired at Blyth (presented in Chapter 3, 4 and 5) was processed solely by 

the new processing scripts written by the author with the exception of the Stolt migration 

performed using the open source Seismic Unix software. 

Chapter 3 details the acquisition, interpretation, processing and results of the second time-lapse 

case study acquired in a dry dock in Blyth. A comprehensive outline of experimental setup is 

presented and the stratigraphy of the artificial sedimentary sequence within the dock is described. 

Using permanent, static structures within the dock, trace data are examined to quantify the 

repeatability and to verify that the UHF data are precisely co-located. The stacked 3D seismic 

reflection volumes are then compared to quantify structural and bed-level changes, differences in 

near-surface reflection amplitudes as well as map out the location of buried objects and disturbed 

sediment. Synthetic impedance models were also constructed to explore physical mechanisms that 

may explain the observed time-lapse signal. 

In Chapter 4, changes are made to the processing of the Blyth data in order to improve the quality 

of the 4D results. Subtle, spatially-variable changes in the coherency of CMP gathers are 

highlighted. These are attributed primarily to residual errors in the navigation system of the 3D 

Chirp. Their impact on the data is evaluated and, following a detailed review of existing 
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approaches, a method is devised to minimise these errors within the Blyth data. The results 

demonstrate improvements to the coherency, repeatability and interpretability of the stacked 3D 

and 4D Chirp volumes. 

Chapter 5 presents a synopsis of the results, comparing and contrasting different aspects of the two 

4D Chirp case studies including navigational accuracy and repeatability. This chapter also lists the 

key lessons learnt that could be applied to UHF 4D systems and summarises the main conclusions 

of this work. 
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Chapter 2 Time-Lapse Imaging using 3D Ultra-High-

Frequency Marine Seismic Reflection Data 

 

2.1 Introduction 

Monitoring temporal changes in the subsurface using 4D seismic reflection data has garnered 

significant interest within the energy sector for many applications, primarily monitoring fluid 

substitution in deep, kilometre-scale hydrocarbon reservoirs (Landrø et al., 1999; Gouveia et al., 

2004; van Gestel et al., 2008) and carbon storage sites (Boait et al., 2012; White, 2013; Pevzner et 

al., 2017). The value of 4D data has proven to be significant, helping to identify undrained 

resources and minimize operational risk and uncertainty (e.g., Byerley et al., 2006). As a result, 

best practices for acquiring and manipulating time-lapse seismic data have been discussed 

extensively in a large number of publications (Kragh and Christie, 2002; Lumley et al., 2003; 

Campbell et al., 2011; Helgerud et al., 2011; Bertrand et al., 2014). The primary goal of time-lapse 

acquisition and processing is to maximize the repeatability between each survey. Differences in the 

source, water column properties, wave height, survey geometry, environmental noise, and wavelet 

appear as artefacts in a difference image, referred to as 4D noise, which can reduce both the 

minimum difference signal that can be recovered as well as the certainty that changes can be 

interpreted. Modern processing workflows for multi-vintage surveys normally consist of 

simultaneous geometry regularization and trace selection during binning (e.g., Smith et al., 2012), 

followed by prestack imaging, implementing some degree of data matching (e.g., Helgerud et al., 

2011). Time-lapse interpretation can involve identifying amplitude changes and time shifts between 

individual surveys as well as analysing difference volumes using appropriate time-lapse attributes 

(Chadwick et al., 2010). These results are often tied to other reservoir information to develop more 

complete and comprehensive subsurface models (Hatchell and Bourne, 2005; Souza et al., 2018). 

In contrast, there are very few examples of time-lapse using ultra-high-frequency (UHF; kHz-

range) seismic reflection data. The substantially higher frequency content leads to reduced 

penetration as well as a greater sensitivity to positional errors. Even for 2D data, the navigation 

requirements for UHF systems are much stricter than for conventional seismic data. This makes it 

challenging to acquire coherent and reproducible 3D volumes, especially in high-energy marine 

environments (Monrigal et al., 2017), and has made 4D imaging prohibitive. Consequently, extant 

examples of offshore time-lapse data in the kHz range involve repeat 2D rather than true 3D 

experiments (e.g., Cevatoglu et al., 2015). 
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However, there are many potential applications for remote, quantitative monitoring of near-surface 

marine environments, that require 3D imaging to capture the full complexity of changing 

heterogenous subsurface processes at very-high-resolution. For example, the ability to map 

differences in sub-seabed properties and stratigraphy, such as gas accumulations, unstable slopes, 

and scouring, would contribute to our understanding of the marine near-surface environmental 

processes, with particular importance for geohazard applications and other geomechanical 

phenomena (Clare et al., 2018). Equally, UHF systems could be used to monitor the anthropogenic 

impact of trenching, construction, and seabed loading during offshore engineering projects, aiding 

small-scale site characterization and providing valuable information for risk assessment. 

This chapter outlines recent developments with a true-3D UHF subbottom profiler, the 3D Chirp 

system (Bull et al., 2005), with the aim of achieving decimetre-scale quantitative monitoring of 

temporal changes to the shallow subsurface. Some of the key challenges for UHF time-lapse 

surveying are discussed, outlining how improvements to data acquisition can yield well-matched, 

repeatable data. Specifically, results investigating the impact of navigational accuracy and fold-of-

coverage are illustrated. Finally, a case study showing the temporal evolution of a shallow, free gas 

front across half a tidal cycle is presented, demonstrating the potential for quantitative monitoring 

of the shallow marine environment at very-high-resolution. Although this work was completed 

using the 3D Chirp, the processes described are more generic and may provide a useful reference 

for the development of time-lapse UHF systems in general. 

2.2 Requirements for 4D Imaging 

2.2.1 Time-Lapse for UHF Systems 

As with 3D seismic reflection imaging, the requirements for 4D imaging change based on the 

source frequency bandwidth and the design of the acquisition system. However, the design and 

operation of 3D UHF systems vary and can differ substantially from those used for conventional 

seismic acquisition (Marsset et al., 1998; Missiaen et al., 2002; Müller et al., 2002; Bull et al., 

2005; Duarte et al., 2017; Monrigal et al., 2017). These UHF systems are more compact and are 

towed at much shallower depths in the water column (or at the surface). As a result, not all of the 

commonly used time-lapse strategies are directly applicable to UHF data. Some of the key 

challenges that can lead to poor repeatability inherent to UHF systems are discussed below. 

1. Ground Coverage The ability to replicate the acquisition geometry has been shown to 

yield significant improvements to the quality of time-lapse data (Landrø, 1999), providing 

a more consistent illumination of subsurface targets. This is exemplified by the high 

repeatability of permanent ocean bottom installations (Bertrand et al., 2014) or steerable, 

towed-cable systems (Goto et al., 2004). However, UHF systems that are compact and easy 
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to deploy and operate in shallow, coastal environments often consist of source-receiver 

configurations with very small footprints that are very difficult to steer offshore with any 

control. Survey lines can be highly sinuous and are generally acquired with the aim of 

filling gaps in coverage, rather than equally spaced, parallel lines. Therefore, for UHF 

seismic systems, replicating shot locations and obtaining a uniform, dense fold is almost 

impossible (e.g., Mueller et al., 2013), especially in high energy, shallow water 

environments. 

2. Positioning Accuracy: The centimetre-scale positional accuracy required for acquiring 

data with a kHz-frequency source is close to the practical operational limit of traditional 

Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and acoustic methods. This can exacerbate 

problems caused by irregular coverage. Positional errors can be considered to influence the 

quality of time-lapse results at two different time-scales. On short time-scales, individual 

traces and/or survey lines can be misplaced both vertically and laterally. Vertical shifts can 

reduce the coherency of reflections within each 3D volume, whereas horizontal translations 

can lead to unreliable fold-of-coverage and smearing of data across midpoint bins (e.g., 

Archer et al., 1999). On longer time-scales, a systematic error in navigation can lead to 

offsets between entire data volumes that can be challenging to correct (Leggott et al., 

2000). These scenarios have the potential to dramatically reduce both the apparent 

resolution of stacked 3D data, and the ability to interpret real acoustic differences in 4D 

data.  

3. Signal Repeatability: Even if perfect ground coverage and positioning were attainable, 

short-term changes in the environmental conditions during acquisition, or longer-term 

changes between surveys can both contribute to poor repeatability. For shallow-towed 

UHF systems, towing close to the water surface can lead to water turbulence and bubbles 

around the source and receiver equipment. This can significantly impact wavefield 

propagation in the kHz band and lead to interference, generating unpredictable patterns of 

noise within the source bandwidth. Furthermore, difficulties in steering can lead to 

variations in hydrophone depth relative to the short source wavelengths, resulting in 

amplitude and phase perturbations of ghost reflections that influence both single-volume 

coherency and repeatability (Laws and Kragh, 2002). Therefore, a single bin could contain 

data from multiple hydrophones, with widely variable Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N). Even if 

receiver positions are well constrained, these features can prove difficult to correct in UHF 

data (e.g., Marsset et al., 1998). Furthermore, for the very high source frequencies used, the 

sea surface no longer acts as a plane free surface, resulting in complex and trace/frequency 

varying ghost reflections (Egorov et al., 2017; Blacquière and Sertlek, 2019). When 

comparing 3D volumes, data matching can be used to minimize residual differences 

(Hoeber et al., 2005). This can only be applied to areas away from the 4D target, where no 

real changes have occurred. However, for the highest resolution systems, which provide 
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information on structures less than one meter in scale, it could be more difficult to satisfy 

this condition. Small-scale differences may be present and laterally extensive, for example 

naturally occurring changes to the structure and porosity of shallow sediments due to 

compaction. 

To achieve interpretable time-lapse results with UHF data, it is therefore necessary to 

scrutinize the strategies for acquisition, characterize the main sources of non-repeatability, and 

evaluate the impact they have on the quality and coherency of a single 3D volume and repeat 

4D data. Below, this process is exemplified, using both synthetic and case study data from the 

3D Chirp, with an emphasis on detailing improvements to positioning. 

 

Figure 2.1 Schematic of the surface-towed 3D Chirp subbottom profiler viewed from above (a) 

and below (b). Hydrophones are mounted on the base of the rigid frame, within the 

yellow tubes aligned fore-aft. Four transducers are arranged in a Maltese Cross on the 

underside of the 3D Chirp. 
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2.2.2 Time-Lapse for 3D Chirp 

The 3D Chirp is a subbottom profiler that acquires seismic reflection data using a broadband, kHz 

Chirp source (Bull et al., 2005). The system comprises a rigid, neutrally buoyant frame 

approximately 2 x 3 m in size and is suitable for towing alongside or a short distance behind small 

vessels (Figure 2.1). An array of 60 hydrophones are mounted in a regular grid, equally spaced at 

25 cm in the along- and across-track directions. In the centre, four T135 transducers arranged in a 

Maltese Cross form a single acoustic source. For most applications, a broadband 1.5-13.0 kHz, 16 

ms Chirp pulse is transmitted (with sine-squared tapers covering 1/8 of the pulse length), 

compensated for the transducer response (Gutowski et al., 2002a). After cross-correlation with the 

known transmitted waveform, reflections are collapsed into symmetric Klauder wavelets with two 

prominent, negative side-lobes. These are separated by 0.12 ms and with amplitudes of –0.47 

relative to the central peak (Figure 2.2). The 3D Chirp data are normally stacked or prestack 

migrated using 25 x 25 cm or smaller common-midpoint (CMP) grids facilitating true 3D imaging 

at decimetric resolution in a range of environments (Plets et al., 2009; Vardy et al., 2010, 2012; Dix 

et al., 2016). 

 

Figure 2.2 The 3D Chirp source signature. (a) The frequency-swept broadband 1.5-13.0 kHz 

Chirp sweep used for most applications with the 3D Chirp. (b) The Klauder 

autocorrelation wavelet of the sweep shown in (a). (c) The power spectrum of (a). 

 

To generate coherent 3D volumes, traces must be vertically aligned to avoid destructive 

interference. The required navigation accuracy is therefore less than one half of the source wavelet 
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after correcting for normal move-out (e.g., Gutowski et al., 2002b). For the 3D Chirp, the 

wavelength of the correlated 3D Chirp sweep is 0.12 ms two-way traveltime (TWT), or 9 cm in 

water, using a compressional wave speed of 1500 m/s. Therefore, the required vertical accuracy for 

the 3D Chirp is less than 4.5 cm. To illustrate this, Figure 2.3 shows the result of stacking and 

differencing pairs of idealized time-lagged wavelets. In this example, the lag acts as a proxy for a 

possible vertical navigation error. When performing a mean stack on poorly aligned traces the 

resulting wavelet is significantly distorted. Destructive interference between the peak and side-

lobes results in a broader, lower-amplitude maximum. Small errors (up to 0.03 ms TWT or 2.25 cm 

at water velocity) yield an apparent attenuation of higher frequencies, whereas larger errors 

generate frequency notches.  

 

Figure 2.3 Noise-free synthetics illustrating the sensitivity of the 3D Chirp source sweep to 

positioning errors. Time-lagged pairs of synthetic Klauder wavelets are show in row 

(a), the first is centred at 0 ms and drawn with a solid line, the second trace is drawn 

with a dashed line and offset from the first by the amount specified at the top of each 

column. Shifts of 0.015, 0.030, 0.060, and 0.120 ms TWT equate to 1.125, 2.250, 

4.500 and 9.000 cm offsets (using a velocity of 1500 m/s), respectively. The mean 

stack (b), difference (c), and cross-correlation (d) were calculated using each pair of 

traces. Row (e) shows the power spectrum of the stacked trace. 
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The synthetic data in Figure 2.3 highlight how extremely small, centimetre-scale errors in vertical 

navigation can result in large changes in amplitude and frequency of poststack 3D Chirp volumes. 

Furthermore, if the navigational uncertainty varies during the course of a single survey, this may 

lead to an apparent spatial variability of amplitudes within a single 3D volume, which would be 

detrimental for 4D imaging. For successful time-lapse studies using the 3D Chirp, it is therefore 

critical to minimize both the navigational error to a level parametrized by the source wavelet, as 

well as the spatial variability of the errors so that the underlying reflectivity can be reproduced. 

Both of these issues have been targeted to improve the quality of data from the 3D Chirp to a level 

appropriate for 4D imaging. 

 

2.3 Practical Solutions for 4D Chirp Imaging 

2.3.1 Absolute Positioning 

For the 3D Chirp, the geographical position of trace data is calculated in two parts. First, the 

absolute position of a single point on the towed array (the primary GPS antenna) is determined 

using a Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GNSS system. Second, the location of each source and 

receiver component are determined relative to the primary antenna location. Taking advantage of 

the rigid frame, heading, pitch and roll measurements are acquired using an Inertial Measurement 

Unit (IMU) mounted at a fixed point on the 3D Chirp. The nominal accuracy of a RTK-GNSS 

system is on the order of two centimetres and is derived from a phase differential approach, 

comparing observations from a single or network of local, static GNSS sites (Seeber, 2003). Under 

normal, clear-sky conditions, this configuration satisfies the accuracy requirements for coherent 

imaging with the 3D Chirp (Dix et al., 2016). 

However, the quality of RTK-GNSS measurements is strongly influenced by the local environment 

and the distance to the closest base station, especially for baselines greater than approximately 20 

km in length, where atmospheric distortion is no longer spatially correlated (Edwards et al., 2010). 

An example of RTK-GNSS observations is shown in Figure 2.4, acquired over five minutes, using 

a stationary 3D Chirp antenna. The accuracy of these measurements is 0.15 cm in the horizontal 

and 0.54 cm in the vertical planes, calculated by comparing the mean position with a long-

observation post-processed solution (red cross; Figure 2.4). Although these values are well within 

the aforementioned requirements for 3D Chirp imaging, they do not represent the true kinematic 

accuracy of 3D Chirp positioning. During a survey, only instantaneous measurements are recorded; 

repeat measurements cannot be acquired and the accuracy depends on the full scatter of RTK-

GNSS measurements. 
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Figure 2.4 Scatter of static RTK-GNSS measurements in the X/Y plane (a) and X/Z plane (b). 

Data were collected over a 5-minute period using the 3D Chirp roving antenna and are 

plotted relative to the mean value show by the black cross. A 95% confidence ellipse 

is drawn with a dashed line around the mean. A normalized histogram of the height 

values is shown to the right of (b), along with the corresponding normal distribution. 

The red cross indicates the ‘true’ coordinates of the 3D Chirp antenna determined 

from post-processing six hours of GNSS measurements using Leica Geo Office 

(LGO). 

 

When surveying in more urban or riverine locations, interference with multipath signals reflected 

from buildings, bridges and large vessels can significantly reduce positioning accuracy (e.g., 

Seeber, 2003). When traversing under bridges, the direct line-of-sight to satellites can be 

interrupted requiring the ambiguity-fixed solution to be reinitialized. To mitigate these issues, GPS 

data may be integrated with high frequency measurements of the orientation and acceleration of the 

3D Chirp recorded by the IMU. Combining both RTK-GNSS and inertially predicted positions can 

reduce the time to acquire a position fix and yield more accurate and robust navigation solutions, 

especially during GPS signal drop-outs (Farrell et al., 2000; Scherzinger, 2000). This is commonly 

implemented using an optimal Kalman filter approach (e.g., Kjørsvik and Brøste, 2009) and may be 

performed in real time, or calculated after the survey, where more precise satellite ephemerides and 

observations at local base stations can be incorporated to calculate improved Post-Processed 

Kinematic (PPK) coordinates. 

For surveys far offshore, the short baseline requirements for RTK-GNSS (and PPK) can 

substantially limit the range of possible applications for systems implementing this method. In this 

scenario, Precise Point Positioning (PPP), a method for post-processing GNSS observations that 
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does not use measurements from static, terrestrial base stations, may offer an alternative option. An 

accurate PPP solution typically requires the highest-quality satellite ephemeris data and long 

observation periods (e.g., Yigit et al., 2014). With substantial initialisation times, this technology 

has only recently become suitable for kinematic applications with decimetre-scale vertical 

positioning accuracy (DeSanto et al., 2019). 

 

Figure 2.5  A comparison of RTK, PPK, and PPP positioning methods for seismic acquisition 

under a bridge. (a) shows time series of the height of the 3D Chirp primary antenna 

above mean sea level (MSL), illustrating the longer-term impact of the satellite drop-

out that occurred during the bridge pass. The blue shaded region highlights the extent 

of the data acquired under the bridge. Panels (b-d) show gathers from the same 25 x 

25 cm CMP bin (crossline 2077) under the centre of the bridge, corrected using RTK-, 

PPK- and PPP-GNSS data, respectively. Picks for the seabed reflection are shown for 

each gather, as well as the corresponding 2s-error. Note the improved consistency of 

the seabed reflection for the PPK and PPP techniques compared to the RTK (see main 

text for further discussion). (e) An inline section from a stacked 3D volume. Traces 

were corrected using PPK-GNSS navigation data and then stacked onto a 25 x 25 cm 

CMP grid. The area directly below the bridge is outlined in light blue. 
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A number of these GNSS technologies were tested to explore their practical suitability in 

environments that are close to the operational limit of the 3D Chirp system. Data were acquired 

along the Itchen River in Southampton, UK, including passes under the Itchen bridge, which has a 

width of approximately 15 m and a clearance height of 23 m above highest astronomical tide 

(Figure 2.5). Figure 2.5a compares a time series of the 3D Chirp antenna height acquired using 

three inertially aided navigation methods: RTK, PPK, and PPP. The post-processed data were 

calculated using TerraPos (a GNSS post-processing software package) at 20 Hz with precise 

ephemeris and clock information along with high frequency (200 Hz) acceleration data, resampled 

to match the seismic data (acquired at a shot-rate of 8 Hz). After passing under the bridge the 

reduced quality of the RTK navigation is evident, depicting false, long-period oscillations with an 

amplitude of about 10 cm that is inconsistent with the acceleration data. This is primarily caused by 

a loss of satellite lock and takes 44.5 seconds (356 shots) to reinitialize to a fixed RTK solution, 

although the reduction in quality is far more prolonged.  

Figure 2.5b shows a CMP gather from a single 25 x 25 cm bin directly below the centre of the 

bridge and illustrates the poor vertical coherency of the seabed reflection using inertially-aided 

RTK-GNSS data. RTK navigation would therefore be unsuitable for 3D seismic acquisition 

proximal to the bridge. In contrast, trace gathers positioned using PPK navigation are well aligned 

(Figure 2.5c) and the corresponding height time series depicts the long-term gradual decrease in 

height, consistent with the changing tide and with no obvious sensitivity to the bridge pass. 

However, some loss of lateral coherency is still apparent in the seabed reflection in the stacked 

seismic section constructed using the PPK navigation (Figure 2.5e; near crossline 2100). For PPP, 

despite the incorporation of acceleration data, there is a substantial drift in height caused by cycle 

slips and a false initialisation after the bridge pass. However, the CMP gather under the bridge does 

highlight an improvement in the vertical alignment of traces using PPP (Figure 2.5d) compared to 

RTK, albeit with an earlier arrival time.  Note that the traces in each gather are not identical. This is 

the result of lateral movements of traces between adjacent bins due to differences in horizontal 

trace coordinates for the three methods. 

In summary, the loss of satellite lock during the bridge pass results in oscillating, inaccurate RTK 

measurements. The relative positioning of traces is improved dramatically by post-processing with 

inertial data in this scenario (for both PPK and PPP). However, a difference in the absolute position 

is apparent when incorporating GNSS observations from local base stations for the PPK solution, 

confirming that PPK is the most robust positioning solution as it combines both updated satellite 

ephemeris data and known base station(s). 

In addition to the absolute positioning of the 3D Chirp GNSS antennae, determining the 

coordinates of source and receiver groups requires precise measurements of the frame and the 

offset between the RTK-GNSS roving antenna and each component. Although the 3D Chirp has a 

rigid construction, it consists of three separate parts, designed to make the frame more suitable for 
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transport. As the system must be reassembled prior to each survey, it is crucial to obtain accurate 

measurements, and recalibrate over time to avoid inconsistencies in the dimensions that could lead 

to systematic navigation errors and exaggerate any uncertainties in heading, pitch or roll. To this 

end, multiple independent measurements were acquired of the 3D Chirp. Points along the length of 

the array (across all the three modules) were acquired with post-processed GNSS, confirming that 

the hydrophone array is internally parallel and that the location of each hydrophone group’s phase 

centre is well defined to within 0.64 ± 0.17 cm. Estimates of the antenna separation were also 

verified using carrier-phase GNSS measurements from dual antennas as well as a 3D laser scan. 

These two methods were consistent to within ± 0.05 cm. After the completion of three separate 

offshore surveys, this distance was recalibrated and found to be 0.30 cm different from the first set 

of measurements. These results demonstrate the very high consistency of the 3D Chirp assembly, 

which should be measured frequently to ensure that the dimensions are known correctly and to 

maximize the relative positioning accuracy of the source and receiver groups. 

2.3.2 Fold Regularisation 

The above methodology demonstrates a stable, accurate, and repeatable navigation solution 

suitable for the acquisition of 4D Chirp data. However, when operating higher frequency sources, 

or surveying in rough sea states, residual navigation errors are possible. To overcome this, it is 

hypothesized that increasing the fold-of-coverage will yield more spatially consistent amplitudes 

within a 3D volume and improve the quality of time-lapse data (e.g., Calvert, 2005). 

Using knowledge of the expected positioning error of the 3D Chirp, it is possible to evaluate how 

fold impacts the quality of a stacked wavelet, constructed from groups of poorly aligned traces. 

Given a navigational error equal to one quarter of the 3D Chirp wavelet, a normal distribution (with 

a zero mean and 2σ equal to 2.25 cm) was used to model independent vertical shifts of traces 

containing a single, perfect reflection. Increasing numbers of traces were then stacked, each lagged 

by a time randomly sampled from the normal distribution. Various characteristics of the stacked 

traces were calculated and are shown in Figure 2.6. This process illustrates the improvement in 

data repeatability resulting from stacking large groups traces, equivalent to a high fold. As the 

number of traces increases, the peak amplitude converges to a value of 78% of the original 

reflection (Figure 2.6a). This number is unique to the 3D Chirp sweep and reflects the relative 

amplitude difference between the central peak and the negative side lobes that destructively 

interfere. The correct arrival time is also recovered (Figure 2.6b), as well as the shape and phase of 

the original source wavelet (Figure 2.6c). The apparent attenuation of high and low frequencies 

plateaus at -0.63 dB/kHz (Figure 2.6d) described by the slope between the high and low corners in 

the frequency domain (an apparent attenuation gradient). The sign of this value highlights the 

preferential destructive interference of higher frequencies, due to the small magnitude of the time-

shifts (compared to the source wavelength) used to shift traces. From 30 simulations, there is no 
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discernible difference for stacks containing between 70-200+ traces to a precision of two 

significant figures. Quantifying the overall repeatability, Figure 2.6e shows the trend in normalized 

root mean square (NRMS) a metric which is sensitive to amplitude, time shifts and phase changes 

in time series data (Kragh and Christie, 2002): 

 

𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆 =	
2	 × 	𝑅𝑀𝑆	(𝑏 − 𝑚)

𝑅𝑀𝑆	(𝑏) 	+ 	𝑅𝑀𝑆	(𝑚)
 (2.1) 

 

where b and m refer to co-located traces within the baseline and a monitor survey, respectively. 

RMS refers to the root-mean-squared amplitude. 

This simplified model (Figure 2.6) highlights two key results. First, by acquiring a high trace fold 

it is possible to improve the repeatability and temporal resolution of stacked data and minimize the 

impact of navigation errors. Second, a small and irregular fold-of-coverage has the potential to 

yield an apparent spatial variability of trace amplitudes, generating anomalous signals in both 3D 

and 4D data. Therefore, for time-lapse studies, to maximize the accuracy and repeatability of data, 

a minimum fold may be enforced for every bin. Variations in fold above this value will have less 

effect on the data and noisy traces can be rejected to further improve the data quality. However, 

achieving a uniform fold with the 3D Chirp is challenging. With a narrow footprint of just 1.5 m, 

filling small gaps in large survey areas can become unviable, especially in deep water. In addition, 

the convergence rate illustrated in Figure 2.6 is likely an overestimate. It does not incorporate the 

time-dependence of inertially-aided/post-processed navigation data. The alignment of traces within 

a single CMP bin may be strongly biased by the number and orientation of survey lines. However, 

if the amplitude and frequency distortion of high-fold stacks can be accurately modelled, this may 

be corrected for in post-processing to recover true amplitudes. 
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Figure 2.6  Thirty simulations demonstrating the role of fold (number of stacked traces) in 

determining the characteristics (a-e) of the final stacked wavelets: (a) the maximum 

amplitude; (b) the difference in two-way traveltime between the stacked and a zero-

shifted trace; (c) the ratio of energy either side of the main peak (a measure of 

symmetry); (d) the slope of the power spectrum calculated using the two peak corner 

frequencies; and (e) the NRMS expressed as a percentage. Stacked wavelets are 

calculated from groups of 1-200 traces. Individual traces are time-lagged by randomly 

sampling a zero-mean, normal distribution where 2σ is equal to one quarter 

wavelength of the 3D Chirp wavelet. 30 simulations of 1-200 traces are shown. 
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2.4 Example Case Study Results 

Guided by a more comprehensive understanding of the acquisition process with improved 

navigation repeatability, data acquired using the 3D Chirp were used to construct the first UHF 

time-lapse example. The aim was to evaluate the potential for using collocated 3D Chirp volumes 

to monitor subsurface changes. This involved three key steps: confirming that the amplitude and 

positional repeatability of the 3D Chirp are suitable for 4D imaging; evaluating the level of 4D 

noise and investigating whether real changes can be identified within a difference volume; and 

examining whether these time-lapse signals can be tied to physical changes using a broad 

knowledge of the stratigraphy. 

 

Figure 2.7  A 3D seismic reflection volume acquired with the 3D Chirp in Southampton Water, 

UK, using a 1.5 – 13.0 kHz sweep. The total area surveyed was 410 x 100 m, 

encompassing a stratigraphy of muddy sands, pockets of shallow gas and a 

decommissioned pipeline. Data are stacked onto a 25 x 25 cm CMP grid and the 

average water depth during acquisition was 14 m. 

 

2.4.1 Stratigraphic Setting 

An area of 410 x 100 m was surveyed using the 3D Chirp in Southampton Water, an estuary in the 

south of England that exhibits a relatively high tidal range of 4.5 m during Spring tides. The site 

encompasses a stratigraphy of muddy sands and a decommissioned pipeline (Figure 2.7). In this 
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volume, the seabed reflection arrives between 22 and 23 ms TWT, while a shallow, methane gas 

front is known locally to be present at approximately 1.0 to 1.5 m beneath the seabed (from a 

previous 2D seismic study; Best et al., 2004). This free gas horizon can be identified by a diffuse 

series of partial diffractions at 24.5 to 25.0 ms TWT followed by a window of anomalously low 

trace amplitudes (acoustic blanking) (Figure 2.8). It is hypothesized that pressure changes may 

influence this gas horizon (e.g., Wever et al., 1998), driven by the changing tide in this example. 

The high impedance contrast makes this a highly visible boundary and a suitable 4D target. 

 

Figure 2.8 Inline sections from two small, collocated volumes constructed from data acquired at 

high tide (a) and near low tide (b). Data from low tide are repeated in (c), overlain 

with an interpretation highlighting three key reflections: the seabed (blue), a 

sedimentary horizon at approximately 24 ms TWT (red) and the top of a methane gas 

blanket (green). All grey-scale seismic sections are plotted using the same amplitude 

scale. 

 

2.4.2 Data Processing and Results 

The data were acquired during an eight-hour survey and stacked into a single 3D volume providing 

information on the spatial extent of various targets and geological features within the subsurface 

(Figure 2.7). To investigate changes that occurred during the survey (about half a tidal cycle in this 

instance), two smaller sub-volumes were constructed using the lines that were acquired closest to 

high and low tide. Traces were first static-corrected (shifting 0-ms TWT relative to the mean sea 

level datum) and then stacked onto identical, collocated 25 x 25 cm midpoint grids, following a 

normal-moveout correction (using a uniform water velocity of 1500 m/s), and a geometrical 

spreading correction. Figure 2.8 compares collocated inline sections from the high and low tide 

volumes. These images illustrate the very high similarity of the two data sets. Reflection 

amplitudes and arrival times appear broadly consistent, which is to be expected due to the short 

time interval, an average of 3 hours 29 minutes, between the acquisition of data within each sub-
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volume. Differences are visible near the gas horizon and in the level of swell noise. For example, 

within the high tide data, the amplitudes of adjacent traces vary substantially near crosslines 61, 

100 and 140. Despite quite calm wave conditions during the survey, significantly more wash was 

recorded from the vessel near high tide, a consequence of increased towing speeds travelling 

against the flooding tide. Cross-correlation time shifts were calculated between traces from the 

high- and low-tide data using a 2-ms moving window (Figure 2.9a). Low values across this inline 

section illustrate that the data are well matched in time. The maximum time shift measured at the 

seabed reflection is one sample (0.02 ms).  

 

Figure 2.9  The high tide inline section overlain by: (a) cross-correlation time shifts and (b) 

NdRMS, both calculated using a 2-ms moving window along collocated CMP traces 

from the high and low tide volumes. After applying a trace-variable amplitude scaling 

to the high tide volume, (c) shows the updated inline section (displayed using the same 

amplitude scale as Figure 2.8). The updated NdRMS is shown in (d). The box drawn 

with a dashed line highlights the location of a prominent 4D signal discussed within 

the text. 
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To quantify the extent of the changes in striped swell noise, the Normalized difference of the RMS 

amplitudes (NdRMS) was calculated over a wide 2-ms gate (Figure 2.9b) using the following 

formula (Stammeijer and Hatchell, 2014): 

 

𝑁𝑑𝑅𝑀𝑆 =	
𝑅𝑀𝑆	(𝑏) − 	𝑅𝑀𝑆	(𝑚)

1
2 1𝑅𝑀𝑆	(𝑏) 	+ 	𝑅𝑀𝑆	(𝑚)2

 (2.2) 

 

This metric is useful for comparing relative amplitude changes across the entire dataset and 

preserves the polarity of the 4D signal (Stammeijer and Hatchell, 2014). The NdRMS highlights 

the banded acquisition noise in both sections, which is most prominent at high tide. To mitigate 

this, the amplitude of the two datasets were matched at the seabed, scaling each trace in the high-

tide volume proportional to the ratio of RMS amplitudes at high and low tide over a 0.4-ms 

window centred on the seabed reflection. This correction was applied using the assumption that the 

seabed was unchanged due to the consistent arrival times and very short time interval between 

acquiring the data. The amplitude-scaled high tide section is shown in Figure 2.9c along with the 

updated NdRMS (Figure 2.9d) showing the improvement in the 4D noise. 

 

 

Figure 2.10  (a) Normalized amplitude difference calculated by subtracting the stacked 3D data 

shown in Figure 2.9c and Figure 2.8b. (b) A comparison of traces from crossline 

number 67 for high and low tide, identified by a vertical black line in (a). (c) Average 

power spectrum for the traces in the stacked high- and low-tide volumes. 
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Following the trace-variable scaling, a difference volume was calculated by subtracting the data 

recorded at high tide from those acquired at low tide (Figure 2.10). Figure 2.10a and Figure 2.10b 

illustrate the high similarity of the stacked data. The traces are well matched in time and amplitude, 

resulting in a near-zero difference at the seabed as well as much deeper reflections below the free 

gas (visible at 26.8 ms TWT in Figure 2.8). The frequency content is also highly repeatable, shown 

by the average power spectra in Figure 2.10c. The energy is well matched across the full source 

bandwidth (1.5-13.0 kHz), including the attenuation pattern of higher frequencies above 9 kHz. 

In the difference volume, the largest 4D signal is found between 24 and 25 ms TWT. This change 

is laterally heterogenous but consistent with the top of the gas blanket (as well as the overlying 

horizon) and can be associated with changes to the free gas as discussed later. However, the 

changes in the noise environment during acquisition are exaggerated in the difference image 

making it challenging to interpret whether some amplitude changes are real. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

2.5.1 4D Chirp Imaging 

To summarize the case study above, 3D Chirp data exhibits high repeatability of both the arrival 

time and frequency of signals, a direct result of the high accuracy navigation data. In the difference 

section, the largest 4D signal corresponds primarily to the top of the gas blanket. However, vertical 

striping reduces the quality of the time-lapse results making it challenging to identify whether the 

subtle trace-to-trace variation of the seabed reflection is real. Although this may be related to fine-

scale bed-level changes, the short gap between acquisition along with very low sedimentation rates 

in the area (0.02 to 0.04 m per year; ABPmer, 2014) make this unlikely. This could be resolved 

with a direct comparison between data acquired at the same tidal state that would also provide a 

more robust estimate of the amplitude repeatability of the 3D Chirp. Unfortunately, this data could 

not be feasibly acquired during the initial survey but is an important test and will be incorporated 

into future work. 

Focusing on the changes proximal to the gas horizon, several discrete anomalies can be observed. 

Specifically, high amplitude peaks in the difference are visible around crossline numbers 67 (black 

box; Figure 2.10a), 109, and 169. The trace data for 67 is shown in Figure 2.10b. At high tide, a 

single, large negative peak is visible near 24.6 ms TWT. Depicting a sharp decrease in impedance, 

this likely corresponds to the boundary between water-saturated to gas-charged sediments. At low 

tide, the same reflection is imaged as a doublet comprised of a positive and negative peak of equal 

amplitude (to within 97%), both stronger than the reflection at high tide. The symmetry of the 

doublet suggests that both the top and bottom of a thin gas layer are being imaged at low tide. 
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Figure 2.11  A simple reflectivity model for the difference anomaly highlighted by the boxed area 

in both Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10a. Coloured traces are real data and the black traces 

are synthetic. From the high- and low-tide volumes, crossline 67 (the trace located in 

the centre of the difference anomaly) is modelled in (a) and (b), respectively. In both 

(a) and (b): (i) a reflectivity time series; (ii) the reflectivity time series convolved with 

an idealized 3D Chirp source wavelet after applying a low-pass filter; (iii) a 

comparison between the synthetic and observed data. Both the amplitude and two-way 

traveltime for reflectivity peaks were determined using a grid search. This process was 

also applied to a group of adjacent traces acquired at low tide, shown in (c). For each 

trace modelled in (c), the maximum amplitude (relative to crossline 67) and the 

separation between peaks in the synthetic reflectivity series are shown in (d), drawn 

with a solid and dashed line, respectively. 

 

To characterize these changes, a simple reflectivity model was used. Synthetic traces were 

constructed by convolving a reflectivity time series with the 3D Chirp autocorrelation wavelet, 

filtered to match the frequency content of the gas reflection. This was achieved using a zero-phase, 

low-pass Butterworth filter with a corner frequency of 8.8 kHz. The best possible amplitude and 

two-way traveltimes for the reflectivity at high and low tide were determined using a grid search 
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and are shown in Figure 2.11a and Figure 2.11b, respectively. This process was then applied to a 

total of eight traces (representing 2 m horizontally) across the time-lapse signal (Figure 2.11c). For 

each trace at low tide, the amplitude and separation of reflectivity peaks used to best model the 

time series are shown in Figure 2.11d. 

The analysis shown in Figure 2.11 reveals three key results. First, the negative peaks at low and 

high tide arrive at identical times, indistinguishable using cross-correlation. Therefore, if the top of 

the gas reflector is stationary in depth, this implies that the bulk velocity above the gas has not 

changed between high and low tide. Secondly, the reflectivity changes; there is a single negative 

reflection at high tide, and a negative-positive doublet at low tide. Thirdly, the amplitude and 

separation of the peaks in the doublet is spatially variable. For example, at the midpoint of the 

difference anomaly (crossline 67, Figure 2.11c), the separation of modelled reflectors is greatest, 

corresponding to a 0.07 ms TWT, or 5.25 cm thick layer (using a velocity of 1500 m/s). Either side 

of crossline 67, the layer thickness and impedance contrast decrease.  

These three observations can be reconciled with the simple interpretation that, at low tide, the 

reflection response delineates a lenticular pocket of gas with a flat top. The lateral change in 

impedance contrast across the anomaly depicts a lower gas saturation at the edges of the pocket. At 

high tide, the decrease in impedance, caused by what is interpreted to be a pocket of shallow gas, is 

still present. However, it is no longer possible to estimate whether there is a corresponding change 

in thickness as the secondary reflector at base of the gas pocket is not imaged. This could indicate 

that the nature of the lower impedance boundary has changed, but may also be explained by a 

change in the bubble-size distribution of the free gas in response to the change in hydrostatic 

pressure. For example, splitting larger bubbles would lead to an increase in the gas porosity at the 

top of the layer, resulting in greater attenuation by resonance and/or scattering (Best et al., 2004) 

and reducing the energy that can penetrate and reflect from deeper horizons. This can explain why 

a second reflection peak is not detected at high tide and is consistent with the severe acoustic 

blanking below the gas in this area (Figure 2.7), which is a common observation when imaging 

areas of free gas using high-frequency subbottom profilers (e.g., Best et al., 2003; Leighton and 

Robb, 2008; Cevatoglu et al., 2015). However, any pressure-driven changes to the free gas are 

expected to be nonlinear due to the complexity of the sediment. Across the rest of the difference 

section, the horizontal extent of changes near the gas front are less well constrained, primarily due 

to the vertically striped noise. These data are also not supplemented by ground-truth information, 

prohibiting the parameterization of sediment properties or an estimation of true gas saturation. This 

is a necessary future step to maximize the potential for quantitative interpretation, coupled with 

more comprehensive noise removal and amplitude regularization. 
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2.5.2 Implications for 4D UHF Imaging 

It is clear from this geological example that the near surface is a very dynamic environment, with 

processes that can affect seismic reflection structure on a scale of hours. The 4D UHF data goes 

some way to characterizing the complexity of shallow marine sediments. However, the high 

heterogeneity makes it challenging to take advantage of some time-lapse processing steps, 

specifically methods for data matching that assume (often shallow) subsections of the 3D data 

remain unchanged. This is especially true when the time between the first and repeat surveys is 

much greater and substantial or ubiquitous morphological bed-level changes might be expected; 

shallow marine sediments can be unstable and exposed to many forcings including human activity. 

Bedrock reflectors at depth may provide a stable benchmark for matching near-surface data. 

However, this does depend on the 4D target and is restricted by the poor penetration depth of UHF 

systems as high-frequency energy is rapidly attenuated and scattered in sediments. Where possible, 

acquiring ground-truth measurements and a comprehensive knowledge of the stratigraphy and local 

geology could significantly improve the robustness of time-lapse interpretation. 

In addition to trace amplitude and time, frequency matching is often used to improve the quality of 

time-lapse images. This was not performed on the data above, primarily because of the similarity 

between the data acquired at high and low tide. The process of cross-correlating with the known 

sweep acts to filter the recorded data to the transmission bandwidth, resulting in repeatable spectra 

without specialized processing. This is not the case for other 3D UHF systems that use impulsive 

sources, which may necessitate this step. 

Repeating survey geometry is often cited as one of the most important considerations for 

maximising the comparability of surveys. However, 4D binning methods used to select traces with 

similar source and receiver configurations were not tested in this study. Although it is not possible 

to steer the 3D Chirp to replicate shot locations during acquisition (relative to the bin size), a 

similar geometry is guaranteed by the design of the rigid array. The rich azimuth, near-offset bias, 

and strong vertical directivity of the 3D Chirp data are also very likely to contribute to the high 

repeatability illustrated in this case study (e.g., Landrø, 1999). However, it would be possible to 

take more advantage of the very high fold of coverage that is normally acquired to attenuate 

changing environmental noise within 3D data. Although more computationally expensive, 

simultaneous stacking based on the similarity of prestack traces from all vintages is likely to 

improve the quality of 4D Chirp data and will be tested in future work. This should of course be 

tailored to address the non-repeatable characteristics observed in the UHF data. However, an 

expanded-bin approach (Smith et al., 2012) may not be appropriate due to the large structural 

variability observed between adjacent, centimetre-scale bins. 

An additional challenge for compact UHF systems is balancing the time it takes to survey large 

(kilometre-square) areas against the short time-scales over which subsurface changes may occur. 
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This is crucial to fully capture the dynamic nature of shallow water environments. Rapidly 

changing geological processes will be smoothed during the compilation of large reflection 

volumes. However, these features are often not the focus of the survey and are either considered 

noise or overprinted by the non-repeatability of the acquisition system (for example changes in 

shot-to-shot variability or noise from the water-surface). Therefore, like this case study, rapidly 

changing processes may be investigated using targeted repeat surveys situated within a larger 

volume providing wider stratigraphic context. However, even with large volumes, short-period 

changes are not inconsequential. Changes to water velocity (resulting from temperature and salinity 

differences) could also yield poorly aligned reflections on a scale that is resolvable with the 3D 

Chirp system. This is especially significant considering the extremely high sensitivity of UHF data 

(and time-lapse differencing) to vertical errors (e.g., Figure 2.3). This effect is exaggerated when 

acquiring data in deep water and if the same areas are traversed at the beginning and end of a 

survey. Frequently measuring water velocity is therefore recommended. 

2.6 Conclusions 

Ultra-high-frequency time-lapse seismic data has the potential for imaging very small-scale 

changes in the shallow subsurface not normally visible using conventional seismic methods. 

However, the most significant challenge is maximising repeatability to measure differences that are 

real and not artefacts of data acquisition. This is especially difficult due to a high sensitivity of 3D 

UHF data to vertical positioning errors. For the 3D Chirp system, coupled inertial and GNSS data 

is well suited for both decimetre-scale 3D structural and 4D imaging. Incorporating post-processed, 

inertially-aided navigation yields more coherent CMP gathers, improved data repeatability, and 

stable positioning in challenging survey environments with traces aligned to within 0.02 ms during 

GNSS dropouts under a bridge. In addition, synthetic data was used to illustrate how acquiring a 

sufficiently high and regular fold (e.g., > 70 fold per bin for the 3D Chirp) can minimise the effects 

of residual navigation errors and maximise repeatability for compact UHF systems, where 

accurately repeating source and receiver geometry is not feasible. 

A comparison of two 3D volumes, acquired approximately half a tidal cycle apart and stacked into 

25 x 25 cm CMP bins, demonstrates the high repeatability of 3D Chirp data. Following trace-

variable amplitude scaling, a very high amplitude and frequency similarity is observed, evidenced 

by a near-zero difference of both seabed and deeper reflections, a direct result of the quality of the 

navigation data. A time-varying seismic response is identified, which relate to pockets of free gas 

within the subsurface. At low tide, both the top and bottom reflections are imaged. At high tide, 

only the upper reflection is recorded, likely due to hydrostatic pressure-related changes in the free 

gas. This shallow gas case study demonstrates that decimetric resolution time-lapse seismic 

imaging is possible and highlights the potential of 4D UHF seismic reflection for quantitative 

mapping of small-scale changes within the shallow marine subsurface.
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Chapter 3 Mapping Near-Surface Anthropogenic 

Disturbance within Sediment in a Dry Dock 

 

3.1 Introduction 

The case study in Chapter 1 illustrates a proof of concept for the 4D Chirp. Repeatable seismic 

volumes can be successfully acquired to image changes to subsurface stratigraphy, and in this case, 

shallow gas. The value of 4D seismic reflection data therefore comes from the ability to identify 

and make quantitative estimates of subsurface changes. However, understanding the relationship 

between differences in acoustic data and physical properties can be very challenging. Time-lapse 

interpretation is often uncertain due to of time-varying (4D) noise, non-repeatability acquisition or 

processing differences (e.g., Hubans, 2016). As such amplitudes, reflection times and the frequency 

content of time-lapse data are often empirically matched during processing to minimise residual 

differences and isolate meaningful differences (Hall et al., 2005; Nguyen et al., 2015; Payne et al., 

2016; Hatchell, and Tatanova, 2019). Interpretation can be even more challenging in the absence of 

direct, in-situ measurements. For example, the 4D acoustic response can be non-unique; different 

subsurface changes can yield similar changes in amplitude and time shifts between seismic data 

(Calvert, 2005). For conventional seismic data, including the monitoring of deep hydrocarbon 

reservoirs, this may be overcome by calibrating with down-hole measurements such as well logs 

and production information (Li, 2003; Gensterblum et al., 2015). However, on their own, these data 

provide a very sparse representation of often very complex reservoirs but have helped to improve 

understanding of deep stratigraphy and construct more accurate models of changing subsurface 

properties (e.g., Gouveia et al., 2004). 

These challenges also exist for the interpretation of ultra-high-frequency (UHF) time-lapse seismic 

data. Operating in high energy, shallow water environments often generates non-repeatable noise 

within the source bandwidth that is detrimental to time-lapse signal (c.f., Chapter 2). In addition, 

marine near-surface sediments can be dynamic and highly complex when imaged at very high (sub-

meter) resolutions, which may preclude 4D matching and complicate any calibration processes. 

Therefore, to maximise the potential of the 3D Chirp for practical time-lapse imaging, there is a 

need to verify the repeatability of the data and establish whether measured acoustic differences can 

be linked to real physical changes. This chapter presents the results of a second, more 

comprehensive 4D experiment with the aim of mapping bed-level and subsurface response to 

anthropogenic activities and detecting buried objects. These are common applications for UHF 

seismic systems. For example, the installation of offshore structures such as wind turbines, rigs, 
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moorings and seafloor cables, requires unobstructed shallow stratigraphy to safety construct 

foundations or trenches (Dix et al., 2016; Clare et al., 2017). Therefore, site surveys are often 

acquired to detect any large boulders (Kingston, 2018), munitions (Missiaen et al., 2002) as well as 

shallow gas (Clare et al., 2017; Games and Self, 2017). 

In this experiment repeat 3D seismic volumes were acquired in an enclosed dry dock. This low 

energy environment facilitated the acquisition of high fold and high Signal-to-Noise ratio (S/N) 

data over a greater spatial extent than the first 4D Chirp study. In addition, deliberate changes could 

be made to the artificial sediment sequence within the dock and used to validate observed changes 

in the trace data. This included: trench excavation; burial of metre- and sub-metre-scale discrete 

targets; and disturbance of the dock bed and shallow subsurface by machinery and walking across 

the site. The primary aim was to perform an accurate, qualitative and quantitative interpretation of 

the changes between the acoustic data, identify the buried objects, and match the 4D signal to any 

known environmental changes and/or human activities in the dock. In addition, fixed concrete 

structures within the dock remained unchanged and could be used as a reference to compare the 

two 3D Chirp surveys. This provided an opportunity to test the sensitivity of the 3D Chirp system 

and address the following questions: 

• Can repeatable and precisely co-located, decimetre-scale 3D Chirp volumes be acquired in 

these controlled survey conditions? 

• Are any differences observed in the 4D seismic reflection data relating to human activities 

and/or environmental processes in the dock? 

• Can these changes be quantified, therefore exemplifying this as a practical method for 

monitoring complex near-surface changes? 

 

3.2 Methodology 

3.2.1 The Experiment 

The project was completed in a dry dock at the Catapult Offshore Renewable Energy testing 

facility in Blyth, Newcastle in the north east of England. The dock measures 19 m wide by 95 m in 

length with a maximum depth of approximately 5.5 m. A photomosaic of the site was acquired 

using an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV; Figure 3.1a). A schematic of the dock is shown in 

Figure 3.1b, highlighting key structural features including: the stepped concrete walls, two fixed 

concrete barriers that partly span the width (drawn in green). 
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The dry dock was partially filled with material to form an artificial sedimentary sequence. In the 

south, the sediment is thickest and, once flooded, forms the shallowest area in the dock. In general, 

sediment thickness decreases to the north. Along the north-west dock margin, the sediment slopes 

gradually down to the north-east, whereas concrete barriers subdivide the sediment along the south-

eastern edge to form three separate terraces at different heights. This is visible in Figure 3.2, which 

shows the view from inside of the dock. In addition, the type of sediment varies across the site. The 

south-western terrace (zone 1; Figure 3.1b) contains a heterogeneous, poorly-sorted, mix of clay to 

cobble-sized material. In contrast, the middle terrace (zones 2 and 3; Figure 3.1b) and north-

eastern areas within the dock contain a more homogeneous gravelly-mud. During the experiment, 

objects were buried in the shallow subsurface and a tractor and mini-excavator were driven over 

zones 1 and 2. In contrast, zone 3 was disturbed only by walking over the area, required for safely 

accessing the dock bed once drained. 

 

Figure 3.2 A photograph showing the interior of the dry dock (facing approximately south west), 

taken before the dock was first flooded, prior to the pre-burial seismic survey. The 

location and direction of this photo are indicated by the orange arrow in Figure 3.1a. 

 

The experiment was completed over five consecutive days, outlined in Figure 3.3a and described 

in detail below: 

1. Approximately two weeks prior to arriving at site the dock was flooded with water. 

2. On 5th November 2018, the first seismic reflection volume (the ‘pre-burial’ survey) was 

acquired (Figure 3.3b). 

Figure 2: A photo of the inside the dock (facing 
approximately South West), taken before the dock was first 
flooded, prior to the  pre-burial seismic survey. The location 
and orientation of this photo are shown in Figure 1a.

Stepped
dock wall

Concrete barriers
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Figure 3.3 (a) Flow chart outlining the procedure of the controlled 4D Chirp experiment. (b) 

Photograph of the 3D Chirp being towed manually during the acquisition of the pre-

burial survey. (c) Photograph of a mini excavator in the drained dock digging a trench 

to bury a sUXO target whilst RTK-GNSS data is acquired simultaneously. 

 

3. The dock was then drained so that the surface sediment (forming the dock bed) was 

accessible. 

4. A total of 12 objects (both metal and non-metal) were placed across the site; 11 buried 

within the sediment and one positioned on the surface. These were primarily plaster of 

Paris filled metal (ferrous and non-ferrous) cylinders of varying sizes, designed to act as 

surrogate UneXploded Ordnance (sUXO) having very similar dimensions and acoustic 

properties as real UXO. The sUXO ranged in size between 39 cm and 66 cm in length, and 

9.5 cm and 17.5 cm in diameter; a metal pipe, rope, anchor chain, breeze block and a 

wooden beam were also buried (Table 3.1). For each of the buried targets, a separate 

trench was dug using a mini-excavator (Figure 3.3c), on average 5.5 m apart and at least 5 

m away from the dock wall so they could be more easily distinguished in the acoustic data 

(avoiding interference from reflections and diffractions off the dock wall). RTK-GNSS 

Figure 3: (a) Flow chart 
outlining the procedure of 
the controlled 4D Chirp 
experiment. (b) Photograph 
of the 3D Chirp being towed 
manually during the 
acquisition of the pre-burial 
survey. (c) Photograph of a 
mini excavator in the 
drained dock digging a 
trench to bury a sUXO
target whilst a RTK-GPS 
data is acquired 
simultaneously.

a) b)

c)
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measurements were acquired to precisely locate each target, as well as the outer edges of 

each trench, and the morphology of the surrounding surface sediment. The locations of the 

targets and trenches are shown in Figure 3.1b, after converting to ERTS89 (UTM 30N) to 

match the coordinate reference frame of the seismic data acquisition. The trenches were 

rectangular in plan and approximately semi-circular in profile along the length, with near-

vertical sides along the long edges. The width of each trench was approximately 1 m, 

corresponding to the width of the excavator’s bucket. The objects were placed at the 

bottom of the trench, an average of ~0.7 m below the surface. The trenches were 

backfilled, using the same sediment that was excavated wherever possible (Figure 3.4). As 

a control, at site 7, an empty trench was excavated and refilled. The targets were buried in 

numerical order, starting furthest away from the access ramp so the mini-excavator did not 

traverse and compact the refilled trenches in order to maximise the contrast in physical 

properties between the trench fill and surrounding sediment. 

5. The dock was then refilled and a second 3D Chirp survey (the ‘post-burial’ survey) was 

acquired. 

6. One week later (on 16th November) the dock was fully drained and aerial photography was 

acquired over the site using an UAV. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Photograph of the dock being refilled after the objects were buried. Various trench 

sites are labelled (matching the numbers in Figure 3.1c) including a sUXO placed on 

the surface. Footprints and mounds of disturbed/excavated sediment can be seen 

across the surface of the sediment. 

Figure 4: Photograph of the dock being refilled after the objects were buried. Various trench sites are 
labelled (matching the numbers in Figure 1c) including a sUXO placed on the surface. Footprints and 
mounds of disturbed/excavated sediment can be seen across the surface of the sediment.

Site 6

Site 7

Site 1
Site 3

sUXO (site 9)
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Site # Description Object Dimensions 

1 Large Ferrous sUXO Total length: 66 cm 

Maximum diameter: 16 cm 

2 Coiled Rope Approximately 20 x 30 cm 

3 Concrete Breeze Block 44 cm x 21 cm x 9.5 cm 

4 Small Ferrous sUXO Total length: 40 cm 

Maximum diameter: 13.5 cm 

5 Small Non-Ferrous sUXO Total length: 39 cm 

Maximum diameter: 9.5 cm 

6 Saturated Wooden Beam Length: 125 cm 

Width: 25 cm 

7 Empty Trench N/A 

8 Large Non-Ferrous sUXO Total length: 54 cm 

Maximum diameter: 17 cm 

9 Large Ferrous UXO (placed on 

the surface) 

Total length: 64 cm 

Maximum diameter: 16 cm 

10 Ferrous sUXO Total length: 50 cm 

Maximum diameter: 11.5 cm 

11 Large Ferrous sUXO Total length: 64 cm 

Maximum diameter: 17.5 cm 

12 Metal Pipe Total length: 80 cm 

Diameter: 12 cm 

13 Coiled Anchor Chain Approximately 20 x 35 cm 

 

Table 3.1  A list of all the test sites across the dock. Site numbers correspond to the labels in 

Figure 3.1c. 
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3.2.2 Seismic Data Acquisition 

For both seismic surveys, the data were acquired using the 3D Chirp, manoeuvred by hand across 

widths of the dock. The same source settings were used; a 16 ms, 1.5-11.5 kHz Chirp sweep 

(Figure 3.5) with a shot rate of 8 Hz. The period of the autocorrelated waveform (Figure 3.5b) is 

0.15 ms TWT. Due to the shallow (< 5 m) water, a single low power setting was chosen (7%), 

appropriate for the depth range in the survey area. The 3D Chirp was positioned using RTK-GNSS 

navigation and SMC motion sensor, utilising RTK corrections from the TopNET service. This was 

also used to monitor data coverage during the survey and minimise gaps within the timeframe of 

the acquisition, focusing on zones 1-3 where the targets were buried. The full extent of the two 

seismic surveys is shown in Figure 3.1b; pale grey box indicating the pre-burial survey extents and 

darker grey box the post-burial survey extents. A Sound Velocity Probe (SVP; Reson SVP-20) was 

used to measure water column properties during each survey (Figure 3.6). At the beginning of the 

pre-burial and post-burial surveys, the water surface elevation was recorded using RTK-GNSS as 

being 51.89 and 51.93 m (ETRS89 ellipsoid height), respectively; a difference of 4 cm. 

 

Figure 3.5 3D Chirp source signature. (a) The frequency-swept broadband 1.5-11.5 kHz Chirp 

sweep. (b) The Klauder autocorrelation wavelet of the sweep shown in (a). (c) The 

spectral amplitude of (a). 

 

3.2.3 Data Processing 

Stacked 3D seismic reflection volumes were generated for both the pre- and post-burial surveys 

using a consistent common-midpoint (CMP) grid. Traces were first cross-correlated with the 

Figure 5: 3D Chirp source signature. (a) The frequency-swept broadband 1.5-11.5 kHz Chirp sweep. (b) The Klauder 
autocorrelation wavelet of the sweep shown in (a). (c) The spectral amplitude of (a).

a)

b) c)
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theoretical source sweep to collapse the waveform correctly. Source and receiver statics were then 

applied using the inertially-aided navigation, shifting 0-ms two-way time (TWT) to the local Mean 

Sea Level datum (MSL; 48.65 m above the ETRS89 geoid). This was followed by geometrical 

spreading and Normal Move-Out (NMO) corrections before stacking traces within each common 

mid-point bin. The velocity used for these corrections was calculated by averaging the 

corresponding SVP profile across the depth range appropriate for each data volume, yielding values 

of 1483 and 1487 m/s for the pre-burial and post-burial surveys, respectively. This is assumed to be 

suitable for both the water column and the very shallow subsurface, which consisted of 

unconsolidated, water-saturated sediment. 

 

Figure 3.6 Water column properties measured at the deep end of the dock using a sound velocity 

probe during the pre-burial (black) and post-burial (red) surveys. Velocity and 

temperature were recorded with a precision of ±0.1 m/s and ±0.1 °C, respectively. 

 

Each dataset is comprised of a large number of traces, ~6.4 million during each survey, primarily 

due to the slow speed that the 3D Chirp was steered across the water surface; the average shot 

spacing was just 3 cm in the along-track direction. Consequently, traces could be binned to a very 

small mid-point grid cell size whilst maintaining a good fold and minimising gaps within the 

survey area. Grids with a CMP spacing of 6.25, 12.50 and 25.00 cm were tested to stack the two 

data volumes. Statistics on the trace coverage for each volume are summarised in Table 3.2. For 

most applications, including a site-wide 3D interpretation, a good trade-off between resolution and 

Figure 6: Water column properties 
measured at the deep end of the 
dock using a sound velocity probe 
during the pre-burial (black) and 
post-burial (red) surveys.
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fold is achieved for a bin size of 12.5 cm, with a modal fold of 68 and 76 for the pre-burial and 

post-burial surveys, respectively (Figure 3.7). 

 

Table 3.2 Trace fold statistics for both the pre- and post-burial seismic volumes stacked onto 

CMP grids with different sized bins. The proportion of empty CMP bins for each 

survey is calculated relative to the spatial extent of each survey, outlined with a red 

line in Figure 3.7. 

 

Figure 3.7 Trace fold for pre-burial (top) and post-burial (bottom) seismic data, stacked onto a 

12.5 x 12.5 cm CMP grid. A normalised histogram of the fold is shown to the right. 

Figure 7: Trace fold for pre-burial (top) and post-burial (bottom) seismic data, stacked onto a 12.5 x 
12.5 cm CMP grid. A normalised histogram of the fold is shown to the right. The survey areas are 
outlined with a dashed red line and the outline of the dock is drawn in black. A north arrow is also 
shown.

N

CMP Bin Size (cm) 6.25 12.50 25.00 

Survey Pre-

burial 

Post-

burial 

Pre-

burial 

Post-

burial 

Pre-

burial 

Post-

burial 

Mean Fold 23 31 88 119 343 465 

Modal Fold 12 21 68 76 239 306 

Max Fold (single bin) 674 5974 1631 7493 6278 29863 

Empty CMP bins within 

the respective survey 

areas (%) 
 

7.9 5.2 3.8 3.1 2.2 2.3 
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The survey areas are outlined with a dashed red line and the outline of the dock is 

drawn in black. A north arrow is also shown. 

 

3.3 Time-Lapse Imaging Results 

3.3.1 General Stratigraphy  

The stacked 3D volumes show that the complex sedimentary sequence within the dock can be 

imaged with a high level of detail using the 3D Chirp (Figure 3.8). The striped appearance of each 

horizon is due to the relatively high amplitude sidelobes that surround the peak of the correlated 

Chirp wavelet (Figure 3.5b). Calm survey conditions and a high fold contribute to a high signal-to-

noise ratio and laterally coherent reflections. However, reflection amplitudes attenuate rapidly with 

depth, especially within the coarser substrate in Zone 1, reducing the insonification of deeper 

structures. In addition, the water bottom multiple is strong throughout both volumes, arriving early 

in the seismic section due to the very shallow water. For this case study, data are interpreted 

primarily using unmigrated poststack volumes because, after collapsing diffractions, the buried 

objects are very difficult to identify within the coarse, heterogenous near-surface sediment.  

 

 

Figure 3.8 Cut-out 3D seismic reflection volume generated from the pre-burial data, stacked onto 

a 12.5 x 12.5 cm CMP grid. Data are sliced just north-east of the concrete barriers and 

at increasing times to show shallow time slices through each terrace. 

Figure 8: Cut-out 3D seismic reflection volume acquired during the pre-burial survey and stacked onto a 12.5 x 12.5 
cm CMP grid. Data are sliced just north-east of the concrete barriers and at increasing times to show shallow time 
slices through each terrace.

6 ms

13.75 m

26 m

Step around dock wall

Concrete barrier
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Figure 3.9 shows two representative cross sections through the pre-burial 3D volume (located in 

Figure 3.1c). Along the western edge (Figure 3.9a), the surface is broadly continuous and gently 

sloping to the northeast with an average dip of 1.5 degrees (converted from two-way time using the 

measured water velocity). Along the length of the dock, the variation in sediment type is captured 

by the subsurface reflectivity structure in the seismic data. The very heterogeneous material in zone 

1 produces a complex, discontinuous dock bed reflection and more chaotic, discontinuous 

subsurface reflections. This contrasts with a more uniform, approximately horizontally layered 

structure in zones 2 and 3, believed to be formed when the sediment was initially emplaced. This is 

replicated across the stepped terraces along the eastern side (Figure 3.9b), illustrating the greater 

similarity of sediment across the width of the dock (in the inline direction). The concrete barriers, 

which subdivide the dock into three sections/terraces, are clearly imaged as diffraction hyperbolae 

spanning approximately 20 CMP traces (2.5 m). However, the limb corresponding to the southern 

edge (up-dip) is only partially visible due to overlap with the dock bed and sediment reflections. 

Note that in these volumes, two closely-spaced multiples are visible (e.g. at 9.30 and 9.75 ms TWT 

at inline 550  in Figure 3.9b) with opposite polarity. The first is the result of a multiple reflection 

between the dock bed and the underside of the 3D Chirp array. The second corresponds to 

reflections between the dock bed and the water surface. 

There are significant changes between the pre-burial and post-burial volumes. Figure 3.10 shows 

the same two crosslines through the post-burial data volume; shallow reflections are structurally 

more complex and horizontally variable, both in the inline and crossline directions (Figure 3.11). 

Individual horizons are less easily distinguished and the sediment in the near surface is imaged as 

multiple, closely spaced reflections, interspersed with some dipping structures and truncated 

diffractions. This is most apparent through zones 2 and 3 in the middle of the dock, where the 

sediment was initially most uniform. In addition to the increase in dock bed reflection thickness, 

there is a substantial increase in amplitude, on the order of 4 times the pre-burial seismic data. 

Differences are also visible in lateral coherency and amplitude of horizons in the subsurface. These 

changes are explored in more detail below and in Section 3.4. 

To map change at the dock bed, the water bottom reflection was manually picked in the pre- and 

post-burial stacked volumes. A comparison of the two horizons (Figure 3.12) shows the scale and 

variation of disturbance across the surface. The pre-burial horizon is mostly smooth, with sharp 

step-like features where the sediment is separated into terraces. A small break in slope is visible 

along the centre line, where the difference between the stepped and shallow-sloping topographic 

profiles is accommodated. This is outlined with a dashed line in Figure 3.1b. The heterogeneous 

sediment within zone 1 is identified by the short wavelength roughness of the dock bed surface. In 

the post-burial survey, the dock bed surface is more uneven (Figure 3.12b). Peaks and depressions 

are visible throughout zone 2, many of which are coincident with surface mounds of backfilled 
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sediment observed on site (Figure 3.4b), resulting from the trench excavation. Also noticeable are 

linear, equally spaced ridges, most visible across zone 1 in the upper terrace of the dock. 

 

Figure 3.9 Crosslines 70 (a) and 117 (b) through the pre-burial 3D volume along the length of 

the dock. The location of these crosslines are shown in Figure 3.1d. An AGC with a 

1-ms gate has been applied, and the water column has been muted. 

 

Figure 3.10 Crosslines through the post-burial 3D volume, in the same location as the profiles in 

Figure 3.9. An AGC with a 1-ms gate has been applied, and the water column has 

12.5 mConcrete barriers

A’A

Poorly-mixed cobbly/gravelly mud Layered gravelly mud

Figure 9: Crosslines 70 (a) and 117 (b) through the pre-burial 3D volume along the length of the dock. The location of these crosslines are shown in 
Figure 1d. An AGC with a 1-ms gate has been applied, and the water column has been muted.

a)

b)
B’B

Dock
bed

First 
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12.5 m

A’
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Figure 10: Crosslines through the post-burial 3D volume, in the same location as the profiles in Figure 9. An AGC with a 1-ms gate has been applied, 
and the water column has been muted. The amplitude range of these images has been scaled by 4 times compared to Figure 9. The three white 
arrows in (a) identify the inline location of three trenched sites.
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b)
B’B

Zone 3

Site 3Site 4Site 5
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been muted. The amplitudes in these plots have been scaled by 0.25 times compared to 

Figure 3.9. The black arrows in (a) identify the inline location of three burial sites. 

 

Figure 3.11 Inline profile (339) through the pre-burial (a) and post-burial (b) volumes, spanning 

the width of the dry dock, located in Figure 3.1d between C-C’. A 1-ms gate AGC 

has been applied to both images, which are displayed using the same amplitude scale. 

 

Figure 3.12 Water bottom surfaces picked from the pre-burial (a) and post-burial (b) seismic 

volumes, converted using the corresponding water velocity profile. Hill shading has 

been used to emphasise smaller structures and linear interpolation was been used to 

fill gaps in within the respective survey areas. The dock outline is drawn in black and 

zones 2 and 3 are outlined with dashed lines. 

Figure 11: The same inline profile (inline 339) through the pre-burial (a) and post-burial (b) volumes, spanning 
the width of the dry dock, located in Figure 1d between C-C’. A 1-ms gate AGC has been applied to both images, 
which are displayed using the same amplitude scale.

5 mC’C C’C
a) b)

Zone 35 m

Water depth (m)

25 m

Figure 12: Water bottom surfaces picked from the pre-burial (a) and post-burial (b) seismic volumes, 
converted using the corresponding water velocity profile. Hill shading has been used to emphasise 
smaller structures and linear interpolation was been used to fill gaps in within the respective survey 
areas. The dock outline is drawn in black and zones 2 and 3 are outlined with dashed lines.

Concrete barrier Break in slope

Tire tracks Sediment mounds
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These features, and other much smaller topographic changes, are highlighted by calculating the 

dock bed roughness. The standard deviation of the picked reflection horizons was calculated across 

1 x 1 m bins centred on each CMP (Figure 3.13). The greatest roughness coincides with the 

concrete barriers, the areas of coarse sediment and the piles of excavated sediment. This surface 

roughness can be used to quantify the degree of disturbance. Comparing the pre- and post-burial 

surveys, the roughness increases by average scale factors 1.57, 1.98 and 1.22 for zones 1, 2 and 3, 

respectively. The smaller increase in zone 3 reflects the fact that no trenches were excavated in this 

area and it was disturbed only by people walking across the area. 

 

Figure 3.13 Surface roughness calculated across the pre-burial (top) and post-burial (bottom) dock 

bed picks using a 1 x 1 m filter. White crosses mark the locations of the targets, the 

solid white box outlines the empty trench and the dashed white box marks the extent 

of zone 3. 

 

In addition to the morphological changes observed at the dock bed, there is a noticeable difference 

between the amplitudes of reflected arrivals, visible in the seismic profiles (e.g., Figure 3.11), 

providing insight into changes in the physical properties of the near-surface sediment. Root-Mean-

Square (RMS) amplitudes were calculated using a 0.4-ms window centred on the picked dock bed 

reflection (Figure 3.14). On average, the amplitude measured across the post-burial survey is 

greater, with a median value of 2.20 compared to 0.65. Similarly, there is a much greater spatial 

variability of shallow reflection amplitudes. The InterQuartile Range (IQR) of RMS amplitudes is 

Figure 13: Surface roughness calculated across the pre-burial (top) and post-burial (bottom) dock 
bed picks using a 1 x 1 m 2D filter. White crosses mark the locations of the targets, the solid white 
box outlines the empty trench and the dashed white box marks the extent of zone 3.

Standard deviation (ms)
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3.4 times greater for the post-burial data. In general, low amplitudes are observed where 

diffractions dominate in the 3D data; close to the concrete barriers and along the break in slope. In 

the post-burial volume, amplitudes lower than the median value are consistently observed 

overlapping the location of backfilled trenches and elevated mounds of sediment (see, Figure 3.4b 

and Figure 3.12). This contrasts with much RMS greater amplitudes in the flatter surrounding 

areas that have been disturbed but not excavated, including zone 3. 

 

Figure 3.14 Dock bed RMS amplitudes for the pre-burial (top) and post-burial (bottom) stacked 

3D seismic data, calculated using a 0.4-ms window. Data are displayed with the same 

amplitude scale. White crosses mark the locations of the targets, the solid white box 

outlines the empty trench and the dashed white box marks the extent of zone 3. 

 

3.3.2 Object Burial Sites 

Within the post-burial seismic reflection volume, all of the excavation sites can be identified with 

an excellent match to the RTK-GNSS measurements. Four representative examples are discussed 

below. 

The longest sUXO measured 66 cm in length and 16 cm in diameter and was buried furthest to the 

north (site 1 in Figure 3.1b). Figure 3.15a shows a crossline profile parallel to the length of the 

trench and perpendicular to the longest axis of the target. The edges of the trench (measured by 

RTK-GNSS) correlate with a noticeable discontinuity in the near-surface reflections. The 

amplitude of the dock bed reflection is lower than the surrounding area and a hyperbolic reflection 

is visible with a flat top in the centre of the disturbed area. The middle of this diffraction matches 

Figure 14: RMS amplitude for the pre-burial (top) and post-burial (bottom) stacked 3D seismic data, calculated over a 
0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed reflection. Data are displayed with the same amplitude scale. White crosses 
mark the locations of the targets, the solid white box outlines the empty trench and the dashed white box marks the 
extent of zone 3.

N
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the centre of the sUXO. In the perpendicular, inline direction, the trench can also be identified 

(Figure 3.15b). A similarly discontinuous dock bed reflection is observed, but the edges are more 

abrupt and match the steepness of the trench walls in this orientation. In contrast, no clear 

diffraction is visible in the inline profile. Instead, two reflections can be identified: the dock bed 

and a later arrival with a peak at 5.10 ms TWT (Figure 3.15d). Compared to the sediment outside 

of the trench, the first arrival has a much lower amplitude but a very similar waveform. A 

horizontal time slice at 4.98 ms TWT centred on the sUXO location (Figure 3.15c) shows wide 

continuous bands describing the shallow-dipping sediment surface. Within the trench, a set of 

parallel linear features are visible that appear uniform in structure across the width. This pattern of 

alternating positive and negative amplitudes corresponds to the centre and hyperbolic parts of the 

diffraction shown in the crossline profile (Figure 3.15a) and is parallel to the in-situ orientation of 

the sUXO. 

 

Figure 3.15 Imagery of the largest sUXO buried in a trench in the dock. Crossline (a) and inline 

profiles (b) through the centre of the trench from the post-burial 3D volume. Red 

arrows identify the edges of the excavated trench, determined from RTK-GNSS 

measurements. (c) A horizontal time slice at 5.04 ms TWT. The outer edges of the 

trench are drawn in red and the locations of the profiles (a) and (b) are highlighted 

with blue lines. (d) A comparison between two stacked traces from (b), drawn using 

a)

c)

b)

e)d)

Figure 15: Imagery of the largest sUXO
buried in a trench in the dock. (a) and (b) 
show crossline and inline profiles, 
respectively, through the centre of the 
trench from the post-burial 3D volume. Red 
arrows identify the edges of the excavated 
trench, determined from RTK-GPS 
measurements. A horizontal time slice 
at 5.04 ms is shown in (c). The outer edges 
of the trench are drawn in red and the 
locations of the profiles (a) and (b) are 
highlighted with blue lines. Two stacked 
traces are compared in (d), drawn using the 
same amplitude scale. The two traces are 
taken from (b), located outside and inside 
the trench respectively. The green arrows 
highlight two reflections discussed in the 
text which are also interpreted in (a) and 
(b). (e) shows a photograph of the sUXO
positioned in the excavated trench before it 
was refilled.

2.5 m
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the same amplitude scale, located outside (crossline 43) and inside (crossline 55) the 

trench, respectively. The green arrows highlight two reflections that are interpreted in 

(a) and (b) and discussed in the text. (e) Photograph of the sUXO positioned in the 

excavated trench before it was refilled. 

 

The second buried object was a coil of rope, approximately 20 x 30 cm within the trench (site 2 in 

Figure 3.1b). Figure 3.16 shows seismic sections through the middle of the rope, parallel to the 

length of the trench. Again, the disturbance at the excavation site can be clearly identified between 

crosslines 70 and 87, consistent with the RTK-GNSS measurements (A and B in Figure 3.16b). 

Comparing the pre-burial (Figure 3.16a) and post-burial (Figure 3.16b) data, there is a significant 

contrast between the sediment inside and outside the trench. In the first survey, the dock bed 

surface is uniform with a small step change in elevation at crossline 85. After burial, a depression is 

visible in the dock bed between crosslines 70-85, with much brighter reflection amplitudes and 

distinct edges, bounded by hyperbolic structures coinciding with the discontinuous, near-vertical 

walls of the trench. In the centre of the trench there is no visible diffraction corresponding to the 

coiled rope, most likely due to a low impedance contrast with the surrounding sediment. However, 

the diffraction corresponding to the step in the dock bed (clearly visible in the pre-burial seismic 

volume) is a consistent feature in both seismic volumes. This includes the interference between the 

hyperbola and the dock bed reflection near crossline 80 (Figure 3.16b). 

 

Figure 3.16 Imagery of coiled rope in a trench that is approximately 1.8 m in length. (a) and (b) 

show the same cross-section through the centre of the rope, parallel to the length of the 

trench, from the pre-burial and post-burial 3D stacked volumes respectively. Seismic 

data are plotted using the sample amplitude scale and the red arrows in (b) indicate the 

edges of the trench calculated from RTK-GNSS coordinates. A photograph of the rope 

prior to burial is shown in (c) with the same edges highlighted. 

Figure 16: Imagery of coiled rope in a trench (approximately size). (a) and (b) show the same cross-
section through the centre of the rope, parallel to the length of the trench, from the pre-burial and post-
burial 3D stacked volumes respectively. Seismic data are plotted using the sample amplitude scale and 
the red arrows in (b) indicate the edges of the trench calculated from RTK-GPS coordinates. A 
photograph of the rope prior to burial is shown in (c) with the same edges highlighted. 

a) b) c)

A B A

B
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Many of these characteristics are consistent at each of the trench sites, specifically diffractions 

from sedimentary structures truncated at the edges of trenches. This includes the empty, backfilled 

trench (site 7 in Figure 3.1b). Figure 3.17 shows seismic sections through the centre of the trench, 

parallel to its length. After excavation, a depression in the dock bed is clearly visible and the 

amplitudes are brightest in the centre, however the edges of the sloped trench are not clearly 

defined. The gradually sloping, curved trench walls yield a more gradational change in the 

amplitude and structure of the acoustic data. In addition, the dock bed is significantly disturbed 

over several metres either side of the trench and the layered subsurface in the pre-burial data is no 

longer visible. When this trench was created, the mini-excavator was positioned adjacent to the 

edge marked ‘A’ in Figure 3.17b. This accounts for the asymmetry of the disturbance, which is 

much greater (both at the surface and in the shallow subsurface) between crosslines 50 and 70. 

 

Figure 3.17 Imagery of the empty, backfilled trench. (a) and (b) show the same cross-section 

through the centre of the trench (parallel to the long axis), from the pre-burial and 

post-burial 3D stacked volumes, respectively. Seismic data are plotted using the same 

amplitude scale and the red arrows in (b) indicate the edges of the trench calculated 

from RTK-GNSS coordinates. A photograph of the empty trench before it was 

refilled, is shown in (c) with the same edges highlighted. 

 

In zone 1, the highly heterogeneous sediment makes identifying buried objects and trenches far 

more difficult. Figure 3.18a and Figure 3.18b, show inline and crossline sections, respectively, 

through the post-burial volume centred on the largest (by volume) buried sUXO (site 11 in Figure 

3.1b). Located between the RTK-GNSS points (red arrows), a single diffraction can be identified in 

the centre of the trench in the crossline direction (Figure 3.18a). However, it is difficult to attribute 

specific hyperbolic structures to the object or trench walls. Furthermore, small gaps in coverage 

and a lower fold in this area contribute to a poorer S/N and striped vertical noise, most pronounced 

in the water column in Figure 3.18a.  

Figure 17: Imagery of the empty, backfilled trench. (a) and (b) show the same cross-section through the 
centre of the trench (parallel to the long axis), from the pre-burial and post-burial 3D stacked volumes, 
respectively. Seismic data are plotted using the sample amplitude scale and the red arrows in (b) indicate 
the edges of the trench calculated from RTK-GPS coordinates. A photograph of the empty trench before 
it was refilled, is shown in (c) with the same edges highlighted. 
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Away from the buried object, three other diffractions are visible (outlined in green in Figure 

3.18b) and are laterally continuous in the crossline direction (Figure 3.18c). The apices of these 

hyperbolae were picked across the post-burial seismic volume and define coherent linear structures 

across the time slice. Two form parallel lines aligned with the length of the dock. These are 

separated by 15 CMP bins (1.875 m) and show very good consistency with the path of the tractor. 

Similar tracks can be seen in other areas of the dock, although not always continuously over large 

areas, and are mapped in high resolution, visible as shallow depressions in the UAV 

photogrammetry (Figure 3.1a). With the georeferenced photomosaic, coordinates of the midpoints 

of the tractor tracks were extracted (where visible) from the UAV digital elevation model (DEM). 

Figure 3.18c compares these points with the picked diffractions. In addition, the track width of the 

tractor was measured to be 1.85 m, which is in close agreement with the estimate from the seismic 

data, providing further evidence that these linear structures are the direct result of the tractor 

traversing the dock. 

 

Figure 3.18 Imagery of a sUXO buried in the shallowest part of the dock. (a) and (b) show 

crossline and inline profiles, respectively, through the centre of the sUXO from the 

post-burial 3D volume. Red arrows identify the edges of the excavated trench, 

determined from RTK-GNSS measurements. The diffraction corresponding to the 

sUXO is highlighted with a dashed red line (c) shows a horizontal time slice at 3.86 
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ms. The outer edges of the trench are shown in red and the locations of the profiles (a) 

and (b) are drawn with blue lines. Three diffractions are highlighted with green dotted 

lines in (b). The apices of these diffractions were picked and form three corresponding 

linear features which are drawn in green across the time slice. Orange crosses are the 

coordinates of the centre of the excavator tracks observed in the UAV 

photogrammetry. (d) CMP traces from the inline profile (b), with picks of the peak 

amplitude of the hyperbola. (e) A photograph of the sUXO positioned in the excavated 

trench before it was buried. 

 

3.4 Discussion 

To summarise, two coherent 3D seismic reflection volumes were acquired that image the structure 

of the artificial sedimentary sequence within the dry dock at very high resolution. In the pre-burial 

data, the dock bed is characterised by a smooth single reflection, which is more complex in within 

zone 1 due to the heterogeneity of the sediment. In the post-burial data, the disturbed near surface 

is irregular and comprised of multiple reflections and overlapping diffractions. This is quantified by 

an increase in the roughness of the dock bed surface, up to a factor of two where objects were 

buried in the sediment. This is accompanied by a widespread increase in dock bed reflection 

amplitudes, by approximately a factor of approximately 3.4. The changes are more pronounced in 

some areas, indicating that a wide variety of changes are represented within the seismic data. For 

example, target burial, walking over the surface, machinery being moved around the dock, and the 

processing of draining and flooding the dock may all contribute to the observed differences. 

3.4.1 Repeatability 

Before the reflection amplitudes can be compared in a quantitative manner, it is necessary to verify 

two things. First, the pre- and post-burial stacked volumes must be precisely co-located. Poorly 

aligned data will result in false time lapse signals that could be very difficult to identify due to the 

irregular stratigraphy. Second, the transmitted source signal should be consistent between the pre- 

and post-burial surveys. This improves the certainty with which amplitude changes can be reliably 

interpreted, eliminating the possibility of systematic differences caused by inconsistent acquisition 

settings. This raises two key questions: 

1. Are all of the observed differences between the pre- and post-burial volumes real? 

2. Can the changes in the acoustic data be directly linked to the physical processes and 

disturbance that were imposed on the dock sediment? 
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The coordinates of the two volumes can be compared by making measurements of common 

features within the seismic data. The only static features in the dock are the concrete barriers, 

which are discrete, unchanging targets with known dimensions, and therefore ideal for testing co-

location of the 3D volumes. For the concrete barrier in the north of the dock, the apex of the 

corresponding diffraction was picked in both the pre-burial and post-burial seismic volumes. This 

is juxtaposed with RTK-GNSS measurements that were acquired along the top of the barrier in 

Figure 3.19 and reveals two key results. First, the close agreement between the seismic and RTK-

GNSS measurements illustrates the high absolute positional accuracy of the trace data. Second, 

there is a very close match between the pre- and post-burial picks from both surveys with a 

precision of 12.5 cm in XY (one CMP bin) and ±0.02 ms in TWT (one sample). This shows that 

the seismic volumes are indeed co-located. Furthermore, Figure 3.19 demonstrates the ability to 

accurately image features within stacked 3D Chirp data. Specifically, the very shallow dip of the 

top of the concrete barrier (Figure 3.19b) is identical to the seismic picks (that were converted 

from TWT using the average water velocity measured during the post-burial survey). 

 

Figure 3.19 Independent measurements of the concrete barrier in the northeast of the dock. (a) 

Outline of the concrete barrier in plan view, drawn in grey, traced from the 

georeferenced UAV photo mosaic. The background grid shows the 12.5 cm-square 

CMP bins. RTK-GNSS measurements of points along the top of the barrier are shown 

in red crosses. The apices of diffractions (where visible) were picked in each crossline 

Figure 19: Independent measurements of 
the concrete barrier in the northeast of 
the dock. (a) shows an outline of the 
concrete barrier in plan view, drawn in 
grey, traced from the georeferenced UAV 
photo mosaic. The background grid shows 
the 12.5 cm-square CMP bins. RTK-GPS 
measurements of points along the top of 
the barrier are shown in red crosses. The 
apices of diffractions (where visible) were 
picked in each crossline section through 
the pre- and post-burial seismic volumes 
and are drawn in blue. The two-way time 
of these picks are compared in (b). The red 
line in (b) depicts the gradient of the top 
of the concrete barrier measured from the 
RTK-GPS coordinates, converted into TWT 
using the water sound velocity measured 
during the post-burial survey.

a)

b)

1 m

2.9°
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section through the pre- and post-burial seismic volumes and are drawn in blue. The 

two-way time of these picks are compared in (b). The red line in (b) depicts the 

gradient of the top of the concrete barrier measured from the RTK-GNSS coordinates, 

converted into TWT using the water sound velocity measured during the post-burial 

survey. 

 

To investigate the amplitude repeatability, first, the direct arrival from consecutive shots were 

compared. The arrival comprises many peaks and troughs resulting from the complex interactions 

between the seismic wavefield and both the interior structure of the array and the water surface. 

Despite this, the amplitude and waveform of the single-fold traces are highly repeatable in time and 

between the pre- and post-stack surveys (Figure 3.20a). This is especially true for hydrophones 

close to the centre of the 3D Chirp array and confirms that the source power is constant. Comparing 

the amplitude of the direct arrival across 3 minutes (1440 shots at 8 Hz; approximately three widths 

of the dock) from each of the pre- and post-burial survey data reveals a very small total variation of 

0.08 (two standard deviations). This equates to a ±3.5% amplitude range when compared to the 

average maxima (Figure 3.20b), and reaffirms the high signal repeatability of the 3D Chirp 

system. 

 

Figure 3.20 Raw, correlated traces recorded by a single hydrophone group (number 28) located 

near the centre of the 3D Chirp array. (a) The direct arrival of 15 consecutive shots 

recorded during the pre- and post-burial surveys, drawn with black and red lines 

respectively. (b) Mean stack of the direct arrival for 1440 consecutive shots from the 

pre- and post-burial surveys. 

 

Figure 20: Raw, correlated traces recorded by a single hydrophone group (number 
28) located near the centre of the 3D Chirp array. (a) Shows the direct arrival of 15 
consecutive shots recorded during the pre- and post-burial surveys, drawn with 
black and red lines respectively. (b) Compares a mean stack the direct arrival for 
1440 consecutive shots from each of the two surveys.

a) b)
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Next, to evaluate the repeatability of the stacked data, the amplitude and phase of the concrete 

barrier diffractions were compared using difference plots and cross-correlation time shifts 

calculated with a 0.8-ms moving window. As the concrete barriers are persistent features, the 

reflection amplitude should be consistent between the two surveys, given that the source power was 

constant and the water depth was almost identical. A close-up of a diffraction from the northern 

concrete barrier is shown in Figure 3.21a within a section running perpendicular through the 

centre. Comparing the pre- and post-burial data along this crossline (Figure 3.21b), the amplitude 

and phase are in close agreement and very well matched at the apex (5.36 ms TWT). This is 

contrasted with the dramatic change in the dock bed reflection amplitudes either side of this 

feature. However, there is some variability in amplitude towards the outer limbs of the hyperbolae, 

especially to the right of the plot (north-east of the barrier) and is visible in the difference (Figure 

3.21d). The arrival times are in very close agreement; there is a 0-ms offset for the central 5 traces 

reaching a maximum of 0.02 ms at the outer edges of the hyperbola. This is shown in Figure 3.21e 

along with much larger time shifts computed from noise in the water column and the disturbed, 

heterogeneous post-burial dock bed. The repeatability of the concrete barrier is also evident in the 

inline direction (Figure 3.22). The amplitude and arrival times are visually very similar along the 

axis of the concrete barrier diffraction (Figure 3.22b), except for the side lobes which interfere 

with reflected energy from the adjacent sediment. 

 

Figure 3.21 Comparison of the concrete barrier diffraction in the crossline direction. (a) Seismic 

profile through the pre-burial volume, perpendicular to the barrier. The diffraction is 

Figure 21: Comparison of the concrete 
barrier diffraction. (a) shows a crossline 
profile through the pre-burial seismic 
volume, perpendicular to the barrier. The 
diffraction is highlighted with a black 
dashed line and the dock bed is 
interpreted with a cyan line. (b) 
Compares stacked CMP traces from the 
pre- and post-burial data. A larger view 
of the central trace is drawn in (c). (d) 
Shows an amplitude difference of 
calculated by subtracting the pre-burial 
from post-burial data. (e) Shows a map 
of cross-correlation time shifts calculated 
over a window of  0.8-ms TWT for each 
pair of co-located traces.

a) b)

d) e)

c)
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highlighted with a black dashed line and the dock bed is interpreted with a cyan line. 

(b) Stacked CMP traces from the pre- and post-burial data. A larger view of the central 

trace is drawn in (c). (d) Amplitude difference of calculated by subtracting the pre-

burial from post-burial data. (e) Cross-correlation time shifts calculated using a 0.8-ms 

moving window. 

 

 
Figure 3.22 Comparison of the concrete barrier diffraction in the inline direction. (a) Seismic 

profile through the pre-burial volume, perpendicular to the barrier. The diffraction is 

highlighted with a black dashed line and the dock bed is interpreted with a cyan line. 

(b) Stacked CMP traces from the pre- and post-burial data. A larger view of the central 

trace is drawn in (c). (d) Amplitude difference of calculated by subtracting the pre-

burial from post-burial data. (e) Cross-correlation time shifts calculated using a 0.8-ms 

moving window. 

 

In order to quantify the poststack amplitude repeatability, the difference in the peak amplitude was 

calculated between the pre- and post-burial volumes along the diffraction highlighted in Figure 

3.22. Windowed between inline numbers 115 and 136 (to avoid overlapping signal from the 

a) b)

d) e)

c)

Figure 22: Comparison of the concrete 
barrier diffraction. (a) shows an inline 
profile through the pre-burial seismic 
volume, perpendicular to the barrier. The 
diffraction is highlighted with a black 
dashed line and the dock bed is 
interpreted with a cyan line. (b) 
Compares stacked CMP traces from the 
pre- and post-burial data. A larger view 
of the central trace is drawn in (c). (d) 
Shows an amplitude difference of 
calculated by subtracting the pre-burial 
from post-burial data. (e) Shows a map 
of cross-correlation time shifts calculated 
over a window of  0.8-ms TWT for each 
pair of co-located traces.
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sediment up-dip of the barrier), the mean difference is 4.8% with two standard deviations equal to 

±5.9%, representing a small increase in reflection amplitudes relative to the pre-burial data. This is 

very close to the value derived from the direct arrival (±3.5%) and is therefore within sensible 

errors of the acquisition environment (e.g., from towing noise). 

In summary, the pre- and post-burial volumes are very precisely co-located. Both the source signal 

and the arrival time and phase of reflections from the static concrete barrier are highly repeatable. 

Reflection amplitudes are similar with a mean difference of 4.8%. This confirms that the large, site-

wide changes in the near-surface amplitudes (e.g., Figure 3.11) are real and that differences 

between the stacked seismic volumes (above approximately 5% in amplitude and 0.02 ms in TWT) 

can be reliably interpreted.  

3.4.2 Near Surface Changes 

Having established that the two pre- and post-burial data are aligned, they can now be directly 

compared. First, the change in the water depth was calculated by subtracting the pre-burial from the 

post-burial picked dock bed horizons. Shown in Figure 3.23a, this difference indicates spatially 

variable anomalies that correlate well with disturbance across the site. On average, changes across 

the site are small; the mean change in height is +0.5 cm with a two-standard deviation range of 

±8.5 cm. Assuming that no sediment was transported in or out of the dock during the experiment, 

the apparent bed level change can be used to infer a change in sediment volume of 4.27 m3, 

distributed over the total area covered during the second 3D Chirp survey (survey area is 847.50 

m2; 54,240 CMP bins). In zone 2, increases in sediment thickness correspond to the mounds of 

excavated material surrounding the trench sites. Minimal changes are recorded across zone 3, with 

changes to the dock bed elevation varying between just ±1.5 cm (two standard deviations).  Zone 1 

is characterised by more spatially-variable changes in the bathymetry. 

Similar trends are apparent in the difference between pre- and post-burial reflection amplitudes. 

Figure 3.23b shows a map of the fractional change in dock bed RMS amplitudes. In general, 

amplitudes increased; the mean fractional change is +3.72, with 94% of CMP bins recording 

greater RMS amplitudes in the post-burial survey. There is also a prominent trend along the length 

of the dock. Amplitudes are most similar toward the deep end of the dock (to the right of Figure 

3.23) which matches the pattern of sediment heterogeneity, with the largest changes in near-surface 

RMS amplitudes across the coarser, more heterogeneous sediment in zone 1. Areas with very 

similar or lower amplitudes (with respect to the pre-burial data) are concentrated around the target 

burial sites and, within zone 2, correlate well with the elevated mounds of excavated sediment 

(Figure 3.23c). 
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Figure 3.23 Changes in the dock bed level and reflection amplitude and traveltime. (a) Difference 

in the depth to the water bottom, calculated by subtracting Figure 3.11b from Figure 

3.11a. Red colours indicate that the dock bed is elevated in the post-burial data 

compared to pre-burial survey. White colours indicate changes ≤ 3 cm (equal to l/4, 

measured from the Chirp autocorrelation wavelet). Crosses mark the locations of 

buried targets and the empty trench outlines is outlined with a black box. (b) 

Fractional change in dock bed RMS amplitudes, per CMP bin, calculated by dividing 

the post-burial by the pre-burial data shown in Figure 3.15b and Figure 3.15a, 

respectively. Values less than 1 are coloured red. White, dashed boxes outline zones 2 

and 3. The surface in (b) is replicated in (c), overlain with smoothed contours of (a), 

identifying areas with an increase in sediment thickness (> 0 cm). Inline 339 is 

highlighted with a blue line, and the small yellow square marks the 1 x 1 m focus area, 

see text for details. The green box outlines the location of Figure 3.26. 

 

3.4.3 Synthetic Modelling 

In order to better understand the changes in near-surface amplitudes, synthetic reflectivity profiles 

were constructed to characterise the disturbance in zones 2 and 3. To establish the relationship 

Figure 23: (a) Difference in the depth to the 
water bottom, calculated by subtracting 
Figure 11b from 11a. Red colours indicate 
that the dock bed is elevated in the post-
burial data compared to pre-burial survey.
White colours indicate changes ≤ 3 cm (equal 
to l/4). Crosses mark the locations of buried 
targets and the empty trench outlines is 
outlined with a black box. (b) Fractional 
change in dock bed RMS amplitudes, per 
CMP bin, calculated by dividing the post-
burial by the pre-burial data shown in Figure 
15b and 15a, respectively. Values less than 1 
are coloured red. White dashed boxes outline 
zones 2 and 3. The surface in (b) is replicated 
in (c), overlain with smoothed contours of 
(a), identifying areas with an increase in 
sediment thickness. Inline 339 is highlighted 
with a blue line and the small blue square 
marks the 1 x 1 m focus area, see text for 
details. The green box outlines the location of 
Figure 26.

a)

b)

c)

2
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between trace amplitudes and reflectivity, reflection coefficients (Rc) were calculated following the 

methodology of Bull et al. (1998), using the ratio of the primary and first multiple reflections, e.g.: 

 

𝑅𝑐 = 	 −
𝑇𝑊𝑇6
𝑇𝑊𝑇7

𝐴6
𝐴7

 (3.1) 

 

where TWT is the two-way traveltime, A is the amplitude and the subscripts P and M refer to the 

primary and first multiple reflections, respectively. 

This analysis requires single-fold, correlated traces so that the amplitude and arrival time of the 

multiple can be correctly identified. Stacked CMP traces cannot be used due to the attenuation of 

the multiple energy when combining data from different offsets and subtly different source/receiver 

elevations. In addition, traces recorded by hydrophone groups close to the centre of the 3D Chirp 

array are also unsuitable due to significant interference between the water bottom and secondary 

multiple reflected from the underside of the array. Therefore, to acquire a robust estimate of the 

average change in reflection coefficients, amplitudes were measured using prestack traces located 

over a small, uniform 1 x 1 m region. An area within zone 3 was selected using the following 

criteria: at least 5 metres away from target burial sites; a zero-mean change to sediment thickness; 

minimal post-burial dock bed roughness; and sufficiently far away from the edge of the survey area 

to avoid interference between the multiple and diffractions from steps on the dock wall. The chosen 

area is highlighted with a yellow box in Figure 3.23c and the results are summarised in Table 3.3. 

The mean post-burial dock bed reflection coefficient is 0.37 and, on average, 2.03 times greater 

than the pre-burial data. However, the spread of calculated reflection coefficients is large and 

highlights the lateral variability of the near-surface sediment, even over a small area. 

 

Survey Reflection Coefficient (±2σ) 

Pre-burial 0.18 ± 0.08 

Post-burial 0.37 ± 0.09 

Table 3.3 The mean and 2-standard deviation of reflection coefficients calculated from pre- and 

post-burial data over a 1 x 1 m area (yellow box in Figure 3.23c), located away from 

the object burial sites. 
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This relative change in reflection coefficients was then used to model reflectivity series based on 

the amplitudes of stacked traces at three different locations. Synthetic traces were constructed from 

the best-fitting reflectivity time series convolved with the 3D Chirp source wavelet. Reflection 

coefficients were also converted into Acoustic Impedance (AI) using the known properties of the 

water column (Figure 3.6). The average AI of the water in the dock was estimated to be 1.53x106 

kgm-2s-1 from the product of velocity (measured using the SVP) and the reciprocal of the specific 

volume. The latter was derived from the empirical models of Bradley and Wilson (1966) using a 

pressure of 1 bar, an average of the water temperature profile (Figure 3.6), and a surface-water 

salinity of 32.3 ppt measured during the experiment. 

3.4.3.1 Zone 3 

First, using the stacked trace located at the centre of the 1 x 1 m area, a synthetic model was 

constructed (Figure 3.24). Simple reflectivity time series were constructed to match the data using 

a single peak at 4.70 ms TWT and amplitudes of 0.18 and 0.37 for the pre- and post-burial traces 

respectively (Figure 3.24a). The very close match between the real and synthetic waveforms 

(Figure 3.24b) verifies that the mean change in reflection coefficients measured from the prestack 

traces are consistent with the increase in dock bed reflection amplitudes between the 3D volumes. 

The corresponding impedance profiles are shown in Figure 3.24c, which are within an appropriate 

range for near-surface marine sediments (e.g., Vardy 2015). 

 

Figure 3.24 Synthetic model characteristic of zone 3, for crossline 112 on inline 339 (see Figure 

3.26). (a) shows the reflectivity model used to construct the synthetic traces in (b), 

compared with the real data drawn with a black dashed line. (c) Shows the acoustic 

impedance model constructed from (a). 

Figure 24: Synthetic model 
characteristic of zone 3, for 
crossline 112 on inline 339 (see 
Figure 26). (a) shows the 
reflectivity model used to 
construct the synthetic traces 
in (b), compared with the real 
data drawn with a black 
dashed line. (c) Shows the 
acoustic impedance model 
constructed from (a).

a) b) c)
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This simple model is representative of the changes within zone 3 that was disturbed only by 

walking over the surface. This is illustrated along the inline profile in Figure 3.25 that transects the 

1 x 1 m area. In general, across zone 3, the dock bed reflections have very similar waveforms but 

the amplitude of the post-burial data is much greater. Therefore, the modelled impedance profile in 

Figure 3.24 can be explained by compaction under foot. Sediment grains are pushed closer 

together, reducing the porosity and increasing the impedance of the substrate. Using the empirical 

relationship between impedance and porosity derived from a compilation of marine sediment 

properties by Vardy (2015), the modelled impedance values of 2.2 to 3.4 x106 kgm-2s-1 equate to a 

large reduction in porosity, from approximately 72% to 41% (or a 36% increase in bulk density). 

The lateral variation across in zone 3, which is quantified by both the range of measured reflection 

coefficients and the RMS ratio map, could therefore be attributed to localised disturbance by 

walking along approximately random paths (although acquisition non-repeatability may contribute; 

c.f., Chapter 4). In addition, this compaction theory may also explain the site-wide trend in RMS 

amplitude differences, which are much greater in the shallow parts of the dock. For example, 

excluding the excavated sites, areas of more heterogeneous sediment (i.e., zone 1) may experience 

a greater reduction in porosity and corresponding AI increase due to more efficient packing of 

sediment grains (e.g., Richardson and Briggs, 2004). This would yield proportionally larger post-

burial amplitudes. 

 

Figure 3.25 Wiggle plot showing every tenth trace along the inline 339 (blue line in Figure 3.23c) 

from the pre-burial (a) and post-burial (b) volumes. All traces are drawn using the 

same amplitude scale and overlain onto a greyscale variable density image of the 

corresponding inline section. The yellow box marks the intersection with the 1x1 m 

Figure 25: Wiggle plot 
showing every tenth trace 
along the inline 339 (blue line 
in Figure 23c) from the pre-
burial (a) and post-burial (b) 
volumes. All traces are drawn 
using the same amplitude 
scale and overlain onto a 
greyscale variable density 
image of the corresponding 
inline section. The yellow box 
marks the intersection with 
the 1x1 m box drawn in Figure 
23c. The pre- and post-burial 
trace numbers highlighted in 
bold are modelled in Figures 
26, 28 and 29.

a)

b)

1127252

Zone 3Zone 2
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box drawn in Figure 3.23c. The pre- and post-burial trace numbers highlighted in bold 

are modelled in Figure 3.24, 3.27 and 3.28. 

 

Figure 3.26 Zoomed section of UAV photogrammetry including three burial sites which are 

numbered in white according to Figure 3.1b (objects are located with blue crosses and 

the trenches are outlined in black). The position of this photo is indicated in Figure 

3.23c. Water-filled track marks from the mini-excavator are outlined with white 

dotted-dashed lines. Inline 339 is drawn in yellow and two CMP bins (inline 339, 

crossline 52 and 72) are marked with red squares that match the dimensions of the 

CMP bins. 

 

3.4.3.2 Zone 2 

Some of the most significant changes are observed proximal to the burial sites. To quantify this, 

synthetic models were also formulated for two CMP bins in zone 2, using the same source scaling. 

These bins are located along the same inline as the first model (crossline 52 and 72; Figure 3.25) 

and are shown in Figure 3.26 along with UAV photogrammetry of the post-burial dock bed 

surface. In both cases, the waveforms are more complex making it challenging to define a unique 

reflectivity.  

Crossline 72 is located to the north west of site 2, where the mini-excavator was positioned as it 

excavated the material from the trench. The CMP traces and modelled reflectivity and impedance 

profiles are shown in Figure 3.27. As before, the pre-burial dock bed has a simple structure, well 

Figure 26: Zoomed section of UAV 
photogrammetry including three sites 
which are numbered in white according 
to Figure 1b (objects are located with 
blue crosses and the trenches are 
outlined in black). The position of this 
photo is indicated in Figure 23c. Water-
filled track marks from the mini-
excavator are outlined with white 
dotted-dashed lines. Inline 339 is drawn 
in yellow and two CMP traces are 
marked with red squares that match the 
dimensions of the CMP bins. 
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matched by a single positive reflection with a reflection coefficient of approximately 0.18. In 

contrast, the co-located post-burial trace is much more complicated, comprising two main positive 

peaks with very large amplitudes compared to the pre-burial trace. The simplest model that fits all 

the peaks and troughs is the superposition of two reflections that have opposite, unequal 

amplitudes, separated in time by 0.22 ms TWT (~16 cm using the average post-burial water 

velocity). The two reflection coefficients are 0.55 and -0.45 respectively. Using either one or two 

positive reflectors cannot reproduce the correct number of peaks and troughs or fit the relative 

amplitudes of the central and side lobes, respectively. The second reflectivity contrast must be 

negative to match the sign of the final side-lobe; the resulting reflectivity profile describes a zone 

of very high impedance (5.27 kgm-2s-1), overlying a half-space which is slightly greater (by 10%) 

than modelled from the pre-burial data. This impedance is outside the range covered by the 

empirical relationships of Vardy (2015), but suggests a porosity of < 40%, which would be 

approaching the theoretical minimum for very closely packed spheres. 

 

Figure 3.27 Synthetic model for crossline 72 (on inline 339), located under the path of the mini 

excavator. (a) shows the reflectivity model used to construct the synthetic traces in (b), 

compared with the real data drawn with a black dashed line. (c) Shows the acoustic 

impedance model constructed from (a). 

 

The third synthetic model was chosen to characterise the elevated mounds of highly turbated 

surface sediment, located between the track marks left by the mini-excavator (crossline 52; Figure 

3.26). In this example, the amplitude of the first arrival is lower in the post-burial trace (Figure 

3.28). This is consistent with many other areas in the dock that are identified with red colours on 

Figure 27: Synthetic model for 
crossline 72 (on inline 339), located 
under the mini excavator. (a) shows 
the reflectivity model used to 
construct the synthetic traces in (b), 
compared with the real data drawn 
with a black dashed line. (c) Shows 
the acoustic impedance model 
constructed from (a).

a) b) c)
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the RMS ratio map, matching the location of mounds of loose sediment around the target burial 

sites (Figure 3.23). The polarity of this first reflection also appears reversed when compared to the 

3D Chirp source wavelet. One possible cause would be the formation of a very wet mix of loose 

sediment and water after the dock is flooded, similar to soft lakebed sediments (e.g., Pinson et al., 

2013). This material would have a higher compressibility than the overlying water column resulting 

in a velocity inversion and negative impedance contrast. Alternatively, the negative polarity may 

indicate a transition zone or a positive gradient in AI (e.g., Bull et al., 1998). Reflectivity models 

for both scenarios are shown in Figure 3.28. Both a step change, and three reflectors spaced 1 

sample apart with decreasing reflection coefficients of 0.05, 0.03 and 0.02, fit the trace data equally 

well (Figure 3.28b). Although these models are simplistic, they illustrate the significant change in 

the near-surface structure compared to the pre-burial survey. Furthermore, the low impedance 

values required to fit the first post-burial reflection match the expected characteristics of the loose, 

reworked surface sediment. The increase in AI at depth is consistent with the compaction 

hypothesis in the previous two synthetic models, but to a lesser extent than directly under the mini-

excavator (Figure 3.27). In addition, the third reflection event in Figure 3.28b (at 5.2 ms TWT) 

indicates that the sediment below the dock bed is also compacted as the loading forces are 

transmitted into the subsurface. This response will depend on the initial properties of the sediment 

and will be most significant for the weakest material close to the surface that is least resistant to 

compaction. 

 

Figure 3.28 Synthetic model for crossline 52 (on inline 339), located between the tracks left by the 

mini excavator. (a) shows the reflectivity models used to construct the synthetic traces 

in (b), compared with the real data drawn with a black dashed line. (c) Shows the 

Figure 28: Synthetic model for 
crossline 52 (on inline 339), located 
between the tracks left by the mini 
excavator. (a) shows the reflectivity 
models used to construct the 
synthetic traces in (b), compared 
with the real data drawn with a 
black dashed line. (c) Shows the 
acoustic impedance model 
constructed from (a). Two different 
models are presented for the same 
post-burial trace, drawn with a solid 
or dashed red line.

a) b) c)
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acoustic impedance model constructed from (a). Two different models are presented 

for the same post-burial trace, drawn with a solid or dashed red line. 

 

  
Pre-burial Post-burial 

Figure Layer z (cm) ρ (kg/m3) z (cm) ρ (kg/m3) 

3.24 1 0 1480 0 2290 

3.27 1 0 1420 0 3540 
 

2 - - 16 1340 

3.28 
 

1 0 1480 0 960 

(dashed line) 2 - - 23 1480 
 

3 - - 29 1750 

3.28 1 0 1480 5 1210 

(solid line) 2 - - 16 2020 
 

3 - - 45 2420 

Table 3.4 Layer properties derived from the synthetic models in Figures 3.24, 3.27, and 3.28: 

density (ρ) and depth (z) at the top of each layer relative to the dock bed reflection. A 

constant velocity equal to water velocity was used: 1483 and 1487 m/s for the pre- and 

post-burial models respectively. 

 

In summary, modelling near-surface reflectivity is a highly non-unique process, but a good fit can 

be achieved using simple synthetics after establishing the relationship between amplitudes and 

reflectivity. This provides a useful tool to understand the 4D changes in physical properties. For the 

pre-burial data acquired before the experiment, the surface sediment is uniform, especially across 

the middle of the dock in zones 2 and 3. This is illustrated by all three of the synthetic models that 

use a consistent source scaling and reflection coefficient (of 0.18) to fit the stacked pre-burial trace 

data. When compared to the post-burial data, changes in the dock bed amplitude are spatially 

variable and reflect the different anthropogenic disturbance within the shallow (<1 m) subsurface. 

Specifically, a decrease in RMS amplitudes is observed across mounds of excavated or reworked 

sediment, observed on site during the experiment (Figure 3.4), and mapped by increased dock bed 

elevation between the 3D dock bed picks (Figure 3.23). This can be modelled by a very weak, 

highly saturated/high porosity layer at the surface. However, across the rest of the site, an increase 

in amplitudes is observed. This is most likely related to a reduction in porosity (up to 

approximately 30%) from compaction under foot, exemplified by the first reflectivity model within 
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zone 3. This change is consistent with values of reflection coefficients calculated directly from 

prestack traces and is applicable to the dock as a whole with varying degrees of compaction 

potentially controlled by the heterogeneity and grain size of the sediment as well as the loading. 

Very large increases in modelled impedance are observed along the tracks of the machinery, 

accompanied by complex and spatially variable waveforms. This is apparent across zone 1, where 

trends in RMS amplitudes and bathymetric changes are less well defined. Without migration, some 

uncertainty is expected when attempting to interpret amplitudes of a three-dimensionally-irregular 

sediment-water contact, making both over- and underestimates of reflection coefficients 

conceivable. 

3.4.4 Considerations for Future Work 

There are many real-world applications where this time-lapse method, demonstrated in a shallow, 

enclosed dock, could be applied to investigate other shallow marine environments, providing 

quantitative 4D information to augment existing data and models. For example, repeat 3D Chirp 

surveys could be acquired to investigate the short- or long-term anthropogenic impact of offshore 

engineering projects or for understanding the stability of marine sediments. However, the results 

presented here are unlikely to be perfectly replicated for any future time-lapse projects acquired in 

open water. 

Achieving high positional repeatability of this dataset, evidenced by the co-location and phase 

similarity of the concrete barrier reflections, requires accurate knowledge of the water column 

properties. For this case study, comparing the dock water velocity shown in Figure 3.6 yields an 

average time shift of -0.007 ms TWT (less than half the sampling interval) relative to the pre-burial 

data across the depth range covered by the seismic data. Hence, water velocity changes had a very 

minimal effect on the alignment of the volumes acquired in Blyth. However, comparing these 

velocity profiles 6 m below the water level, the resulting difference in TWT is -0.022 ms, over 

three times greater. Large time shifts (relative to the source wavelet) could therefore quickly 

accumulate for deep water surveys, compounded by large changes in the temperature or salinity 

profile if the gap between the acquisition of repeat seismic volumes is long (e.g., seasonal). 

Corrections for water velocity time shifts must then be considered to avoid anomalies in the 

amplitude difference. In addition, for large volumes acquired over multiple days in tidally 

influenced environments, velocity differences > 5 m/s between survey lines are conceivable and 

could result in variations in the required static and NMO corrections for traces within a single CMP 

bin. This would reduce the coherency of CMP gathers leading to stack deterioration and reduced 

temporal resolution of poststack volumes. 

The simplest and most efficient way to account for velocity variations is to make direct 

measurements of the water column properties, apply the appropriate static and NMO corrections to 

each trace and then dynamically shift the second survey corresponding to the traveltime difference 
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between the velocity profiles. This could be followed by an inverse NMO correction using a 

common reference velocity for analysing prestack data (Lacombe et al., 2009) to align 4D Chirp 

traces to a common datum. Without SVP measurements, some methodologies developed for 

conventional 3D and 4D seismic data could be applied. As described above, time shift corrections 

must be offset-dependent and could be estimated from manual or automatic picking, for example 

using a global inversion (Xu and Pham, 2003), for example. This is time consuming and would 

require an unchanging dock bed when applied to 4D data. The very short offset range of the 3D 

Chirp also precludes methods that require estimates of RMS water velocity (e.g., Lacombe et al., 

2009). One viable option is to compare the alignment of the primary and successive water bottom 

multiple reflections between surveys (Fried and MacKay, 2001). This could be used to diagnose 

whether seabed misalignment is due to changes in the water or sediment layers (or both), but is no 

replacement for direct velocity measurements. 

 

3.5 Conclusions 

An artificial sedimentary sequence within an isolated dry dock was disturbed by excavating 

trenches, burying targets and traversing the site by foot and with machinery. Before and after the 

targets were buried, decimetre-resolution seismic reflection volumes were acquired using the 3D 

Chirp, binned onto co-located 12.5 cm-square CMP grids. A detailed, quantitative analysis of these 

two volumes illustrates the high repeatability of the data and the potential of the 4D Chirp for 

monitoring complex near-surface marine environments at very-high-resolution.  

The key conclusions from these results are: 

• Comparing diffractions from a static feature within the dock demonstrates that stacked 

traces are: positioned consistently at centimetric-scale; co-located to ±12.5cm in XY and 

±0.02 ms in TWT; and have amplitudes that are, on average, equal to within 5%. 

• Within the post-burial volume, the trenches and shallow buried targets (around 50 cm in 

length) can be clearly identified, match closely by the RTK-GNSS measurements acquired 

during experiment. 

• A simple qualitative comparison highlights time-lapse changes to the dock bed through 

excavation and reburial. 

• A comparison of the pre-burial and post-burial dock bed horizon reveals both a large, site-

wide increase in reflection amplitudes by a scale factor of approximately 3.7, as well as 

substantial heterogeneity developed in the near surface that correlates with disturbance 

across the site. 

• Synthetic models were used to quantitatively characterise different changes in shallow (<1 

m) acoustic properties in the dock, including highly compacted zones and less dense, 
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unconsolidated sediment at the surface. In this case, direct measurements of water column 

properties facilitated estimates of absolute impedance and greatly simplified seismic 

processing.
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Chapter 4 Improving the Fidelity of 3D and 4D Chirp 

Data 

 

4.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 3, results from a second 4D Chirp case study were presented. The data were acquired in 

a dry dock in Blyth with low noise and a dense fold of coverage, characteristic of this sheltered, 

low energy environment. Data were processed using a conventional workflow for ultra-high 

frequency (UHF) shallow 3D Chirp data and the 4D case study was shown to comprise well-

repeated and precisely collocated seismic reflection volumes. The time-lapse interpretation 

highlights significant changes in near-surface sediment properties, with more complex morphology 

and substantially greater reflection amplitudes in the second survey that can be explained by 

anthropogenic activity and the burial of numerous objects.  

This chapter focusses on further improving the Blyth 4D dataset by addressing subtle anomalies in 

the amplitude and phase coherency of seismic reflections that are observed in the pre- and post-

burial volumes to be consistent with the configuration of survey lines in some areas. These 

differences are likely to yield artefacts in the time-lapse difference. The main aims of this chapter 

are therefore: (1) to identify and quantify any acquisition-related artefacts within the 3D Chirp 

datasets, (2) determine the underlying cause(s) of these anomalies, and (3) to develop a suitable 

modification to the processing workflow to mitigate the anomalies and improve the quality of the 

4D signal. These are addressed in the following manner: 

• First, a detailed analysis of the prestack traces is presented, which includes examining both 

the variable coherency of CMP gathers and the quality of stacked sections, mapped using 

3D seismic attributes. 

• Following a review of relevant literature, different strategies for improving the coherence 

of CMP data are discussed, including alternatives to the mean stack and trim statics. 

• The pre- and post-burial 3D Chirp data are then reprocessed to test these methods. Their 

performance is evaluated using representative CMP gathers, as well as stacked and 

migrated volumes. 

• Finally, building on improvements to the data quality, updated time-lapse results are 

presented along with applications to future projects. 
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4.2 Acquisition-Related Anomalies 

Within both the pre- and post-burial data acquired in Blyth, the quality of the stacked 3D seismic 

reflection volumes is observed to be influenced by the acquisition geometry. For example, some 

stacked traces appear vertically offset compared with data in neighbouring common-midpoint 

(CMP) bins that do not match the underlying geology (c.f., Figure 3.14). These irregularities 

manifest as small-scale irregularities in picked horizons as well as laterally inconsistent amplitude 

anomalies that correlate with the orientation of the survey lines. To illustrate the most common 

scenarios, three representative CMP bins were selected to show: (1) the average coherency of the 

data, (2) poorly aligned CMP gathers due to erroneous navigation; and (3) highly variable 

reflectivity within a single 12.5 x 12.5 cm CMP bin. The locations of these CMP bin are shown in 

Figure 4.1. Traces in these bins from the pre-burial survey are shown in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 

and Figure 4.6, depicting static- and normal moveout (NMO)-corrected gathers along with other 

diagnostic, supplementary information. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic of the dry dock in Blyth summarising the location of example CMP gathers 

(numbered squares), a crossline profile (dashed black line; Figure 4.7) and two survey 

lines discussed in this chapter. The coloured arrows show the direction of the survey 

lines and the black arrow points towards north. 

 

4.2.1 Gather Coherency 

To quantify the coherency of the CMP gathers, semblance (e.g., Yilmaz, 1987) was calculated 

using the following equation: 

Figure 1: Schematic of the dry dock in Blyth, summarising the location of example CMP gathers 
(numbered squares), a crossline profile (dashed black line; Figure 7) and two survey lines discussed 
throughout this chapter. The coloured arrows show the direction of the survey lines. The black arrow 
points towards north.
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𝑆𝑒𝑚𝑏(𝑡) = 	
1
𝑁
(∑𝑎 (𝑡))=

∑𝑎(𝑡)=
 (4.1) 

 

where a(t) is a correlated, static- and NMO-corrected seismic trace, and N is the number of traces 

across the gather. Semblance values can range between zero and one, reaching a maximum when 

the amplitude across all traces in a gather are identical. 

 

 

Figure 4.2  Pre-burial traces in CMP bin 1. Data are coherent traces and a high maximum 

semblance. (a) Static and NMO-corrected CMP gather comprised of 49 traces. The red 

dashed line identifies the TWT of the dock bed in the stacked trace in (f). (b) Unique 

identifier for each shot. (c) Distance between the hydrophone both the source. (d) The 

source-receiver static correction applied to each trace (black) and the residual static 

Figure 2: Pre-burial traces in CMP bin 1. Data are 
coherent traces and a high maximum semblance. 
(a) Static and NMO-corrected CMP gather 
comprised of 49 traces. The red dashed line 
identifies the TWT of the seabed in the stacked 
trace in (f). (b) Unique identifier for each shot. (c) 
Distance between the hydrophone both the source. 
(d) The source-receiver static correction applied to 
each trace (black) and the residual static between 
the peak of the mean stack and the sample 
corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the 
dock bed reflection (blue). (e) The horizontal 
distance from the centre of the CMP bin. (g) The 
semblance trace.

a)

b)

c)

d)

f) g)

e)
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between the peak of the mean stack and the sample corresponding to the maximum 

amplitude of the dock bed reflection (blue). (e) The horizontal distance from the centre 

of the CMP bin. (g) The semblance trace.  

 

 

Figure 4.3 Pre-burial traces in CMP bin 2. (a) Static and NMO-corrected CMP gather comprised 

of 79 traces. A group of 22 traces are highlighted, systematically offset due to a 

navigation error. The red dashed line identifies the TWT of the dock bed in the 

stacked trace in (f). (b) Unique identifier for each shot. (c) Distance between the 

hydrophone both the source. (d) The source-receiver static correction applied to each 

trace (black) and the residual static between the peak of the mean stack and the sample 

corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the dock bed reflection (blue). (e) The 

horizontal distance from the centre of the CMP bin. (g) The semblance trace. 

 

a)

b)

c)

d)

f) g)

e)

Figure 3: Pre-burial traces in CMP bin 2. (a) Static 
and NMO-corrected CMP gather comprised of 79 
traces. A group of 22 traces are highlighted, 
systematically offset due to a navigation error. 
The red dashed line identifies the TWT of the 
seabed in the stacked trace in (f). (b) Unique 
identifier for each shot. (c) Distance between the 
hydrophone both the source. (d) The source-
receiver static correction applied to each trace 
(black) and the residual static between the peak 
of the mean stack and the sample corresponding 
to the maximum amplitude of the dock bed 
reflection (blue). (e) The horizontal distance from 
the centre of the CMP bin. (g) The semblance 
trace.
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The first example gather is shown in Figure 4.2a and is comprised of traces from the pre-burial 

survey in CMP bin 1. The data are coherent with very similar amplitudes at the dock bed. The 

maximum semblance value is 0.91. The traces were acquired during two separate survey lines and 

12 different hydrophone groups, illustrated respectively by the jump in the identification number 

assigned to sequentially recorded shots (Figure 4.2b) and the range of offsets relative to the source 

(black line in Figure 4.2c). This variation in the acquisition is also demonstrated by comparing the 

waveforms of the direct arrival between 1.9 and ~3.6 ms two-way traveltime (TWT). The dock bed 

reflection arrives at approximately 5.1 ms TWT and is consistent across the gather after the source-

receiver static corrections (black line in Figure 4.2d) have been applied. Only small residual 

offsets are visible between traces; picking the arrival time of the dock bed wavelet across the gather 

reveals a mean difference of 0.02 ms TWT (two samples), shown relative to the mean TWT in 

Figure 4.2d (blue line). Subsample offsets are also visible and the maximum time shift is 0.04 ms 

TWT, which equates to a c. 3.0 cm navigational error (in a 1500 m/s half space), in line with the 

expected uncertainty of the 3D Chirp system in normal conditions (c.f., Chapter 2). 

Pre-burial traces in CMP bin 2 are shown in Figure 4.3a, and were recorded during three different 

survey lines by a range of different hydrophones. However, there are a group of 22 traces vertically 

offset from the rest of the gather by approximately one half of the source wavelet. The peak 

semblance is 0.42. The poor coherency of the traces within this bin result in destructive 

interference and a poor-quality stack. The maximum amplitude of the stacked dock bed reflection 

(Figure 4.3f) is low (0.21) in contrast to the mean of maxima picked manually from each trace 

(0.65). This group of vertically offset traces is the direct result of a navigation error. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4.4. Correlated, static-corrected traces are shown in Figure 4.4a for two 

widths of the dock, located in Figure 4.1. The data recorded at the beginning of line 16 and the end 

of line 17 are accurately positioned and match the TWT of the dock bed surface, picked from the 

stacked volume. However, when the 3D Chirp is located close to the edge of the dock, the 

navigation accuracy decreases. For a short period, the recorded traces are no longer aligned with 

the dock bed reflection. This is visible at the very end of line 16 and continues for the next ~214 

shots (27 seconds) in line 17. This is bounded by a jump in the elevation of the array (vertical 

dashed lines in Figure 4.4b) as the navigation system attempts to reinitialise after the surroundings 

partially obstruct the view of the primary antenna. This phenomenon is a temporally and spatially 

variable due to the changing distribution of satellites in the sky and the position of the 3D Chirp 

within the dock. As the primary GPS antenna is offset from the centre of the 3D Chirp and the 

heading remained relatively constant when surveying widths of the dock, the navigation accuracy is 

more likely to be poor along the eastern edge of the dock where the primary antenna is very close 

to the dock wall. Note that Figure 4.4b shows many real jumps in elevation which are recorded 

correctly and do not yield systematic time shifts in the trace data. In addition, the misalignment 

with the stacked dock bed reflection illustrates the small, and very gradual change in the residual 

traveltime error. As such, it very difficult to map the full extent of this problem using the 
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navigation data. However, if the affected traces could be removed, it would be detrimental to 

coverage across several key areas of the dock, including the burial sites.  

 

 

Figure 4.4 Seismic data recorded on a single hydrophone (number 14) directly below the primary 

GNSS antenna during the pre-burial survey. (a) Correlated, static-corrected data along 

two survey lines, located in Figure 4.1. The blue and red lines show the TWT of the 

dock bed surface picked from the stacked volume. The vertical yellow line marks the 

intersection with CMP bin 2. (b) The height of the hydrophone relative to mean sea 

level for each shot. The area shaded in grey and bounded by vertical dashed lines 

marks the shots where the data recorded in lines 16 and 17 deviate significantly from 

the stacked dock bed horizon due to reduced navigation accuracy. 

 

Groups of vertically offset traces are also observed in areas of the post-burial survey. Figure 4.5 

shows the post-burial traces located in CMP bin 1 with a peak semblance is 0.66. This gather 

contains 75 traces acquired during four separate survey lines on very similar hydrophones. Traces 

from the second survey line are offset by up to 0.06 ms TWT, whilst the other 49 traces are well 

aligned. This highlights that, even if the source and receiver positions are similar, the temporally-

variable navigation errors are not repeatable and therefore inconsistent between the two seismic 

surveys which problematic for the 4D interpretation. 

a)

b)

Figure 4: Seismic data recorded on a 
single hydrophone (H14) directly below 
the primary GPS antenna during the pre-
burial survey. (a) Correlated, static-
corrected data along two survey lines, 
located in Figure 1. The blue and red 
lines show the TWT of the dock bed 
surface picked from the stacked volume.
The vertical yellow line marks the 
intersection with CMP bin 2. (b) shows 
the height of the hydrophone relative to 
mean sea level for each shot.

CMP bin 2CMP bin 2 Dock wall
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Figure 4.5 Post-burial traces in CMP bin 1, which depicts a navigation error. (a) Static and NMO-

corrected CMP gather comprised of 113 traces. The red dashed line identifies the 

TWT of the dock bed in the stacked trace in (f). (b) Unique identifier for each shot. (c) 

Distance between the hydrophone both the source. (d) The source-receiver static 

correction applied to each trace (black) and the residual static between the peak of the 

mean stack and the sample corresponding to the maximum amplitude of the dock bed 

reflection (blue). (e) The horizontal distance from the centre of the CMP bin. (g) The 

semblance trace. 

 

Figure 4.6 highlights one further feature within the Blyth data set that leads to stack deterioration. 

This gather (from CMP bin 3) has a high fold of 72, but a very low semblance at the dock bed 

(0.36), within the lowest 10% of the pre-burial survey. The CMP bin from which this data 

originates is positioned 95 cm away from a concrete barrier, where the sediment surface is sloping 

a)

b)

c)

d)

f) g)

e)

Figure 5: Post-burial traces in CMP bin 1, 
collocated with the data shown in Figure 3. (a) 
Static and NMO-corrected CMP gather 
comprised of 113 traces. The red dashed line 
identifies the TWT of the seabed in the stacked 
trace in (f). (b) Unique identifier for each shot. 
(c) Distance between the hydrophone both the 
source. (d) The source-receiver static correction 
applied to each trace (black) and the residual 
static between the peak of the mean stack and 
the sample corresponding to the maximum 
amplitude of the dock bed reflection (blue). (e) 
The horizontal distance from the centre of the 
CMP bin. (g) The semblance trace.
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and irregular. The TWT of the dock bed reflection is not consistent across the CMP gather, it is 

difficult to constrain whether this is due to either navigation uncertainties, real variation in the 

structure of the near surface sediment, or a combination of the two. However, the variation in the 

amplitude of the dock bed reflection, coupled with the alignment of energy in the subsurface 

highlighted by the peak in semblance around 6.40 ms TWT (Figure 4.6g), suggests that a 

geological contribution is likely. Note that the amplitude variation does not correlate directly with 

the horizontal distance from the centre of the CMP bin, (Figure 4.6e), although this metric does 

neglect azimuthal variability.  

 

Figure 4.6 Pre-burial traces in CMP bin 3, which shows a variable reflectivity structure. (a) Static 

and NMO-corrected CMP gather comprised of 72 traces. The red dashed line 

identifies the TWT of the dock bed in the stacked trace in (f). (b) Unique identifier for 

each shot. (c) Distance between the hydrophone both the source. (d) The source-

receiver static correction applied to each trace (black) and the residual static between 

the peak of the mean stack and the sample corresponding to the maximum amplitude 

a)

b)

c)

d)

f) g)

e)

Figure 6: Pre-burial traces in CMP bin 3, which 
show a variable reflectivity structure. (a) Static 
and NMO-corrected CMP gather comprised of 
72 traces. The red dashed line identifies the 
TWT of the seabed in the stacked trace in (f). (b) 
Unique identifier for each shot. (c) Distance 
between the hydrophone both the source. (d) 
The source-receiver static correction applied to 
each trace (black) and the residual static 
between the peak of the mean stack and the 
sample corresponding to the maximum 
amplitude of the dock bed reflection (blue). (e) 
The horizontal distance from the centre of the 
CMP bin. (g) The semblance trace.
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of the dock bed reflection (blue). (e) The horizontal distance from the centre of the 

CMP bin. (g) The semblance trace. 

 

Regardless, the traces in this gather are not well aligned which results in a mean stack that is 

complex and has a low amplitude dock bed reflection that is unrepresentative of the traces data in 

this gather. As described in Chapter 3, the dock bed horizon picked in the post-burial volume is 

much rougher after the experiment was completed. This geologically-related variation in amplitude 

and arrival time is therefore more pronounced in the post-burial gathers. 

 

Figure 4.7 (a) A crossline profile through the stacked pre-burial volume, located in Figure 

4.1.The trace fold is shown in (b), with the region ≤ 44 shaded in grey. Calculated 

over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed, the peak semblance and RMS 

amplitude are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. In panels (c) and (d), bins below the 

fold threshold are shaded.  

 

The characteristics highlighted in these representative CMP gathers are reflected in the quality of 

the stacked seismic volumes. Figure 4.7a shows a crossline section through the central terrace of 

the pre-burial volume that transects the first two example CMP gathers (see dashed line in Figure 

4.1). There are several key observations within this profile. First, the systematic navigation error in 

Figure 7: (a) A crossline profile through the 
stacked pre-burial volume, located in 
Figure 1. The trace fold is shown in (b), 
with the region ≤ 44 shaded in grey. 
Calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred 
on the dock bed, the peak semblance and 
RMS amplitude are shown in (c) and (d), 
respectively. In panels (c) and (d), bins 
below the fold threshold are shaded.

a)

b)

c)

d)

CMP bin 1CMP bin 2

5 m
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CMP bin 1 is evident in the cross section at inline 225. After stacking, the dock bed is vertically 

offset compared to neighbouring traces which reduces the ability to confidently interpret structures 

within the seismic volumes. This feature is highlighted by a low semblance value (Figure 4.7c).  

Note that if a large number of traces within a CMP bin are systematically offset then the gather can 

have a high semblance, but the stacked section will have poor lateral coherency. This is true for 

inline 250 which has a fold less than 44 (the lower quartile) and a semblance of 0.81, but is offset 

compared to the stacked traces in the adjacent bins and is not accompanied by a diffraction. In 

contrast, when the total number of traces is large there is a greater likelihood that the data are not 

aligned, resulting in a lower semblance. There is, therefore, a weak, inverse correlation between 

fold and semblance; cross-plots for these quantities from the pre- and post-burial data are shown in 

Figure 4.8. This also shows no clear link between fold and dock bed RMS amplitudes, which is the 

expected result of performing the mean stack on traces that are mostly aligned relative to the period 

of the source wavelet. 

 

 
Figure 4.8 Cross-plots of semblance fold and RMS amplitude for the pre- and post-burial data, 

calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed reflection. 

 

4.2.2 Volume Artefacts 

Expanding on the relationships shown in the cross-plots, the spatial extent is illustrated more 

clearly in Figure 4.9, which compares maps of the fold, semblance and the RMS amplitude from 

the pre-burial volume. Trace fold (Figure 4.9a) varies substantially in the crossline direction, 

Figure 8: Cross-plots of 
semblance fold and RMS 
amplitude for the pre- and 
post-burial data, calculated 
over a 0.4 ms window centred 
on the dock bed reflection.
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which reflects the primary orientation of survey lines across widths of the dock. Shots are triggered 

at constant time interval, as opposed to a constant distance, and fold therefore is dependent on both 

the position of the survey line and speed over ground. Gaps in the coverage are small, only one or 

two CMP bins wide, but elongate in the inline direction (up to 52 CMP bins). The highest RMS 

amplitude values are clustered in small areas on the order of ten CMP bins wide and occasionally 

in long, survey-parallel features (Figure 4.9b). 

 

Figure 4.9 Seismic attributes calculated for the mean-stacked, pre-burial volume, illustrated for 

the central terrace of the dock (between the two concrete barriers). (a) Trace fold for 

each bin. Gaps in the coverage are highlighted in white. (b) and (c) show RMS 

amplitudes calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed using a 98-

percentile amplitude range. Plot (c) is overlain with a mask delimited by a smoothed 

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9: Acquisition footprint visible 
across the mean-stacked, pre-burial
volume, illustrated for the central terrace 
of the dock (between the two concrete 
barriers). (a) Trace fold for each bin. Gaps 
in the coverage are highlighted in white. 
(b) and (c) show RMS amplitudes 
calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred 
on the dock bed using a 98-percentile 
amplitude range. Plot (c) is overlain with a 
mask delimited by a smoothed contour 
defining fold ≤ 44 (the lower quartile). The 
example crossline in Figure 7 is marked 
with a black horizontal line. A navigation-
related amplitude anomaly is highlighted 
with a red dashed line. (d) The maximum 
semblance for each bin calculated over a 
0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed. A 
histogram of semblance values is also 
shown, along with the best-fitting skewed 
normal distribution.

Fig. 4.7

10 m
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contour defining fold ≤ 44 (the lower quartile). The example crossline in Figure 4.7 is 

marked with a black horizontal line. A navigation-related amplitude anomaly is 

highlighted with a red dashed line. (d) Maximum semblance for each bin calculated 

over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed. A histogram of semblance values is 

also shown, along with the best-fitting skewed normal distribution. 

 

For example, thin, high amplitude features can be observed at inline numbers 260 and 320, 

extending out from the dock walls. These are found more often in areas of low fold, delineated by 

the contours of ≤ 44 fold (the lower quartile) in Figure 4.9c. Within these contours, the mean RMS 

amplitude is 23% greater than the mean value from the central terrace of the dock. In contrast, the 

lowest RMS amplitudes are observed in three areas: along the western edge of the volume (inlines 

less than ~230); close to the concrete barrier (c. inline 385 and crossline 120); and in a linear 

feature through the centre of dock (c. crossline 90). In addition, a low amplitude artefact is visible 

between inlines 220 and 230 (red dashed lines in Figure 4.9c) which coincides with the vertical 

navigation error along survey line 17, illustrated in Figure 4.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.1 Statistical measures of peak semblance for all CMP bins in the central terrace of both 

the pre- and post-burial volumes. 

 

A map of peak semblance is shown in Figure 4.9d along with a histogram (area-normalised) that 

describes the distribution of values in this region of the dock. Since the majority of the CMP 

gathers are coherent (and comparable to the well aligned traces in CMP bin 1), semblance values 

are high; the distribution is negatively skewed towards 1.00; and the median is 0.84, which is 

greater than the mean (0.80; Table 4.1). Illustrated by the contours, high values of semblance are 

observed predominantly in areas of low fold. The lowest semblance values coincide with low RMS 

amplitudes indicating that the gathers are misaligned, as expected following observations of the 

CMP gathers and stacked section in Figure 4.7. Semblance (and its distribution) is therefore a 

useful attribute to evaluate the extent of artefacts due to the acquisition footprint as well as compare 

 3D Chirp Survey 

Measures of Semblance Pre-burial Post-burial 

Mean 0.80 0.61 

Median 0.84 0.64 

Interquartile range (75% - 25%) 0.16 0.29 

Peak of modelled skewed normal distribution 0.93 0.76 
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datasets, including those at different stages within a processing workflow. A larger average 

semblance with a smaller spread and spatial variability (ignoring geological changes) are desirable 

and describe a dataset that is less strongly influenced by the acquisition. In this case, the 

Interquartile Range (IQR) provides a suitable measure of the spread (Table 4.1) for these skewed 

distributions. 

 

Figure 4.10 Seismic attributes calculated for the mean-stacked, post-burial volume, illustrated for 

the central terrace of the dock (between the two concrete barriers). (a) Trace fold for 

each bin. Gaps in the coverage are highlighted in white. (b) and (c) show RMS 

amplitudes calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed using a 98-

percentile amplitude range. Plot (c) is overlain with a mask delimited by a smoothed 

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 10: Acquisition footprint visible 
across the mean-stacked, post-burial
volume, illustrated for the central terrace 
of the dock (between the two concrete 
barriers). (a) Trace fold for each bin. Gaps 
in the coverage are highlighted in white. 
(b) and (c) show RMS amplitudes 
calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred 
on the dock bed using a 98-percentile 
amplitude range. Plot (c) is overlain with a 
mask delimited by a smoothed contour 
defining fold ≤ 78 (the lower quartile). A 
navigation-related amplitude anomaly is 
highlighted with a red dashed line. (d) The 
maximum semblance for each bin 
calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred 
on the dock bed. A histogram of semblance 
values is also shown, along with the best-
fitting skewed normal distribution.
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contour defining fold ≤ 78 (the lower quartile). A navigation-related amplitude 

anomaly is highlighted with a red dashed line. (d) Maximum semblance for each bin 

calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed. A histogram of semblance 

values is also shown, along with the best-fitting skewed normal distribution. 

 

The same windowed attributes were also calculated over the same area for the post-burial data 

(Figure 4.10). Compared to the first survey, the average fold is higher, and is more uniformly 

distributed with fewer, smaller gaps. In addition, the morphology dock bed is much more 

heterogenous after the targets were buried; variations in subsurface structure and amplitude are 

visible across a much larger proportion of CMP gathers. As a result, the distribution of semblance, 

again modelled by a skewed normal distribution, is broader than the pre-burial survey with a peak 

at 0.76 (Table 4.1). The acquisition footprint is less well defined in the map of RMS amplitudes 

(compare Figure 4.9b and c with Figure 8b and c) with the notable exception of a curved track 

(highlighted in red in Figure 4.10c). This feature is clearly visible in the semblance map (Figure 

4.10d) and is split into two parallel lines matching the width and distribution of hydrophones on the 

3D Chirp array. Just like in the pre-burial data, this low RMS-amplitude artefact delineates part of a 

survey line with a vertical navigation error. The line starts against the dock wall around inline 245 

but was acquired along a curved path to fill a gap in the centre of the survey area. The visible part 

of the low amplitude anomaly shown by the dashed red line equates to approximately 1.4 minutes 

of survey time. 

In summary, residual statics are present in both the pre- and post-burial data that result in reduced 

coherency of data within CMP bins and stack deterioration, influencing reflection amplitudes. The 

majority of CMP gathers are well aligned, however vertical navigation errors lead to groups of 

systematically offset traces and discontinuous reflection horizons in the stacked volumes. Due to 

the spatially variable fold and range of CMP coherency, the residual statics manifest as a 

nonrepeatable acquisition footprint that is visible in the RMS amplitude and semblance values 

windowed around the dock bed reflection, but is overprinted with real sediment heterogeneity on 

the scale of a single 12.5 cm CMP bin. 

This analysis illustrates that some amplitudes in the stacked 3D volumes are not just a reflection of 

the physical properties of the sediment. This is problematic for seismic reflection imaging, 

including both quantitative interpretation of 3D seismic amplitudes and the 4D signal, where it is 

implicitly assumed that differences (either trace-to-trace or between time delayed coincident traces) 

are directly related to real subsurface changes. However, it is important to emphasise that the 

acquisition-related anomalies are localised and small in magnitude (less than ~20%) compared to 

the site-wide ~370% increase between the pre- and post-burial dock bed amplitudes (c.f., Chapter 
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3). The qualitative interpretations presented in Chapter 3 are robust, but there is room to improve 

the amplitude fidelity and the quality of the quantitative 4D differences.  

4.2.3 Improving Data Quality 

Given that it is not feasible to improve the accuracy of the navigation any further or correct for 

variations in fold without introducing large gaps in the survey coverage, an alternative to the simple 

mean stack is required. The aim is therefore to devise a method that is capable of minimising 

acquisition footprint artefacts to yield more consistent amplitudes in the presence of residual 

statics and improve the quality of the 4D signal. Applied to the Blyth case study, the approach 

must be generic, suitable for both small (subsample) and larger (up to around one half of a 

wavelength) statics with gathers of varying fold and robust in the presence of noise, managing real 

geological variations appropriately. Importantly, it must also be suitable for automation; a total of 

~12.8 million traces were acquired in Blyth (which can be considered to be a relatively small 3D 

Chirp survey as volumes containing >20 million traces are common) and manually sorting through 

the entire dataset is infeasible. Results may be validated by identifying changes in CMP gathers, 

the amplitude and semblance of stacked 3D volumes. 

In addition, given the sensitivity of 4D differences to changes in traveltime, it is imperative to 

minimise erroneous structural and amplitude discontinuities between neighbouring stacked traces. 

For this reason, poststack migration will be incorporated into the reprocessing workflow, using a 2-

pass f- k Stolt migration algorithm with a uniform velocity model (c.f. Chapter 3). Migration is 

highly sensitive to both the amplitude and traveltime anomalies visible in the mean-stacked data 

and is therefore an effective tool for evaluating improvements to acquisition footprint effects and 

lateral coherency. The migrated data will be examined for the residual artefacts (e.g., smiles) and 

evaluated based on the optimal velocity model required to collapse hyperbolic events and diffracted 

energy. 

 

4.3 Residual Static Corrections 

4.3.1 Previous Approaches 

The presence of time shifts between traces after conventional processing is not a new challenge 

within the field of seismic imaging. A number of different approaches for correcting residual statics 

have been devised depending on the underlying cause and the way that the data were acquired, 

which are often closely linked. Much of the previous work is done for land seismic surveys to 

correct reflections that depart significantly from hyperbolic moveout, normally attributed to 

structural complexities or rapidly varying elevation or velocities close to the surface (the weathered 
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zone) (Yilmaz, 1987). Some of these methods can be extended to mitigate residual statics in marine 

data, typically resulting from inaccuracies in the positions of hydrophones (e.g., Wardell et al., 

2002).  

The most commonly used solutions are surface-consistent statics, highlighted and discussed in an 

early review of static corrections by Marsden (1993). After the initial application of field statics 

(derived from the traveltime differences between location of shots and receivers), traveltimes are 

picked from common shot gathers manually or by using cross correlation and then inverted, 

decomposing into statics related to source and receiver position, subsurface structure and residual 

moveout (Taner et al., 1974; Wiggins et al., 1976). A surface-consistent approach therefore yields a 

constant static for each shot and receiver. This is well suited to the static geometry of land surveys 

but less so for non-stationary marine data, where statics may be only consistent for shots, receivers, 

or neither (e.g., Jones, 2013). 

An alternative and more empirical approach is to correct residual statics in the CMP domain by 

flattening reflections after a normal moveout correction has been applied. This could be thought of 

as a subsurface-consistent method (Marsden, 1993), but is normally referred to as trim statics. First, 

a pilot trace is constructed by stacking the NMO-corrected gather. Second, a traveltime correction 

for each trace is determined by comparison with pilot, either by manually picking the TWT of a 

consistent reflection event or using cross correlation (e.g., Yilmaz, 1987). Trim statics have been 

successfully applied to improve the quality of both land and, less commonly, marine seismic 

reflection data, which include minimising time shifts along migrated image gathers acquired with 

different azimuths (Rietveld et al., 2007; Simonetti et al., 2017). However, this approach must be 

used with a great deal of caution. Results can vary significantly depending on the method used to 

pick time shifts and, as illustrated by Ursenbach and Bancroft (2012), forcibly aligning energy in 

traces without proper constraints can yield false reflections in seismic sections, especially when 

automatically picking data with low S/N. Problems may also occur when residual statics across a 

CMP gather are large compared to the seismic wavelet; interference can lead to a poor-quality pilot 

trace with lower frequency, weak, and/or distorted waveforms. The resulting cross-correlations 

have multiple, low amplitude peaks with which the estimation of time shifts becomes highly non-

linear (Jin and Ronen, 2006). To circumvent the use of pilot traces, (Kirchheimer, 1987) proposed 

calculating time shifts between every pair of traces within each gather. However, this approach 

requires a large number of calculations (depending on the fold) and results can be highly 

susceptible to noise, especially if both traces in the correlation have low S/N. Alternatively, Jin and 

Ronen (2006) construct pilot traces with an iterative local inversion scheme that seeks to minimise 

the sum of the residual statics for all trace, weighted according to the amplitude of the maximum 

cross-correlation coefficient. Although this improved stack can stabilise the cross-correlations used 

to derive CMP statics, it is also possible to introduce a traveltime bias to which all traces in the 

gather are aligned but is inconsistent between adjacent CMP bins. This highlights one final 
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challenge for applying trim statics to seismic data. Therefore, although very effective at 

maximising the alignment of CMP gathers, trim statics do not incorporate information from 

surrounding bins nor directly address the coherency of the final stacked sections or volume 

(Almutlaq and Margrave, 2013). For example, in marine seismic data, time shifts can originate 

from long-wavelength phenomena such as navigation drifts (exemplified in Figure 4) or ocean 

swell (Wardell et al., 2002) that occur over temporal or spatial scales that exceed the dimensions of 

a single CMP bin. In contrast, methods incorporating information on the absolute position of source 

and receivers (such as surface-consistent statics) can address both small- and large-scale time shifts 

simultaneously (Wiggins et al., 1976). 

Finally, Ronen and Claerbout (1985) propose a method for correcting statics by using the power of 

the final stack. This approach seeks to maximise the sum of the squared amplitudes in the final 

stack without relying entirely upon cross-correlation maxima. Stack power maximisation is 

implemented by correlating super traces, formed by concatenating either traces within a shot gather 

or their respective stacks. Although designed originally for resolving surface-consistent statics, this 

technique could be applied to CMP traces but is likely to require a prohibitively large number of 

iterations depending on the fold and the range of time shifts tested. 

4.3.2 Applications to UHF Marine Seismic Data 

There are a number of case studies specific to UHF marine seismic reflection data that aim to 

remove residual statics originating primarily from positional uncertainties. This includes cross-

referencing with additional supplementary acoustic measurements, decomposing statics into 

different components or applying time shift corrections across gathers, such as trim statics. 

Gutowski et al. (2002b) present two different methods applied to multi-channel data acquired using 

a water gun spanning the frequency range 100–2000 Hz. The first aligns the sea floor reflection to 

the same feature picked on simultaneously-acquired narrow-beam echo-sounder data (with a 

dominant frequency of 4 kHz). This is essentially a set of calibrated trim statics whose success 

depends on the similarity between the imaging capability of the two acoustic systems. This 

technique works well for a flat seabed, but the accuracy of the echo sounder data is severely 

diminished with steeply inclined or rough bathymetry and may also be inconsistent with water gun 

records depending on the nature of the water-sediment transition. The second method used by 

Gutowski et al. (2002b) is a receiver-consistent approach and takes advantage of similarities 

observed between common-shot gathers. The curvature and depth profile of the streamer did not 

vary significantly during the straight portions of the survey lines. Therefore, an average correction 

was calculated for each hydrophone by averaging residual statics calculated across a number of 

representative shot gathers and detrending to remove seafloor morphology.  
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More recently, trim statics have been applied to sparker data (100–2500 Hz), to align poorly 

aligned CMP gathers with temporally-variable offsets (Jones, 2013; Kluesner et al., 2018). This 

resulted in noticeable improvements to the quality of the stacking and overall data coherency, but 

performed poorly in some areas due to unstable cross-correlation; Jones, (2013) attribute this to 

anomalously large residuals and changes in the wavelet shape. As a result, long-wavelength 

residual statics were still evident within stacked sections; these are not always visible on 2D 

sections but prove problematic when combining data from consecutive survey lines into a 3D 

volume. 

Aiming to correct residual statics of different temporal and spatial scales simultaneously within 

UHF data, Wardell et al. (2002) outline a method using a statistical analysis of first break picks. 

For groups of common offsets, a three-dimensional surface is generated from these picks as a 

function of time (the shot number). After applying a spatial averaging filter, this is subtracted from 

the original picks to calculated time shifts that are applied to the data. As the smoothing is applied 

in the offset domain this method is titled Common Offset Spatial Averaging (COSA). Due to the 

time dependence, COSA can be effective at removing swell effects in multi-channel 3D data 

acquired using UHF systems, as illustrated in the original paper by Wardell et al. (2002) and also 

Vakulenko and Buryak, (2018). The vertical positions of hydrophones are often poorly constrained 

within towed streamers subject to strong wave motion along the cable. COSA can therefore be used 

to compute time shifts for each offset independently to capture long-wavelength static effects that 

conform between survey lines, essential for combing data into coherent 3D volumes. For example, 

this method was used to successfully process 3D sparker data, inadequately positioned with 

differential GPS data (Duarte et al., 2017). However, the effectiveness of the spatial-averaging 

depends strongly on the choice of filtering parameters and partially on the smoothness of the 

seabed or picked reference horizon (Wardell et al., 2002). Crucially, it is often not possible to 

separate residual statics resulting from poor navigation accuracy and real time shifts relating to 

morphological features if they occupy very similar spatial frequencies. 

More recently, aiming to address the problem of residual statics without picking reflections, Reiche 

et al. (2019) proposed a two-step process of image matching, demonstrated using boomer data 

(with source frequencies between 500 and 5000 Hz). Their algorithm aims to minimise the fit 

(negative of the cross-correlation) between all common-offset sections simultaneously, making use 

of both bathymetric and subsurface reflections along the full trace length to mitigate long-

wavelength statics. Although this approach can generate sub-sample statics as well as correct for 

moveout without a conventional NMO correction (after calibration), the case study results 

presented by Reiche et al. (2019) are inconsistent between contiguous survey lines. In addition, the 

second step matches data from each CMP independently and is therefore comparable to trim 

statics, but across common offset gathers, which is likely to result in excessive smoothing 
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depending on the footprint of the UHF system. For this reason, it is currently more suited to 

improving the coherency of stacked 2D sections rather than 3D volumes. 

The approach to correct for incoherent 3D data therefore depends on the underlying cause and how 

consistent they are during acquisition. For example, if residual statics are truly consistent between 

shots or receivers, methods such as those proposed by Gutowski et al. (2002b) or Wardell et al. 

(2002) (COSA) could be employed to efficiently mitigate long-wavelength statics consistent across 

multiple CMP bins, instead of applying the more aggressive trim statics. Therefore, trends in 

residual statics across 3D Chirp data will be explored. 

4.3.3 Residual Statics in 3D Chirp Data 

First, the consistency of time shifts between each hydrophone were analysed. Residual statics were 

picked from a subset of 3565 CMP bins (203,816 total traces) across an area of the pre-burial data, 

outlined in green in Figure 4.1. For each trace in the selected CMP bins, data were cropped using a 

0.5 ms TWT window centred on the dock bed reflection and cross-correlated with the respective 

mean stack. The residual statics were picked automatically using the maximum cross-correlation 

coefficient, and were manually checked for accuracy across an inline section. By calculating 

relative time shifts (with respect to the mean), the influence of geological structure is minimised. 

The results are shown in Figure 4.11 and are grouped by channel and ordered by distance from the 

primary GPS antenna. There are several key observations from this dataset. First, the magnitude of 

the estimated time-shifts has a large range; between ±14 samples (0.28 ms, almost twice the period 

of the seismic wavelet). However, outliers are rare and due to uncertainties in the dock bed pick on 

low S/N traces such as those contributing to the striped noise in Figure 4.7a. Cross-correlation 

time shifts outside the range ±2 samples are uncommon, comprising less than 1.2% of the picks in 

this dataset, evidenced by the sparsity of the points plotted in Figure 4.11a. This is also shown in 

the accompanying histogram that highlights the symmetric distribution of residual statics centred 

close to zero. The mean for each hydrophone is shown in Figure 4.11b along with a linear 

regression. There is a >99% probability that the gradient of this line is zero (using the Wald Test). 

Since time shifts are calculated relative to the mean stack, the zero mean (and mean) is the 

expected. 

Importantly, the lack of a consistent, systematic time shift for each hydrophone group indicates that 

that there is no clear residual NMO error nor a consistent error in the attitude measurement of the 

3D Chirp array. As discussed in Chapter 2, the offsets for each component are fixed and well-

established, which is unique to the 3D Chirp when compared to many other multi-channel UHF 

acoustic systems. Combined with accurate measurements of the water velocity, the NMO 

correction for 3D Chirp data should be very accurate for the first arrivals. 
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The maximum range of residual statics varies somewhat depending on the hydrophone; it is 

substantially smaller for receiver number 14 closest to the primary GPS antenna, but is 

anomalously large and almost uniformly distributed for receiver number 50, which is plotted in red. 

Hydrophone 50 has a substantially lower S/N ratio compared to the others in the array, potentially 

due to a mechanical failure. Cross-correlation picks from traces recorded using this channel are 

highly uncertain and will be problematic for algorithms using this approach for estimating time 

shifts. Fortunately, it is possible to reject traces for this receiver without increasing the size of the 

gaps within either the pre- or post-burial survey. With the exception of hydrophone 50, the spread 

of residual statics generally increases with distance from primary GPS antenna. This is shown by 

the trend in the two-standard deviation range of cross-correlation picks shown in Figure 4.11c (R-

squared value of 0.44). This can be attributed directly to a variable uncertainty in the attitude of the 

3D Chirp. The position of the primary antenna is determined using RTK-GNSS, but the coordinates 

of the individual hydrophones depend on the accuracy of the IMU, with greater sensitivity further 

from the primary GPS antenna (the origin). It should be noted that the error required to produce 

these residual statics is extremely small. A two-standard deviation range of two samples equates to 

0.04 ms TWT, or 3 cm using the water velocity measured during the pre-burial survey. At the 

furthest distance away from the primary GPS antenna, this translates to a maximum error in angle 

of ±0.7° (for the 95% range). 
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Figure 4.11 Cross-correlation (Xcorr) statics for 203816 traces contained within the area outlined 

by the green box in Figure 4.1. (a) Statics grouped for each hydrophone, plotted based 

on the distance from the primary GPS antenna. An area-normalised histogram of the 

statics is shown to the right emphasising the density of values within the range ±2. For 

each hydrophone, the mean and spread (2σ) of the residual statics are calculated, 

shown in (b) and (c) respectively. A linear least-squares regression is drawn in (c) 

with a dashed line, which excludes data for the faulty hydrophone group 50 (H50). 

The 2σ-range of residual statics for H50 is 9.50 (not shown). 

 

In summary, from this subset of 203,816 traces, the vast majority of residual statics calculated 

using cross-correlation are less than two samples. The spread of time shifts appears to depend on 

the hydrophone number, although the absolute value does not. Therefore, these trends cannot be 

exploited to increase the gather coherency. The mean and standard deviation of the cross-

correlation picks could be used to model time shifts, although randomly sampling these 

distributions is very unlikely to predict suitable static corrections required to improve the quality of 

the data. However, this does highlight the influence of the IMU errors on the alignment of traces 

within CMP gathers, which likely contributes to the sub-sample vertical jitter between CMP traces 

illustrated in the first representative CMP bin in Figure 4.2. 

Figure 11: Cross-correlation (CC) 
statics for 203816 traces contained 
within the area outlined by the 
green box in Figure 1. (a) Statics 
grouped for each hydrophone, 
plotted based on the distance from 
the primary GPS antenna. An area-
normalised histogram of the statics 
is shown to the right emphasising 
the density of values within the 
range ±2. For each hydrophone, the 
mean and spread (2σ) of the 
residual statics are calculated, 
shown in (b) and (c) respectively. A 
linear least-squares regression is 
drawn in (c) with a dashed line, 
which excludes data for the faulty 
hydrophone group 50 (H50). The 2σ-
range of residual statics for H50 is 
9.50 (not shown).

a)

b)

c)
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Figure 4.12 Cross-correlation (Xcorr) statics shown as a function of time. (a) Six consecutive shots 

starting at shot number 500, randomly selected from the data in Figure 9. (b) A total of 

700 consecutive shots shown as an interpolated surface, centred on the shot number 

500 in (a). A gaussian filter was applied to extract the smoothed surface in (c). (d) The 

difference between (b) and (c). All surfaces are coloured correspond to the cross-

correlation peak, clipped to ±1 sample to avoid saturation of the colour map. 

 

The explore the shot-consistency of the statics in more detail, the residuals used to construct Figure 

4.11 were re-sorted by their acquisition time. This is demonstrated on two different time scales in 

Figure 4.12. Figure 4.12a shows picked statics from six consecutive shot gathers starting at 

number 500, which was randomly selected from the subset of pre-burial traces. This depicts the 

rapid variation of the residual statics between subsequent shots. Figure 4.12b shows a longer 

period of 720 shots acquired over 90 seconds, interpolated onto a uniform grid akin to the COSA 

methodology. For increasing time, there is an apparent sinusoidal change in both the magnitude and 

spread of time shifts for both near (1-10) and far (55-60) offsets relative to the GPS antenna. This is 

isolated by applying a 2D gaussian filter (Figure 4.12c), with a width equal to the footprint of the 

Figure 12: Changes in cross-
correlation (CC) statics as a function 
of time. Six consecutive shots starting 
at shot number 500 are plotted in (a), 
randomly selected from the data in 
Figure 9. (b) shows 700 consecutive 
shots drawn as an interpolated 
surface, centred on the shots shown 
in (a). A gaussian filter was applied to 
extract the smoothed surface in (c). 
(d) shows the difference between (b) 
and (c),  All surfaces are coloured 
correspond to the time of the cross-
correlation (CC) peak, clipped to ±1 
sample to avoid saturation of the 
colour map.

b)

c) d)

a)
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3D Chirp (1.327 m). The smoothed features have widths of approximately 3 m over-ground and are 

likely to be dock bed morphological structures as they are not systematic across the hydrophone 

array as would be expected of an error in the RTK-GNSS elevation.  

Figure 4.12d shows the picked surface after subtracting the averaged bathymetric-component. This 

final surface further illustrates the random nature of the high frequency statics as a function of time, 

as well as offset, inconsistent with the configuration of receivers on the 3D Chirp array. This 

indicates that these residual statics are influenced by a combination of noise, instantaneous 

navigation errors (small, 1-2 sample errors primarily from the IMU), and any remaining small-scale 

bedform structures. Therefore, the shot-consistent component cannot be isolated without adversely 

affecting the geological interpretation. 

In summary, the residual statics picked in this dataset reflect the rapidly changing position and 

orientation of the 3D Chirp. It is therefore not possible to employ methods that take advantage of 

repeated hydrophone positions along survey lines, and it is believed that a COSA approach will 

provide minimal improvements to the coherency of gathers. Trim statics are therefore considered to 

be the most suitable method for minimising acquisition-related artefacts in the 3D Chirp data 

acquired in Blyth. 

 

4.4 Methods 

In this section, the method of calculating and applying trim statics is discussed in more detail, 

applied specifically to 3D Chirp data. This includes a review of the mean and the median stack 

used to reduce CMP gathers to a single trace as well as static time shifts. The approaches for 

implementation and testing these methods are also described. 

4.4.1 Trim Statics 

Trim statics aim to align traces within a CMP gather prior to stacking in order to minimise 

destructive interference and maximise the stack power resulting in a higher-fidelity seismic 

volume. This process can be divided into two steps: (1) calculate the residual traveltime differences 

across the gather relative to some pilot trace and/or reference horizon; and (2) apply the inverse of 

these time shifts to align the reflection data.  

The choice of reference here is critical and can influence the accuracy of the residual statics. 

Searching over the full trace length could lead to the inconsistent alignment of energy from 

different sources including the direct arrivals and dock bed or subsurface reflections. Also, cycle 

slips may occur due to inconsistent matching of peaks and side lobes in the seismic wavelet, 

exacerbated by poor S/N (Ursenbach and Bancroft, 2012). The simplest approach is to use a time 
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window that includes a feature that is identified consistently across every trace in the CMP bin. The 

dock bed reflection is the only such target in the Blyth data. The window must therefore be large 

enough to contain the source wavelet and capture the full range of residual statics within the dataset 

but sufficiently small to minimise cycle slips. 

In addition, a single pilot trace must be carefully chosen with which to compare all other traces 

within the CMP gather. This must be robust in order to minimise traveltime bias in the final stack. 

For example, a randomly selected trace may be incorrectly position resulting in large time shifts 

and exaggerating the vertical offsets between adjacent CMP bins. As discussed in Section 4.3.1, a 

mean stack would yield a sensible pilot but, depending on the fold and the scale of residual statics, 

may still lead to TWT bias (Ruehle, 1980). For this dataset, the bias will be reduced by using 

iteration, similar to the superstack methods proposed by Naess (1982). For example, a mean stack 

may be used as the initial pilot. Residual statics are then calculated and temporarily applied to the 

gather to formulate a second pilot trace. The process can then be repeated to refine both the final 

stack and the trace statics until a maximum number of iterations or convergence is reached. 

Unfortunately, this still relies upon the assumption that the correct TWT of the dock bed reflection 

is approximated by the average of the picks within a CMP bin. This is an oversimplification as 

evidenced by bimodal distribution of traces in Figure 4.3. 

It is important to review the application of trim statics to the 4D problem. The aim of time-lapse 

processing is to maximise the repeatability between trace data acquired at different times. Both 

datasets are independently affected by irregular fold and navigation errors, however, without a 

common, ubiquitous feature within both the pre- and post-burial data it is not possible to process 

the data simultaneously. For example, if the dock bed was unchanged it would be possible to 

calculate residual statics for every trace located with each CMP bin, regardless of when they were 

acquired, more effectively equalising repeatable signals (Calvert, 2005). Alternatively, a pilot trace 

derived from the first survey could be used to compute trim statics for any subsequent volumes (Li 

et al., 2004). Instead, the aim is to optimally process the two Blyth datasets independently, with 

optimum statics applied for each volume. 

To summarise, there are a number of factors to consider when calculating residual statics: the 

midpoint and duration of the analysis window; the reference trace and/or number of iterations; and 

a maximum allowable shift. This also includes the pilot trace and the technique used to calculate 

time shift between traces; three of which are tested on the Blyth trace data and are described below. 
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4.4.2 Methods for Constructing Pilot Traces 

4.4.2.1 Mean 

The mean (or straight) stack is constructed from the mean amplitude at each time sample across all 

traces within a CMP gather. The mean is fast and efficient to calculate when processing large 

datasets; the amplitude sum can be accumulated iteratively during processing. However, as 

illustrated in the synthetic study in Section 2.3.2 and the example CMP gathers at the beginning of 

this chapter, the stack is conditioned by the total fold as well as the alignment of primary 

reflections. Since all amplitudes are summed, large residual navigation errors relative to the source 

wavelet result in a vertical smearing of reflection energy, destructive interference and a loss of 

horizontal resolution, frequency distortion and potentially a travel-time bias. Conventional mean 

stacking is therefore a non-optimal process for collapsing CMP gathers when residual statics are 

present.  

4.4.2.2 Median 

The use of a median stack was first suggested by Claerbout and Muir (1973), highlighting the 

potential to provide a more robust result than the mean in the presence of amplitude outliers. In a 

practical sense, this is useful for supressing large spikes in noise or large variations in amplitude 

that occur on less than half of the input traces, due to stratigraphic variation for example. A 

significant disadvantage of the median stack is that it is a non-linear process and therefore the 

resulting stacked seismic profiles/volumes are often discontinuous. Constructing a trace using 

individual trace samples from the gather can yield abrupt changes in amplitude, frequency 

distortion and potentially reflection that can be discontinuous both down-trace and between 

adjacent CMP bins. To minimise this, a low-pass filter could be used to smooth the median trace. 

Alternatively, amplitudes from a small group of traces could be averaged, centred around the 

median value, which is similar to the alpha-trimmed stack introduced by Watt and Bednar (1984), 

whereby a select number of traces are rejected from the gather based on their deviation from the 

median before performing a mean stack. Calculating the median is less computationally efficient 

than the mean as all of the traces within a gather must be available – additional data cannot be 

incorporated at a later date without reprocessing the whole. However, the reduced sensitivity to 

large variations in amplitude suggests that the median may yield a more robust pilot trace when 

trim statics.  

4.4.3 Methods for Estimating Time Shifts 

With the now widespread use of 4D data in the energy industry, a broad range of studies have been 

completed to address the challenge of accurately calculating time shifts between 3D seismic 

volumes acquired at different calendar times. 4D time shifts may be accumulated vertically by real 
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differences in subsurface, or introduced during processing, such as using a common velocity model 

to migrate each dataset (e.g., Ji et al., 2019). As such, 4D time shifts between traces are time-

variant and may use be used to derive estimates of changing velocity, strain and reservoir 

properties and subsequently recover time-independent amplitude differences and improve 

understanding of deep reservoir processes (MacBeth et al., 2019). Cross-correlation is the industry 

standard for calculating time shifts and is robust in various settings, however numerous alternatives 

have been proposed, including non-linear inversion (Rickett et al., 2007), dynamic warping (Hale, 

2013), and methods based on the Taylor expansion (Hatchell et al., 2003; Whitcombe et al., 2010). 

Approaches by Rickett et al. (2007) and Hale (2013) yield intrinsically smooth kinematic time 

shifts which aid interpretation but are not aimed at computing the navigation-related 1D static 

offsets used for trim statics. For the Blyth case study, the Taylor expansion method of Hatchell et 

al. (2003) was selected to compute the trace-to-trace static offsets observed in the 3D Chirp data. 

The results were compared with conventional cross-correlation. Both of these approaches are 

described in detail below. 

4.4.3.1 Cross-Correlation 

To estimate the optimal alignment of two traces, the most common approach is to search for the 

maximum value of their cross-correction (𝑋?@AA). In the time domain this is calculated by 

sequentially shifting one of the traces by single sample and summing the result: 

 

𝑋?@AA =B𝑎C(𝑡)	𝑎=(𝑡 +
D

EFC

	𝜏) (4.2) 

∆𝑡IJE = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max
∆E
(𝑋?@AA) (4.3) 

 

where 𝑎C(𝑡) and 𝑎=(𝑡) are the two traces to be compared, and ∆𝑡IJE is an amplitude-independent 

estimate of the time lag between them (Gubbins, 2004). 

The cross-correlation can also be calculated in the frequency domain, as the inverse Fourier-

transform of the cross-power spectrum (𝐺): 

 

𝐺 = 	𝐴C 	 ∙ 	𝐴=∗ (4.4) 

∆𝑡IJE = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max
∆E
(	ℑTC[𝐺]	) (4.5) 
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where 𝐴C and 𝐴= are the Fourier transforms of 𝑎C(𝑡) and 𝑎=(𝑡) respectively, and 	𝐴=∗ is the 

complex conjugate of 	𝐴=. 

However, for cross-correlation, the resolution of ∆𝑡IJE  is equal to the sampling interval of the input 

data; 0.02 ms TWT for 3D Chirp data. Therefore, it would not be possible to directly resolve the 

smallest (<0.02 ms) residuals shown in the example CMP gathers (e.g., Figure 4.2a). To 

compensate for this, the time series will be interpolated to increase the sampling interval. 

To improve the stability of the Fourier-domain approach, applying weights to the cross-power 

spectrum has been shown to sharpen the peak of the cross-correlation and improve the accuracy of 

time shift estimation (Knapp and Carter, 1976). A popular frequency weighting scheme is to 

normalise using the magnitude of the spectrum: 

 

𝐺7WXD = 	
𝐺
|𝐺|

 (4.6) 

∆𝑡IJE	 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔max
∆E
(	ℑTC{𝐺7WXD}		) (4.7) 

 

where 	ℑTC{𝐺7WXD} is the inverse Fourier transform of the PHAse Transform of the Generalised 

Cross-Correlation (GCC-PHAT) (Knapp and Carter, 1976). 

4.4.3.2 Taylor Expansion 

Capable of resolving very precise time shifts without interpolation the method of Hatchell et al. 

(2003) has been shown to be robust for small time windows in contrast to cross-correlation, which 

can be biased toward events with high-amplitudes (e.g., Knapp and Carter, 1976). Details of this 

method are outlined below which includes an amendment introduced in Zabihi Naeini et al., 

(2009). By assuming that the two input traces are identical, but delayed in time, this can be 

expressed as: 

 

𝑎=(𝑡) = 	 𝑎C(𝑡 +	∆𝑡) (4.8) 

 

Using the Taylor series, the right-hand side of Equation 4.8 can be expanded to: 
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𝑎C(𝑡 +	∆𝑡) = 	𝑎C(𝑡) + 	∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑎\C(𝑡) + 	∆𝑡= ∙
𝑎\\C(𝑡)
2!

+ ⋯ (4.9) 

 

where 𝑎\C(𝑡) is the first derivative of 𝑎C(𝑡) and 𝑎\′C(𝑡) is the second derivative. 

If the time shift is very small, then high-order powers of ∆𝑡 converge towards zero and can be 

ignored. Time shifts equal to a few samples for 3D Chirp data are of the order 10-5 seconds. 

Therefore, combined with Equation 4.9, the linear approximation is: 

 

𝑎=(𝑡) = 	𝑎C(𝑡) 	+ ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑎′C(𝑡) (4.10) 

 

This expression can be solved for ∆𝑡 in a least-squares sense. Summing the squared residuals over 

a finite time window 𝑇C ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑇= yields: 

 

𝐿(∆𝑡) = 	 B[𝑎=(𝑡) −	𝑎C(𝑡) − ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑎′C(𝑡)]=
EFDb

EFDc

 (4.11) 

 

where 𝐿 is the function to be minimised. 

To simplify this, it can be assumed that the time shifts vary smoothly, i.e. the derivative with 

respect to ∆𝑡 is set to zero to find the minimum of the equation. This is appropriate here since only 

bulk/static shifts between traces are being estimated and are therefore constant across the length of 

the trace. Hence, the derivative of the least squares function (𝐿(∆𝑡)) can be simplified as follows, 

using the chain rule explicitly: 

 

𝑑𝐿
𝑑∆𝑡

= 	
𝑑𝐿
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑢
𝑑∆𝑡

	; 		𝑢 = 	𝑎= −	𝑎C − ∆𝑡 ∙ 𝑎\C (4.12) 

𝑑𝐿
𝑑∆𝑡

	= 		 (2𝑢)(−𝑎\C) = 	−2	f𝑎\C𝑎= − 	𝑎\C𝑎C − 	∆𝑡 ∙ (𝑎\C)
=g 	≈ 0 (4.13) 

 

Calculated over a finite time window, this leads to the following formula for estimating small time 

shifts between traces: 
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∆𝑡IJE	 = 	−	B j
(𝑎C − 𝑎=)	𝑎\C

(𝑎\C)
= k

EFDb

EFDc

 (4.14) 

 

Due to the construction of Equation 4.8, this approach is asymmetrical and will yield different 

values depending on the order of the input data, i.e. which traces are assigned to 𝑎C(𝑡) and 𝑎=(𝑡). 

This introduces further uncertainty into the process of iterative trim statics. To address this, Zabihi 

Naeini et al., (2009) incorporate a Lagrange multiplier to find a unique, global solution for the two 

permutations. Following their methodology, the combined formula is: 

 

∆𝑡lllIJE	 = 	 B j
(𝑎= − 𝑎C)	𝑎\= 	− 	(𝑎C − 𝑎=)	𝑎\C

(𝑎\C)
= + 	(𝑎\=)

= k
EFDb

EFDc

 (4.15) 

 

This is identical to equation 20 in Zabihi Naeini et al. (2009). Similar to GCC-PHAT, it is 

necessary to add a small, positive value to the denominator of Equation 4.15 for numerical 

stability. This is essential when the analysis window includes a significant portion of the water 

column, where trace amplitudes are likely to be close to zero.  

In contrast to cross-correlation, the Taylor expansion method is amplitude-dependent. Equation 

4.15 yields information about both the time shift and the difference in energy between the two 

input traces, the latter of which is undesirable in this context but may be useful for future work on 

amplitude stabilisation. To recover just the residual traveltime, the amplitudes within the analysis 

window can be normalised relative to the maximum. In addition, as an intermediate step, the first 

derivative of each time series is required, evaluated at each sample. For a discrete time series, this 

must be estimated numerically. The mathematical definition of differentiation, of a timeseries a(t), 

evaluated at point t, is (Gubbins, 2004) 

 

𝑎\(𝑡) 	= 		 lim
oE→q

	
𝑎(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡) 	− 	𝑎(𝑡)

𝛿𝑡
	 (4.16) 

 

By extension, the derivative may be approximated by a series of finite differences of neighbouring 

samples. For example, evaluated at the point between two samples in a time series 𝑎(𝑡): 
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𝑎s\ 	≈ 	
𝑎stC − 	𝑎sTC

2𝑑𝑡
 (4.17) 

 

where 𝑑𝑡 is the sampling interval. Note that this approximation assumes that the gradient is 

constant between the two samples, which is unlikely to be the case, especially close to the peak of a 

wavelet. 

The accuracy of Equation 4.17 is greatest for very small values of 𝑑𝑡 which could be achieved by 

up-sampling via interpolation. Equation 4.17 is also not valid at the endpoints, yielding a time 

series one sample shorter than the original trace. This can be circumvented by calculating the 

derivative for a portion of the trace that is much wider than the analysis window, which also helps 

to avoid erroneous interpolation that is poorly constrained near discontinuities at the edges of a 

time series. 

Alternatively, the derivative can be computed in the frequency domain and is equivalent to 

multiplying by a simple 2𝜋𝑖𝑓 filter, where 𝑓 is the frequency. Using the equation for the inverse 

Fourier transform: 

 

𝑎(𝑡) = 	
1
2𝜋

x 	[𝐴(𝑓)]
y

Ty
𝑒=zs{E	𝑑𝑓 (4.18) 

𝑎′(𝑡) = 	
1
2𝜋

x 	[2𝜋𝑖𝑓	 ∙ 𝐴(𝑓)]
y

Ty
𝑒=zs{E	𝑑𝑓 (4.19) 

 

These three methods are compared in Figure 4.13, calculated for a discretely sampled sine wave 

with 10% random noise. Approximation in the frequency domain is comparable to a high-pass 

filter and exaggerates noise spikes within the original time series. Up-sampling in the time domain 

yields a more accurate estimate of the derivative and is the preferred method. 
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Figure 4.13 A comparison of estimates for the first derivative of a discretely-sampled sine wave 

(dt=0.02) with 10% random noise. Three different methods are compared to the 

analytical solution (cosine) drawn with a smooth black line in (a). The difference 

(error) is shown in (b). 

 

4.4.4 Testing and Implementation  

To summarise, data will be stacked using iterative trim statics with time shifts computed using 

either time-domain cross-correlation after interpolation (Xcorr) (Equation 4.3); GCC-PHAT 

(Equation 4.7); or Lagrange-Taylor (LGT) expansion (Equation 4.15) with derivatives calculated 

in the time domain. These methods and parameters such as window size and number of iterations 

will be tested at various stages. In addition, the median stack will also be compared. This method 

may provide an alternative, quick and more straightforward approach than trim statics when 

processing partially incoherent 3D Chirp data in certain scenarios. 

The best stacking methods will be used to generate 3D volumes for the full dock from both the pre- 

and post-burial data and compared to the conventional mean stacked results (and quantified using 

seismic amplitudes and semblance, where appropriate) to assess: 

• Are there any noticeable, qualitative changes in the lateral coherency and amplitude of the 

near surface reflections horizons?  

• Are the acquisition footprint-related artefacts reduced and the metrics for repeatability 

increased? 

Figure 11: A comparison of 
estimates for the first derivative of 
a discretely-sampled sine wave 
(dt=0.02) with 10% random noise. 
Three different methods are 
compared to the analytical 
solution (cosine) drawn with a 
smooth black line in (a). The 
difference (error) is shown in (b).

a)

b)
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• How do the alternative techniques perform in areas of both smooth and complex 

bathymetry? 

• Which method yields the best images of complex targets, such as buried targets or 

trenches? 

Building on any improvements to the data quality, the stacked volumes will also be migrated to 

correctly image stratigraphy and objects such as the buried sUXO and concrete barriers. A 2-pass f-

k Stolt migration algorithm (Stolt, 1978) will be applied using a uniform velocity model, migrated 

in the inline direction first to avoid smearing gaps within the data that are elongate in the crossline 

direction. 

 

Figure 4.14 Comparison between mean and median stacking for pre-burial traces in CMB bin 2: 

(a) CMP gather; (b) mean stack; (c) median stack; (d) median stack band-pass filtered 

to the match source spectrum; (e) the mean and filtered median compared with the 3D 

Chirp wavelet. 

 

The initial mean-stacked volumes presented in Chapter 3 were generating using existing 

proprietary code written in C by M. Vardy for the 3D Chirp. This employs a cumulative algorithm 

that stores the output volume in memory which is populated sequentially by loading and processing 

traces from multiple recorded SEGY files. This is well suited to calculated the mean stack and is 

Figure 12: Comparison 
between mean and median 
stacking for pre-burial traces 
in CMB bin 2: (a) CMP gather; 
(b) mean stack; (c) median 
stack; (d) median stack band-
pass filtered to the match 
source spectrum; (e) the mean 
and filtered median compared 
with the 3D Chirp wavelet.

a) b) c) d) e)
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limited only by the size of the volume rather than the raw data which are typically too large to load 

in their entirety. SEGY files from just the pre-burial survey sum to just over 120 GB. However, in 

order to implement alternative process such as the median stack and trim statics, amplitudes cannot 

be calculated cumulatively since the CMP gather must be fully populated before traces can be 

stacked. Therefore, a new suite of software was written using the Python language, to load, bin, 

process and output the data, including the calculation of residual statics. To permit memory-

efficient serialisation of the data, the code is structured as a series of nested classes describing a 

trace, a CMP gather, CMP grid and stacked volume as well as additional miscellaneous types for 

reading and writing SEGY files from disk, for example. 

 

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 Median Stacking 

The correlated and binned 3D Chirp data acquired in Blyth were first stacked using the median. 

The impact on individual CMP gathers with residual statics is depicted in Figure 4.14, using data 

from CMP bin 2 (c.f., Figure 4.3). Comparing the mean and median-stacked traces (Figure 4.14b 

and c, respectively) shows is small difference in the TWT of the seabed reflection equal to 0.02 ms. 

The dock bed reflection in the median stack is aligned with the majority of the gather and is 

therefore less sensitive to the group of vertically offset traces. The median also has improved 

amplitude fidelity; the peak amplitude of the dock bed reflection is 0.21 (Figure 4.14a) and 0.41 

(Figure 4.14b), for the mean and median, respectively. The median is therefore much closer, but 

still less than the mean of the individual traces when manually aligned, which is equal to 0.65. The 

median is also more effective at suppressing uncorrelated noise, with consistently lower amplitudes 

throughout the water column. However, as described in Section 4.4.2, one disadvantage is that 

median traces are often discontinuous and angular in shape. This is overcome by applying a 

bandpass filter that matches the source sweep, 1.5-11.5 kHz (Figure 4.14d). The filtered and 

unfiltered time series have equal (within 1%) RMS amplitudes around the dock bed reflection. A 

comparison with the theoretical source wavelet (Figure 4.14e) shows that the shape of the filtered 

median is not distorted by the residual statics in this gather. When stacking CMP gathers that are 

well aligned, the mean and filtered median yield very similar traces. 

The effect these changes have on the poststack 3D volumes is shown in Figure 4.15 and Figure 

4.16. Perpendicular inline and crossline profiles through the pre-burial volume are compared in 

Figure 4.15. The mean (Figure 4.15a) and filtered median (Figure 4.15b) stacks depict nearly 

identical dock bed reflections, which is expected since the majority of CMP gathers are coherent. 

Bins that include poorly positioned traces are highlighted with red arrows and show differences in 
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the TWT of the first arrival, although none exceed 0.02 ms in these profiles. For these gathers, the 

median stack produces brighter amplitudes and waveforms that are more consistent with the 

neighbouring bins, depicted more clearly in the amplitude difference (Figure 4.15c). 

Corresponding improvements in the lateral coherency and temporal resolution are also evident in 

the subsurface, indicated with the black arrows. This includes the continuation of dipping (Figure 

4.15b, crossline 45) and hyperbolic (Figure 4.15e, inline 251) events and increased amplitudes 

below the dock bed. This exemplifies the median’s reduced susceptibility to destructive 

interference, reproducing the most common reflectivity structure. 

 

 

Figure 4.15 Inline (left column) and crossline (right column) profiles through the pre-burial mean- 

and filtered median-stacked volumes. The amplitude difference is shown in (c) and (f), 

calculated by subtracting the mean from the median. Black and red arrows highlight 

features discussed in the text. 

 

Over a much wider extent, Figure 4.16 compares RMS amplitudes of the dock bed reflection 

across the central terrace in the dock. RMS amplitudes were calculated over a 0.4-ms window to 

avoid bias from changes in traveltime, such as the bright spot near inline 251 in Figure 4.15f. For 

the pre-burial data, the mean (Figure 4.16a) and median (Figure 4.16b) stacked amplitudes are 

visually similar and the average difference is small, equal to -0.01 (Figure 4.16c). However, the 

range is relatively large (-0.64 to +0.72). The biggest changes are visible along some linear features 

that are parallel to the survey lines and between inlines 220 and 240, where the semblance is lowest 

Figure 13: Inline (left 
column) and crossline 
(right column) profiles 
through the pre-burial 
mean- and filtered 
median-stacked volumes. 
The amplitude difference 
is shown in (c) and (f), 
calculated by subtracting 
the mean from the 
median. Black and red 
arrows highlight features 
discussed in the text.

a)

b)

c)
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due to the vertical navigation error. In this area, the RMS difference is mostly positive indicating 

that the amplitude of median-stacked data is greater. Therefore, median stacking goes some way to 

reducing the amplitude of acquisition-related artefacts but some striping corresponding to towlines 

is still present. In some cases, the amplitude of the median is less than the mean. For example, the 

linear negative signal at the top of Figure 4.16c near inline 275, marked with a black arrow. This 

occurs when CMP gathers are not perfectly aligned and have a low fold (e.g. £ 20); mixing samples 

from just a few traces results in an irregular waveform even for the filtered median trace. 

For the post-burial volume (Figure 4.16d-f), the average RMS difference between the mean and 

median is small (-0.07) compared to the amplitude of the reflections themselves. Changes are more 

spatially variable and inconsistent with the position and orientation of survey lines. This includes 

the anomalous linear track that curves through the middle of this area that remains a prominent 

feature in the RMS amplitude map (Figure 4.16e). Median stacking alone is less effective at 

improving the amplitude fidelity for the post-burial data due to the greater sediment heterogeneity 

which juxtaposes more varied amplitudes and waveforms within the same CMP bin. 

In summary, compared to the mean, median-stacking has a reduced sensitivity to large ranges in 

amplitudes as well as poorly positioned traces that comprise less than half of the traces within a 

CMP gather. This yields improvements in the fidelity of the dock bed reflection and the lateral 

continuity of reflections in some areas. However, the median does not address the problem of 

residual statics directly and, due its fold dependence, shows only minor reduction in the magnitude 

of the acquisition footprint anomalies.  

 

4.5.2 Stacking with Trim Statics 

In this section, the accuracy of the three time-shift methods are compared. The best method is then 

used to calculate residual statics and restack the Blyth pre- and post-burial data to evaluate 

improvements in amplitude anomalies. 

 

4.5.2.1 Synthetic Test 

First, the three methods (Xcorr, GCC-PHAT, and LGT) were applied to a synthetic CMP gathers to 

test whether they could be used to obtain accurate measurements of time shifts between kHz-

frequency, 3D Chirp trace data. The gathers were generated with a total of 20 traces, each 

containing a single positive reflection convolved with the normalised 1.5-11.5 kHz 3D Chirp 

source wavelet. To emulate a range of both small (subsample) and wavelength-scale residual 

statics, each trace was constructed with an initial sampling interval of 0.001 ms and then shifted in 
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time by an integer number of samples before resampling at 0.02 ms. The time shifts were selected 

randomly from a zero-mean, normal distribution with a standard deviation of 40, representing 

statics of ±0.04 ms TWT. Randomised noise was also added to each trace, band-limited 

corresponding to source frequencies due to the initial cross-correlation process. Figure 4.17a 

shows a single 20-fold gather with 20% noise and Figure 4.17b-d compares the real time shifts 

with those estimated with each method. This process was repeated 200 times and for different noise 

levels between 0 and 60%. The mean and two-standard deviation of the errors (relative to the real 

time shifts) are shown in Figure 4.17f. 

 

 

Figure 4.16 A comparison the pre- (left column) and post-burial (right column) volumes, 

generated using mean (a) and median (b) stacking. RMS amplitudes were calculated 

over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed. The difference is shown in (c), 

calculated by subtracting (a) from (b), clipped to a ±95% range. The location of the 

inline and crossline profiles in Figure 4.15 are drawn with black lines in (c). 

 

Figure 14: A comparison the pre- (left column) and post-burial (right column) volumes, generated using mean (a) 
and median (b) stacking. RMS amplitudes were calculated over a 0.4-ms window centred on the dock bed. The 
difference is shown in (c), calculated by subtracting (a) from (b), clipped to a +/-95% range. The location of the 
inline and crossline profiles in Figure 13 are drawn with black lines in (c).

a)

b)

c)
A
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B B’
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e)
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Figure 4.17 Comparison of the different methods used to calculate residual statics, applied to a 

synthetic CMP gather with 20% band-limited noise shown in (a). (b) compares the 

conventional time-domain cross-correlation approach with and without interpolation. 

(c) GCC-PHAT. (d) Lagrange-Taylor expansion. (e) the absolute error of each 

method, calculated compared to the real static shifts used to construct the synthetic 

gather. (f) The mean error for groups of 200 gathers with different noise levels. The 

shaded regions show the two-standard deviation range of the errors for each method. 

 

Conventional time-domain cross-correlation provides a close approximation to the real time shifts 

(Figure 4.17b) but, without interpolation, yields values with a precision equal to the sampling 

interval. This method has a maximum error of ±0.01 ms (Figure 4.17e) and is unsuitable for 

correcting subsample offsets between traces. After interpolation, cross-correlation has a much 

greater accuracy, estimating values much closer to the real statics. For Xcorr, the mean error for the 

gather in Figure 4.17a is 0.0005 ms although the increase in precision, depends on the number of 

samples used to construct the interpolated traces. Residual statics calculated using GCC-PHAT 

(Figure 4.17c) have a similar degree of accuracy. The mean error is 0.0006 ms for the gather with 

Figure 15: Comparison of the 
different methods used to 
calculate residual statics, 
applied to a synthetic CMP 
gather with 20% band-limited 
noise shown in (a). (b) 
compares the conventional 
time-domain cross-correlation 
approach with and without 
interpolation. (c) GCC-PHAT. (d) 
Lagrange-Taylor expansion. (e) 
the absolute error of each 
method, calculated compared 
to the real static shifts used to 
construct the synthetic gather. 
(f) The mean error for groups 
of 200 gathers with different 
noise levels. The shaded 
regions show the two-standard 
deviation range of the errors 
for each method.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)
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20% noise (Figure 4.17e), but is less accurate than interpolated cross-correlation at higher noise 

levels with a greater spread of estimated time shifts (Figure 4.17f). For 3D Chirp data, GCC-PHAT 

does not perform well when calculated across the short time windows which are required for 

processing the Blyth data (due to the close spacing of near-surface reflections in the post-burial 

data). Tapers can be applied but were found to distort the waveform, introducing traveltime bias 

(illustrated by Figure 1 in Ji et al. (2019)). GCC-PHAT is therefore not optimal for processing 3D 

Chirp data. 

 

Figure 4.18 Accuracy of Lagrange-Taylor method when estimating large and small time shifts 

relative to the dominant period of a noise-free Ricker wavelet. The real time shift is 

plotted against the value calculated using LGT. Results for wavelets with three 

different central frequencies are shown. The vertical lines mark one quarter of the 

dominant period of each wavelet. 

 

The accuracy of LGT is also lower than interpolated cross-correlation with a mean error of 

0.002 ms for the example gather (Figure 4.17e), calculating small sub-sample shifts accurately but 

systematically underestimating the largest offsets. This can result in large errors (Figure 4.17f) and 

is an undesirable consequence of the linear approximation used to derive Equation 4.15. To 

explore this further, LGT was applied to a wide range of time shifts for different frequency 

wavelets (Figure 4.18). For increasing offsets, the solution has the appearance of a damped 

sinusoid that mirrors the side-lobes pattern of the original wavelet. The maximum value is 

recovered at approximately one quarter of the dominant period of the seismic wavelet. Applied to 

the autocorrelation of the 1.5-11.5 kHz Chirp source sweep used to acquire the Blyth data, the 

maximum recoverable time shift using this technique is <0.04 ms (two samples). However, LGT 

Figure 16: The accuracy of Taylor expansion methods when 
estimating offsets between time-shifted Ricker wavelets. The real 
offset is plotted against the estimate calculated with the 
Lagrange-Taylor method. Results for wavelets with three 
different central frequencies are shown. The vertical lines mark 
one quarter of the dominant period of each wavelet.

!" 4
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has some advantages which can be utilised effectively in certain scenarios. This is discussed further 

in Section 4.6.2. For reprocessing the Blyth data, the preferred method for calculating time shifts is 

interpolated cross-correlation.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.19 Test of cross-correlation window size for residual statics applied to the data in CMP 

bin 3 with variable reflectivity. (a) The original gather. (b-d) Static-corrected gathers, 

using residuals from the first iteration calculated using a window of 1, 0.6 and 0.36 

ms centred on the dock bed reflection. The residuals for the first three iterations are 

shown underneath; darker colours are used for higher iterations. The mean stack of (a) 

and (d) are shown in (e) with a dashed, black and dark red line respectively. 

 

4.5.2.2 Field Data 

Data from both the pre- and post-burial surveys were stacked using iteratively-calculated trim 

statics using interpolated cross-correlation. For both volumes, an extensive range of trim statics 

parameters were tested in order to maximising gather coherency and semblance. The maximum 

number of iterations was set to five, which was more than sufficient to yield coherent gathers 

whilst minimising computational time, especially for the highest fold bins (e.g., containing more 

than 200 traces). The initial pilot trace was constructed from the filtered median stack, which 

Figure 21: Test of cross-correlation window size for residual statics applied to the third example CMP gather with variable stratigraphy.
(a) The original gather. (b-d) Static-corrected gathers, using residuals from the first iteration calculated using a window of 1, 0.6 and 
0.3 ms centred on the dock bed reflection. The residuals for the first three iterations are shown underneath; darker colours are used 
for higher iterations. The mean stack of (a) and (d) are shown in (e) with a dashed, black and dark red line respectively.

a) b) c) e)d)
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during testing was found to dramatically reduce traveltime bias in the final stack caused by groups 

of traces offset by navigational errors. As a result, reflection events were far more spatially-

consistent across the volumes. After the first iteration, the mean was used to generate subsequent 

pilot traces as well as the final stack, yielding more consistent results and negating the issue of low 

fold bins that deform the median stacked wavelet. The quality of the 3D volumes was found to be 

most sensitive to the length of the correlation window. After testing window sizes between 1 and 5 

times the separation between the side-lobe maxima of the theoretical source wavelet (0.2 ms TWT), 

the best quality images were generated using trim statics calculated with a 0.36 ms TWT window 

(i.e., 18 samples long). This was found to be the optimal for both the pre- and post-burial datasets, 

along with a maximum allowable time shift of 0.2 ms. As shown in Figure 4.3, large time shifts of 

at least three time samples (exceeding one quarter of the duration of the source wavelet) are present 

in the data. To mitigate cycle skipping in the time shift calculations, a tapered cosines were applied 

to taper the edges of the windowed data and supress side-lobe energy, the maximum allowable time 

shift was introduced, initialised at 2 samples and gradually increased for later iterations up to 0.2 

ms. 

 

Figure 4.20 Comparison of a crossline profile through the post-burial volume, stacked using mean 

and iterative residual statics. (a) Mean-stacked profile. (b) CMP gathers before 

stacking, between inline 270 and 280. (c) Iteratively stacked profile. (d) Trim static-

corrected CMP gathers before stacking. The location of this cross-section is indicated 

by an annotation in Figure 4.21. 

Figure 17: Comparison of a crossline profile through the post-burial volume, stacked using mean and iterative residual statics. (a) 
Mean-stacked profile. (b) CMP gathers before stacking, between inline 270 and 280. (c) Iteratively stacked profile. (d) Trim static-
corrected CMP gathers before stacking. These location of this cross-section is indicated in Figure 21. 

a)

b)

c)

d)

2.5 m
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Figure 4.21 Comparison of amplitude and semblance changes between the pre-burial data stacked 

using mean (top row) and trim statics (middle row). The first column compares RMS 

amplitudes windowed around the dock bed reflection. The second column compares 

peak semblance. The difference between each property is shown in the bottom row. 

The profiles A-A’ and B-B’ are displayed in Figure 4.25. 

 

Figure 4.22 Comparison of semblance and amplitude changes between the post-burial data stacked 

using mean (top row) and iterative residual stacking (middle row). The first column 

compares RMS amplitudes windowed around the dock bed reflection. The second 

column compares peak semblance. The difference between each property is shown in 

Figure 18: Comparison of amplitude and semblance changes between the pre-burial data stacked using mean (top row) and iterative 
residual stacking (middle row). The first column compares RMS amplitudes windowed around the dock bed reflection. The second 
column compares peak semblance. The difference between each property is shown in the bottom row. The profiles A-A’ and B-B’ are 
displayed in Figure 22.

A

A’

B B’
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b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 19: Comparison of semblance and amplitude changes between the post-burial data stacked using mean (top row) and iterative 
residual stacking (middle row). The first column compares RMS amplitudes windowed around the dock bed reflection. The second 
column compares peak semblance. The difference between each property is shown in the bottom row. Black crosses mark the location
of buried objects.

Fig. 4.17
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the bottom row. Black crosses mark the location of buried objects. The location of the 

crossline profile shown in Figure 4.20 is highlighted in (c). 

The impact of the time window is illustrated in Figure 4.19. The choice of window size is highly 

dependent on the wavelet and subsurface structure. In order to correctly align all traces, the 

window must be small enough to minimise false matches but sufficiently large to incorporate the 

full wavelet of the dock bed for traces with large residual statics. From the pre-burial survey, 

residual statics were calculated for a CMP gather close to the concrete barrier (Figure 4.19a), using 

windows 1.0, 0.6, and 0.36-ms wide. Traces corrected using the result from the first iteration are 

compared in Figure 4.19a-d. In this gather, reflections from the near surface are complex and 

comprise multiple, closely-spaced peaks and troughs. This is problematic for aligning traces; using 

a large (relative to the source wavelet), 1.0-ms window encompasses subsurface reflections 

resulting in the alignment of inconsistent features (Figure 4.19b). Smaller time windows yield 

more accurate results but are less stable and require more iterations to converge. With a 0.6-ms 

window, the side lobe and maxima of the first arrival are matched for three traces during the first 

iteration (Figure 4.19c) although this is corrected in the final solution, demonstrating the 

importance of iteratively-calculated statics for this data. In most cases, with at least two iterations, 

it is possible to overcome any potential traveltime bias from median stacking a low-fold gather 

since residual statics are recalculated at each step using the updated pilot trace. A 0.36-ms window 

performs very well for this gather (Figure 4.19d). However, windows smaller than 0.36 ms do not 

converge on the same solution or a coherent gather. After applying iterative trim statics, the stacked 

trace correctly reproduces the mean dock bed reflection amplitudes, corresponding to an almost 

30% increase in the RMS amplitude compared to a mean stack of the original data. Note that 

estimates of time shifts are large for trace numbers 53 and 55 and vary substantially for the 

different test cases resulting from correlating the mean stack with noise peaks. This was limited by 

enforcing a maximum offset equal to the width of the analysis window. 

 

By applying trim statics to all CMP bins, trace alignment was improved resulting in higher-fidelity 

stacked traces and greater horizon continuity of the dock bed and subsurface horizons. 

Furthermore, minimising the effect of variable fold and navigation errors on reflection amplitudes 

substantially reduces the acquisition-related amplitude anomalies and improves the interpretability 

of the 3D volumes. This is most clearly illustrated with a cross-section through the post-burial data 

that showed particular problems due to vertical navigation errors (Figure 4.20).  

Traces within the CMP gathers are very poorly aligned resulting in low amplitudes at the dock bed 

and multiple, incoherent arrivals in the near-surface (Figure 4.20a). Note the packets of offset 

traces at the beginning of each CMP gather (Figure 4.20b) acquired during the first pass over this 

area. After applying optimally-parameterised residual statics reflections within each gather are 
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much more aligned (Figure 4.20c), stacked reflections are brighter and more consistent with both 

adjacent bins and the individual trace amplitudes. Furthermore, the bathymetric surface is more 

continuous, easier to interpret and structures in the subsurface are now clearly visible. The 

prominent horizon at approximately 6 ms TWT, which can be seen across the CMP gathers in 

Figure 4.20d, illustrates that these time shifts are related to erroneous navigation rather than 

inhomogeneous sedimentary properties. 

Following the application of iterative trim statics, the improvements to the overall data quality and 

amplitude fidelity are quantified in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 for the pre- and post-burial 

volumes, respectively. Most notably, the curved, survey-parallel anomalies are substantially 

attenuated. For the pre-burial data, amplitudes are increased after correcting for residual statics 

(Figure 4.21b). This is most apparent between inlines 220 and 240. The mean difference in this 

area is +0.12 (Figure 4.21c), which is approximately three times greater than the changes between 

mean and median stacking (Figure 4.16c). Crucially, the increases and decreases in amplitude do 

not correlate with bathymetry features such as the step-change in slope running through the middle 

of the dock (along crossline 90) or the downward sloping, and chaotic sediment close to the 

concrete barrier in the bottom left corner (c. inline 390, crossline 135). Improvements in coherency 

are quantified by changes in semblance values calculated over 0.4 ms around the dock bed. The 

median semblance is increased by 0.08 and the spread is significantly reduced compared to the 

original mean stack, illustrated by the modelled (skewed-normal) semblance distributions (Table 

4.2).  

 

 Pre-burial Post-burial 

Measure of Semblance 

Distribution 

Mean Stack Trim Statics Mean Stack Trim Statics 

Median 0.84 0.92 0.64 0.86 

IQR 0.16 0.07 0.29 0.11 

Table 4.2 Changes in statistical measures of semblance between volumes stacked using mean 

and trim statics. 

 

Trim statics also effectively mitigate the acquisition footprint effects within the post-burial volume 

(Figure 4.22). The curved tracks of the 3D Chirp previously visible in the mean-stacked volume 

are no longer prominent features in the amplitude and semblance maps. There is a substantial 

increase in the median semblance, and a reduction of interquartile range from 0.29 to 0.11 (Table 

4.2). After trim statics, the median increase in stacked amplitudes is +0.58 and much greater than 

the pre-burial data due to the contrasting geologically-related variation in CMP gathers. 

Importantly, the areas surrounding object burial sites (marked by crosses in Figure 4.22e) are now 

more easily distinguished after boosting the amplitudes of the CMP stacks initially distorted by 
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large navigation errors. Proximal to many of the trenched sites, the final semblance values are 

lower than average (Figure 4.22e) identifying now aligned, but structurally variable trace gathers.  

In summary it is evident that trim statics can effectively reduce the impact of acquisition-related 

amplitude anomalies in the Blyth data. The coherency of CMP gathers is greatly improved, 

reducing destructive interference when stacking. Traces are aligned close to the median TWT of 

the dock bed reflection which improves the coherency and interpretability of the 3D volumes. 

4.5.3 Poststack Migration 

Differences between the quality of the mean, median and iterative trim statics were also tested by 

migrating the poststack volumes. Discontinuities in reflection times and amplitude result in 

migration artefacts that are undesirable in seismic images. For the mean-stacked volumes, the 

optimal velocity for poststack migration was identified by testing a range of values, starting with 

the water velocity measured using an SVP during the data acquisition (1483 and 1487 m/s for the 

pre-burial and post-burial surveys, respectively).  

Figure 4.23 shows migrated inline and crossline profiles through the middle of the dock from the 

pre-burial volume. Compared to the stacked sections (Figure 4.23a), the physical profile of the 

dock bed can be identified; the bathymetry is similar along the flat sections but is now much clearer 

for the step-change in elevation at crossline 90 and close to the concrete barriers. However, many 

migration artefacts are generated along the dock bed reflection due to discontinuities in amplitude 

and traveltime between adjacent CMP traces. Data are over-migrated, mapping energy along 

hyperbolae to earlier times and within the water column. Therefore, the best images are formed 

when using velocities less than that measured by the SVP resulting in more continuous features and 

fewer artefacts. At the SVP velocity and above, diffraction hyperbolae are still visible in the middle 

of the inline profile, horizons are cross-cutting and under-migrated. For data migrated with 

velocities between -5 and -15% the gradient of the step at crossline 90 is steeper and the initial 

sidelobes of the dock bed wavelet are better preserved.  

In the crossline direction, migration artefacts are much more noticeable as the image quality is 

reduced due to the greater variations in fold and reflection amplitudes between neighbouring CMP 

bins. Focusing on the concrete barrier, a very prominent hyperbola is generated within the stacked 

data centred around inline 390 (Figure 4.23a). For the SVP and +5% velocity, this signal is 

concave upwards and over-migrated, but is under migrated at -15%. The best migrated images 

overall use a velocity of -10% relative to the SVP for both the pre- and post-burial surveys, 

although only results from the former are presented here. Therefore, a migration velocity of SVP -

10% (1335 and 1338 m/s for the pre- and post-burial data, respectively) was used to migrated the 

mean-stacked seismic volumes. 
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Figure 4.23 Parameter test for migration velocity along the inline (left column) and crossline (right 

column) direction. (a) shows a cross-section through the mean-stacked pre-burial 

volume. (b-f) show the same profile following poststack, f-k Stolt migration, each 

with a different, uniform velocity model. Velocities are percentage variations on the 

average SVP velocity profile (1483 m/s). All panels are displayed using the same 

amplitude scale. 

Figure 25: Parameter test for migration velocity along the inline (left 
column) and crossline (right column) direction. (a) shows a cross-section 
through the mean-stacked pre-burial volume. (b-f) show the same profile 
following poststack, f-k Stolt migration, each with a different, uniform 
velocity model. Velocities are percentage variations on the average SVP 
velocity profile (1483 m/s). All panels are displayed using the same 
amplitude scale.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Concrete barrier

Concrete barrier
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The same process was repeated for the median-stacked volumes. In some areas, artefacts are 

reduced by the improved continuity between bins containing poorly aligned traces, but others are 

accentuated due to inconsistencies in the wavelet resulting from low fold. Therefore, using the 

concrete barrier as a guide; the best imaging velocity for was observed to be identical to the mean 

volume; Figure 4.24 compares the same migrated inline and crossline profiles from the mean and 

median stacks. The sections are visually very similar, but some differences are revealed by 

calculating amplitude differences. In the inline direction the continuity of the sidelobe amplitudes is 

better for the median data at crossline 85 (black arrow in Figure 4.24b). However, in places the 

median stack suffers worse over-migration artefacts, such as those outlined with dashed 

hyperbolae. Similarly, the crossline profiles (Figure 4.24d-e) show an overall improvement with 

large differences visible for bins with a large range of residual statics: improved structural 

continuity reduces artefacts in the migrated median data illustrated by the presence of inverted 

hyperboloids in the difference (marked by arrows in Figure 4.24f). 

 

 

Figure 4.24 Inline (first column) and crossline (second column) profiles through migrated mean 

and median volumes, identical to the data shown in Figure 4.15 but migrated using a 

velocity of -10% of the SVP. The difference is calculated by subtracting the mean 

from the median. Black arrows highlight features discussed in the text. 

 

Figure 26: Inline (first 
column) and crossline 
(second column) 
profiles through 
migrated mean and 
median volumes, 
identical to the data 
shown in Figure 15 but 
migrated using a 
velocity of -10% of the 
SVP. The difference is 
calculated by 
subtracting the mean 
from the median. Black 
arrows highlight 
features discussed in 
the text.

d)

e)

f)

a)

b)

c)
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Figure 4.25 A comparison of inline 300 and crossline 109 migrated using different velocities, from 

the mean and trim static pre-burial volumes. Velocities are expressed as percentages 

of the average SVP velocity and labelled in the top right of each subplot. All subplots 

are displayed using the same amplitude scale. Black arrows highlight features 

discussed in the text. 

 

The trim-static corrected volumes were also migrated using a range of uniform velocity models. 

From the pre-burial volumes, Figure 4.25 compares the results from -10% and -5% of the average 

SVP for inline and crossline profiles with the best migrated image from the original mean stack (-

10% velocity). First, the trim statics improved the continuity of the dock bed reflection, most 

apparent in the crossline direction. The bathymetry is also smoother between inlines 40 and 60 

where the mean stack is distorted due to erroneous navigation. Second, comparing the data with 

trim statics, a better migrated image is constructed using a higher velocity value; the optimal value 

is -5% (testing with intervals of 2.5%). The improvements are demonstrated by features marked by 

the arrows in Figure 4.25c and f. Two very shallow diffractions centred at crossline 239 and inline 

37 are flattened improving the continuity in the near surface. In the crossline direction, under-

migration artefacts are reduced in extent (and slightly in amplitude), e.g. crossline 37. In addition, 

the seismic wavelet is also better preserved across amplitude discontinuities resulting from rapid 

fluctuations in fold which can be seen around inline 113. Therefore, with an optimal migration 

Figure 27: A comparison of 
inline 300 and crossline 109 
migrated using different 
velocities, from the mean and 
trim static pre-burial 
volumes. Velocities are 
expressed as percentages of 
the average SVP velocity and 
labelled in the top right of 
each subplot. All subplots are 
displayed using the same 
amplitude scale. Black arrows 
highlight features discussed 
in the text.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

A A’ B B’
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velocity closer to the true value measured using an SVP, this suggests that applying trim statics 

yields a volume that more closely resembles the true subsurface structure. 

To summarise, for median-stacked volumes, improvements in amplitude fidelity trade off with the 

sensitivity to large residual statics and low fold; resulting in migrated data are of similar, or worse 

quality than the mean due to primarily travel-time inconsistencies between neighbouring CMP 

bins. In contrast, more laterally-consistent amplitudes and waveforms are observed after processing 

with trim statics. This supresses some artefacts visible in the migrated mean stack volumes that are 

related to structural discontinuities. 

 

4.6 Discussion 

This section compares the effectiveness of the different median and trim static methods when 

applied to the 3D Chirp data. This is followed by a discussion of the 4D results in response to the 

improved, trim static-corrected 3D volumes. 

4.6.1 Effectiveness of the Median Stack 

The results in Section 3.1 demonstrate that the median offers a more robust approach than the 

mean for stacking 3D Chirp data in the presence of residual statics. This makes a median stack 

effective as the first iteration of trim statics, improving the coherency of reflection horizons. 

However, the quality and traveltime of reflections in the median stack depend on the fold and the 

proportion of the gather that is influenced by navigation errors. This explains the striped pattern in 

crossline amplitudes (see, Figure 4.14f) that mimics the fluctuations in fold, as well why the 

median is less effective at reducing amplitude anomalies in the more heterogenous post-burial data. 

This dependence on fold was explored further by stacking randomly selected subsets of the pre-

burial traces in CMP bin 2 that contains a group of 22 offset traces due to a navigation error (c.f., 

Figure 4.3). The results are shown in Figure 4.26. For reference, the mean TWT of the dock bed 

reflection is 5.02 ms for the 22 traces, and ranges between 5.08-5.10 ms for the remainder of the 

gather. The majority of mean stacks have a wavelet aligned between these two groups (Figure 

4.26a) with an increasing variation for lower-fold gathers. In contrast, the median favours a TWT 

of 5.08 and is only biased by the erroneously positioned traces when the trace fold drops below 

approximately 25 (Figure 4.26b). Similarly, as more of the time-shifted traces are incorporated 

into the stacks, the more variable the stacked amplitudes are. On average the amplitude of the 

median stacks is greater than the mean, converging on values of 0.20 (Figure 4.26c) and 0.41 

(Figure 4.26d) for full-fold gathers, respectively. The two-standard deviation of the mean is also 

13% greater, highlighting the heightened sensitivity to amplitude outliers. This analysis also 
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highlights how applying processing methods that artificially reduce the fold would be detrimental 

to this data. This includes alpha-trimmed stacking and selective binning (based on trace 

amplitudes) that have the potential to exacerbate problems with the horizontal continuity of 3D 

reflection horizons. 

 

Figure 4.26 Influence of trace fold on mean and median stacking. Randomly selected subsets of 

the pre-burial traces in CMP bin 2 were stacked by calculating the mean and median. 

For each stack, the TWT (top row) and amplitude (bottom row) were calculated, 

shown as a density map with the results from 100 iterations (for each value of fold). 

The vertical black line corresponds to a fold of 22. 

4.6.2 Effectiveness of Trim Statics 

By applying trim statics with carefully tested parameters it is possible to increase the coherency of 

CMP gathers as well as the amplitude fidelity of the stacked traces. The accuracy of time shifts 

calculated across gathers are highly dependent on the analysis window length (c.f., Figure 4.19) 

due to the size of the time shifts relative to the source wavelet and the complexity of the near-

surface reflectivity structure, with diffractions and closely spaced horizons visible at decimetric 

resolution in the 3D Chirp data.  

Figure 20: Influence of trace fold on mean and median stacking. Randomly selected subsets of the pre-
burial traces in CMP bin 2 were stacked by calculating the mean and median. For each stack, the TWT 
(top row) and amplitude (bottom row) were calculated, shown as a density map with the results from 
100 iterations (for each value of fold). The vertical black line corresponds to a fold of 22.

a)

c)

b)

d)
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Figure 4.27 Comparison of the three time-shift methods applied to the pre-burial data in CMP bin 

2 with poor navigation. (a) The original gather. (b-d) Static-corrected gathers, using 

residuals from the last iteration calculated using an optimal 0.36-ms window centred 

on the dock bed reflection. The residuals for the first three iterations are shown 

underneath; darker colours are used for higher iterations. The mean stack of each 

gather (a-d) is displayed to the right, all drawn with the same amplitude scale. 

 

 
Figure 4.28 Comparison of the three time-shift methods, identical to Figure 4.27, but with residual 

statics calculated using a larger 0.6-ms window. 

Figure 23: Comparison of the three time-shift methods applied to the second example CMP gather with poor navigation. (a) The 
original gather. (b-d) Static-corrected gathers, using residuals from the last iteration calculated using an optimal 0.36-ms window
centred on the dock bed reflection. The residuals for the first three iterations are shown underneath; darker colours are used for higher 
iterations. The mean stack of each gather (a-d) is displayed to the right, all drawn with the same amplitude scale.

a) b) c) d)a) b) c) d)

Figure 24: Comparison of the three time-shift methods, identical to Figure 23, but with residual statics calculated using a larger 0.6 ms
TWT window.

a) b) c) d)
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This sensitivity highlights the need to select optimal parameters using either the full survey, or a 

large, representative subsets of the data to be processed. However, this is a manually intensive and 

time-consuming procedure, especially when finely tuned, small windows are required to overcome 

complex near-surface waveforms in very high frequency data. Partially truncating the sidelobes of 

the seismic wavelet can lead to substantial errors in cross-correlation picks. 

 

 
Figure 4.29 Comparison of the three time-shift methods, applied to synthetic CMP gathers with 

different noise levels and randomly generated residual statics less than or equal to one 

quarter of the dominant period of the theoretical 3D Chirp wavelet. A total of 200 

gathers were generated for each noise level. The lines and shaded regions depict the 

mean and two standard deviation range of the errors for each method. 

 

However, it is possible to simplify the selection of parameters by using the alternative time shift 

methods. Figure 4.27 and 4.28 show gathers before and after applying trim statics, calculated using 

interpolated cross-correlation, GCC-PHAT and LGT with windows 0.36- and 0.6-ms wide, 

respectively. The uncorrected gather (Figure 4.27a) contains traces with both sub-sample and 

larger (~l/2) statics. Using an optimal 0.36-ms window, Xcorr is successful at aligning energy 

along the dock bed reflection (Figure 4.27b). GCC-PHAT and LGT perform equally well for the 

first 45 traces in the gather but LGT underestimates the larger statics (Figure 4.27c and d). With a 

larger window size of 0.6-ms, the accuracy of Xcorr and GCC-PHAT decrease, unable to correctly 

resolve some of the subsample shifts (Figure 4.28b and c). In contrast, LGT yields identical results 

for the first half of the gather and is therefore less sensitive to the choice of parameters (Figure 

4.28d). Therefore, if the residual statics within a 3D Chirp dataset are small (less than λ/4) then 

LGT is preferred; this method performs well with both long and narrow windows and is more 

Figure 24: Comparison of the different methods used to calculate residual statics, applied to synthetic CMP gathers with different 
noise levels and randomly generated residual statics less than or equal to one quarter of the dominant period of the theoretical 3D 
Chirp wavelet. A total of 200 gathers were generated for each noise level. The lines and shaded regions depict the mean and two 
standard deviation range of the errors for each method.

Figure 24: Comparison of the different methods used to calculate residual statics, applied to synthetic CMP gathers with different 
noise levels and randomly generated residual statics less than or equal to one quarter of the dominant period of the theoretical 3D 
Chirp wavelet. A total of 200 gathers were generated for each noise level. The lines and shaded regions depict the mean and two 
standard deviation range of the errors for each method.
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accurate in the presence of noise and complex waveforms, reducing the time required for testing 

and processing (Figure 4.29). It would therefore be possible to apply a two-step correction to 

remove large, then small residual statics sequentially, using different methods. However, as the 

results in Section 4.5.2 show, trim statics should still be applied with a great deal of caution, 

verifying the coherency of individual trace gathers manually. 

4.6.3 Improvements to the 4D Signal 

After applying trim statics to the pre- and post-burial data, a new time-lapse difference was 

calculated. First, the repeatability was evaluated by comparing the apex of the concrete barrier 

diffraction in the poststack volumes. As before, the mean and standard deviation of the amplitude 

difference was calculated across the 19 CMP bins spanning the length of the barrier. Originally, 

these values were 4.8 ± 5.9% in the mean-stacked volume (see Chapter 3). After stacking with 

trim statics, the average difference is 5.1 ± 4.7%. This comparison indicates that careful trim statics 

have not disproportionately modified reflection amplitudes, and amplitude differences between the 

stacked volumes over ~5% can be interpreted. In addition, the reduction in variance after applying 

trim statics reflects the more spatially consistent amplitudes recovered after removing acquisition 

footprint artefacts. This is illustrated in Figure 4.30, which compares traces within the 12.5 x 12.5 

cm CMP located at the centre point of the barrier. Energy reflected from the concrete barrier 

arrives at around 5.4 ms TWT (Figure 4.30a), which is better aligned after applying trim statics 

(Figure 4.30b). Trim statics also yield a coherent first arrival, accurately positioned in time (over 

four iterations). Figure 4.30e illustrates the close similarity between the phase and amplitudes of 

the stacked traces for the first arrival. Variations in the dock bed reflection are noticeable, arriving 

at different times after the concrete barrier, and are much greater in the disturbed post-burial gather 

(Figure 4.30c). 

The fractional increase in RMS amplitudes at the dock bed was also calculated between the pre- 

and post-burial volumes after applying trim statics. This is compared with the results from the 

conventional mean-stacked data in Figure 4.31. In general, the change in RMS amplitudes is 

similar with mean amplitude ratios of 2.2 and 2.6 for the mean- and trim-stacked data, respectively. 

By aligning incoherent CMP gathers, stacked amplitudes are increased resulting in a smaller spread 

of RMS amplitudes, illustrated by the histograms in Figure 4.31. Consequently, non-repeatable 

acquisition footprint artefacts no longer appear in the 4D signal (Figure 4.31b). Removing these 

anomalies reveals real amplitude changes that are localised around the piles of excavated sediment 

surrounding the object burial sites (Figure 4.31) and more closely match the disturbance, visible 

on-site as well as the mapped in change in sediment thickness (c.f., Figure 3.23). One inline-

parallel feature still remains, highlighted by the black arrow in Figure 4.31a (inline 210) which 

crosscuts the tractor marks that follow close to crosslines 40 and 60 and are now more prominent, 

linear features. 
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Figure 4.30 Amplitude and phase repeatability of the concrete barrier, illustrated for the CMP 

gather located at the centre of the north-eastern concrete barrier. Pre-burial trace data 

are shown in (a) and (b), before and after applying trim statics, respectively. The post-

burial data is shown in (c) and (d). (e) Mean-stacked traces calculated from (b) and 

(d). 

 

Along a line parallel to the length of the dock, Figure 4.32 shows a cross-section through two 

trenches containing the largest surrogate UXO (sUXO) targets. Comparing the traces stacked 

before and after applying trim statics, the pre-burial data are very similar in structure (Figure 4.32a 

and b), but substantial differences can be observed between the post-burial volumes. Along this 

profile, trim statics yield continuous reflections with more uniform amplitudes and a consistent 

wavelet shape. In addition, coherent arrivals are now visible in the subsurface down to ~2 ms TWT 

below the dock bed (black arrow; Figure 4.32f) and diffraction hyperbolae matching the 

coordinates of the buried UXOs are more easily identified (Figure 4.32g). The structure of the 

trench centred at crossline 280 is also much clearer; diffractions along the walls and a horizon at 

the base of the trench can be interpreted (Figure 4.32g). Furthermore, although dominated by the 

high amplitudes in post-burial volume the features are now visible in the 4D difference sections 

(Figure 4.32f). 

 

Figure 28: Amplitude and 
phase repeatability of the 
concrete barrier. CMP 
gathers located at the 
centre of the barrier are 
shown in (a-d). (a) and (b) 
show the pre-burial trace 
data before and after 
applying trim statics. The 
post-burial data is shown 
in (c) and (d). (e) compares 
the waveforms of stacked 
traces from (b) and (d).

a) b) c) d)

Concrete 
barrier

e)

Dock bed
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Figure 4.31 Fractional increase in dock bed RMS amplitudes, calculated by dividing the post-

burial by the pre-burial data generated using a mean stack (a) and iterative residual 

statics (b). Red lines in (a) mark the locations of two profiles in Figure 4.32 and 

Figure 4.33. White crosses and boxes show the location of buried targets and 

trenches, respectively. The data in (c) is identical to (b), overlain by smoothed 

contours of RMS ratio equal to 1. 

 

In the perpendicular direction, Figure 4.33 shows inline sections through the trench containing the 

coiled rope that is not associated with a diffraction, likely due to a negligible impedance contrast 

with the surrounding sediment. As above, trim statics yield brighter and more uniform reflection 

amplitudes at the dock bed and in the subsurface. This is most evident between crosslines 100 and 

120 (comparing Figure 4.33b and e) where significant improvements in the alignment of CMP 

gathers removes false reflections visible in the mean stack and reveals a clear subsurface structure. 

Figure 29: Fractional increase in dock bed 
RMS amplitudes, calculated by dividing the 
post-burial by the pre-burial data 
generated using a mean stack (a) and 
iterative residual statics (b). The location of 
two profiles (Figure 30 and 31) are drawn 
with red lines. Buried targets are marked 
with white crosses and the outlines of 
trenches are also drawn. (c) shows the 
same image as (b), overlain by smoothed 
contours of RMS ratio equal to 1.

Fig. 4.32 Fig. 4.33
a)

b)

c)
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This leads to more distinct features in the amplitude difference (Figure 4.33f), improving the 

confidence with which changes can be interpreted. 

 

Figure 4.32 Difference between pre- and post-burial data for generated using a mean-stacked (left 

column) and iterative trim statics (right column). The profile is located in Figure 4.31 

and spans the location of the two sUXO targets buried in the subsurface. The red and 

orange lines mark the trench edges and centre of the buried target, respectively, as 

determined using RTK-GNSS. (c) and (g) are repeats of the post-burial data, overlain 

by interpretation of the trench target diffractions. 

Figure 30: Difference between pre- and post-burial data for generated 
using a mean-stacked (left column) and iterative trim statics (right 
column). The profile is located in Figure 26 and spans the location of 
the two sUXO targets buried in the subsurface. The red and orange 
lines mark the trench edges and centre of the buried target, 
respectively, as determined using RTK-GPS. (c) and (g) are repeats of 
the post-burial data, overlain by interpretation. 

a)

c)

b)

5 m
e)

g)

f)

d) h)
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Figure 4.33 Difference between pre- and post-burial data for generated using a mean-stacked (left 

column) and iterative residual statics (right column). The profile is inline-parallel and 

located in Figure 4.31, spanning the location of the buried rope. The red and orange 

lines mark the trench edges and centre of the buried target, respectively, as determined 

using RTK-GNSS. 

 

4.6.4 Considerations for Future Work 

As applied to the Blyth data, trim statics are very effective at both mitigating the non-repeatable 

acquisition footprint of the 3D Chirp and maximising the amplitude fidelity. This methodology is 

generic and could be used to correct navigation errors from future 3D Chirp datasets. However, for 

different applications and survey locations, variations in the size and extent of residual statics will 

vary, impacting the quality of the results or potentially rendering the calculation of accurate trim 

statics near-impossible due to extremely complex near surface reflectivity structure. Coupled with a 

Figure 31: Difference between pre- and post-burial 
data for generated using a mean-stacked (left 
column) and iterative residual statics (right column). 
The profile is inline-parallel and located in Figure 26, 
spanning the location of the buried rope. The red 
and orange lines mark the trench edges and centre 
of the buried target, respectively, as determined 
using RTK-GPS.

5 m

a)

c)

b)

d)

f)

e)
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potential decrease in the S/N, it may also be difficult to construct suitable pilot traces. A spatially 

variable fold is also inevitable, especially in open water where the position of the towed 3D Chirp 

is even more difficult to control. As a first step, quantifying the scale of the time shifts will aid the 

selection of optimal processing parameters. In order to improve the accuracy of time shift 

estimation, deconvolution could be used to attenuate the side-lobes of the seismic wavelet and 

minimise cycle skips. This was not tested for the Blyth data as accurate residual statics could be 

calculated using a sufficiently short time window. In addition, it would possible to introduce 

artefacts into the 4D signal. For example, statistical methods such as spiking deconvolution can 

lead to inconsistent changes in the seismic wavelet for the baseline and monitor surveys. This could 

be avoided by applying the same, deterministic filter to all traces, for example derived from the 

idealised source wavelet. 

The frequency content of the data will also influence the mitigation of a residual statics. Acquiring 

data with a lower frequency source (perhaps for the purpose of increasing the penetration) will 

increase with the dominant period of the seismic wavelet. With a lower temporal resolution, 

stacking the data imposes less strict positional requirements and is therefore less sensitive to the 

same, centimetric-or-less navigation errors recorded in the 3D Chirp data. Given the same 

acquisition setup and environment, a lower-frequency source is predicted to have diminished 

acquisition-related anomalies resulting in more repeatable, but lower resolution 4D data. However, 

alternative ultra-high-frequency systems that transmit lower frequency signals than the 3D Chirp 

typically record data using more flexible hydrophone arrays, accompanied by a greater uncertainty 

in the positioning of the receivers. This includes the used of boomer (SEISCAT (Henriet et al., 

1992); Opus3D (Missiaen et al., 2002); SEAMAP-3D (Mueller et al., 2013)) and sparker (UHRS-

3D (Monrigal et al., 2017)) sources that do not benefit from the fully rigid frame and inertially-

aided positioning of the 3D Chirp. The 4D signal is more likely to be contaminated by residual 

statics when binning traces from multiple survey lines, although the data are not directly 

comparable to the 3D Chirp due to differences in the source wavelet generated by impulsive 

sources. 

Finally, although the focus of this work was on 3D poststack data, it would also be possible to 

apply trim statics to improve the quality of prestack imaging. The same methodology could be 

employed to calculate residual statics for each trace by either applying a temporary NMO 

correction to the binned CMP gathers, or a moving window that follows a theoretical traveltime 

curve based on the water velocity. However, as observed during the parameter testing, applying 

trim statics will forcibly align traces and does not account for real variations in the structure of the 

dock bed smaller than the resolution/bin size of the CMP grid. Although this is a necessary 

simplification that is employed for poststack imaging, this may result in unnecessary smoothing 

and incorrectly positioned traces when applied to image gathers 
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4.7 Conclusions 

Spatially and temporally variable navigation uncertainties in 3D Chirp data result in incoherent 

CMP gathers. With conventional mean stacking, this manifests as a reduced amplitude signal and 

potentially more complex stacked trace and quantitative interpretation of stacked reflection 

amplitudes is unreliable. This is true for both 3D and 4D data due to the non-repeatability of data 

acquisition. Navigation errors are visible as both systematic offsets due to long drifts in the 

elevation of RTK-GNSS and apparently random error in the attitude measurements of the array that 

are greatest for receivers furthest from the primary GPS antenna. As a result, the magnitude and 

range of residual static offsets within CMP gathers vary spatially and temporally and are difficult to 

isolate from morphological features. 

In order to mitigate artefacts due to the acquisition footprint, trim statics were calculated to align 

the seabed within each CMP gather, using an iterative approach and cross-correlation. Successful 

application requires very carefully selected, survey-specific parameters including the size of the 

cross-correlation window, a maximum allowable static shift and the choice of an appropriate pilot 

trace strategy. Trace data were interpolated prior to cross-correlation in order to accurately and 

precisely measure sub-sample statics which could then be eliminated from 3D Chirp data. A 

filtered median stack was found to be the best method of constructing an initial pilot trace, yielding 

more stable correlations and substantially reducing travel-time bias resulting from larger static 

effects (equal to or greater than half the source wavelet), yielding more coherent stacked sections. 

Optimum processing parameters for this survey were cross-correlation with a 0.36-ms window 

centred on the dock bed reflection, and a maximum allowable shift of 10 samples. The most 

problematic areas were near the concrete barriers and across the chaotic sedimentary structures in 

the post-burial data, where very closely spaced horizons resulted in side-lobe interference and 

irregular waveforms across CMP gathers. In many cases, Taylor expansion method was found to be 

more robust at aligning gathers using trim statics and less sensitive to the window size – although 

could not be applied directly to the Blyth data due to underestimation of large time shifts. 

After stacking with trim statics, the acquisition footprint artefacts of both the pre- and post-burial 

data were significantly reduced, and the semblance data showed improved continuity of reflections 

times and amplitudes. This is also evident in poststack migrated volumes, with better images 

constructed using an optimal migration velocity close to average measured SVP velocity in the 

dock. Within all data, removing navigational errors lead to better interpretability of poststack 

amplitudes and time-lapse signal, including identification of 3D features such as diffractions and 

irregular near-surface structures associated with buried objects and their trenches, respectively. 

Carefully removing statics from CMP gathers individual did not introduce any new artefacts, 

evidenced by the consistency in the repeatability of the concrete barrier and the reproduction of 

gathers with already very coherent traces compared to the conventional mean stack. 
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Chapter 5 Synopsis and Conclusions 

 

The main aim of this thesis was to investigate whether time-lapse analysis is possible using Ultra-

High-Frequency (UHF; kHz range) seismic reflection data and, more specifically, to determine 

whether the 3D Chirp system can be used to quantify real changes in the marine subsurface. Two 

4D Chirp datasets (Chapters 2 and 3) were acquired, processed and interpreted to test this goal. 

These data represent the first examples of true-3D, UHF time-lapse analysis. The first (Chapter 2) 

uses data acquired in an estuary in Southampton, from which two volumes were generated to study 

changes in the shallow subsurface between high and low tide. Data were stacked onto co-located 25 

x 25 cm CMP grids and differences were identified within a blanket of free gas approximately 1.5 

m below the surface. The second case study (Chapter 3) compares two volumes acquired in a dry 

dock in Blyth, stacked onto finer, 12.5 x 12.5 cm CMP grids. The near-surface sediment was 

disturbed by digging trenches and burying objects, which was mapped within the decimetre-

resolution 4D signal. This included real reflection amplitude and bed-level changes, which were 

subsequently enhanced by applying precise trim statics to the UHF data (Chapter 4). Both the 

Southampton and Blyth surveys illustrate that the 3D Chirp system can be successfully used to 

acquire co-located and repeatable data as well as monitor both shallow geological features and the 

impact of anthropogenic activity on submarine sediments. 

One of the most significant differences between these two case studies is the contrasting 

environments in which they were acquired: an estuary and an enclosed, flooded dock. This had an 

impact on the acquisition strategy, positional uncertainty, and noise, which are all shown to affect 

the quality of the time-lapse results. In this chapter, the repeatability of the two 4D Chirp case 

studies is quantitatively compared. This is followed by a discussion of potential future applications 

for the 3D Chirp (or any UHF systems), taking into consideration the experience gained from the 

data acquired for this thesis. Finally, the conclusions that can be drawn from this work are 

summarised. 

 

5.1 Repeatability of 4D Chirp Data 

5.1.1 Differences in Navigation 

When using GPS data to position UHF data, the accuracy is dependent upon the surrounding 

environment. The Southampton dataset was acquired in open water with a clear view of the sky. 

Consequently, traces were positioned with centimetric accuracy using the combined inertial and 
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GPS data, evidenced by the near-zero time shifts and seabed amplitude difference between the 

high- and low-tide volumes (Figure 2.10). 

In contrast, the Blyth dataset was acquired within an enclosed dry dock at the Catapult Offshore 

Renewable Energy testing facility. Due to the slow, manual tow and calm water surface, the 

vertical motion of 3D Chirp was small, on the order of 10-20 cm. However, significant residual 

navigation errors were observed, resulting incoherent CMP gathers and anomalous vertical offsets 

in some areas. It is noted that the most problematic areas are consistent with infrastructure in the 

surrounding built environment. This includes nearby shipping containers, metal fences, and single-

story buildings within a few of meters of the dock wall that are aligned with laterally extensive 

(width-parallel) areas of low semblance in the pre- and post-burial data (crosslines 210 and 280; 

Figure 4.21d and Figure 4.22d). This is analogous to the increase in positional uncertainty caused 

by multipath effects when passing close to/under a bridge, illustrated in Chapter 2 (Figure 2.5). In 

the dry dock, the view of the sky is partially obstructed close to the edge, resulted in spatially and 

temporally variable navigation errors. Even with Inertially-Aided Post-Processed Kinematic 

(IAPPK) data, sub-wave cycle jitter remains in the gathers and is therefore sub-optimal for 4D 

imaging. In Chapter 4, trim statics were applied to mitigate this and improve the fidelity of the 

both the 3D amplitudes and the 4D difference. 

5.1.2 Amplitude Variability 

In addition to the navigation accuracy, non-repeatable noise can adversely affect the repeatability 

4D Chirp data, depending on the acquisition method, survey location and weather conditions. In 

Southampton, the 3D Chirp was towed in open water, approximately 15 m behind a small survey 

vessel with a mean speed-over-ground of 3.5 knots. A comparison of the data acquired at high and 

low tide reveals large variations in noise (Figure 2.8) that originate from ocean swell, wash from 

the vessel, and bubbles around the source and receiver equipment generated as the 3D Chirp system 

interacts with the sea surface. These effects were amplified with increasing tow speed, evidenced 

by the substantial greater amplitude variability in the high tide data (towed faster against the 

flooding tide). Matching amplitudes at the seabed was therefore necessary to mitigate amplitude 

anomalies in the Southampton dataset acquired in open water. 

In contrast, the data in the dry dock was acquired by slowly pulling the 3D Chirp across calm water 

with a mean speed of 0.5 knots. As such, environmental noise was limited to the small wind-

generated waves over the surface and some aeration around the hydrophones as the slack is 

removed from the tow line, lifting one side of the 3D Chirp temporarily. Compared to the 

Southampton data, the traces recorded in Blyth have a much greater signal-to-noise ratio. Some of 

these differences are quantified below. 
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5.1.3 Quantifying Repeatability 

In an in ideal scenario, the fundamental repeatability of a seismic reflection system may be 

calculated by acquiring repeat data in typical survey conditions over an unchanging target (a ‘zero 

difference’). It is possible to quantify the repeatability by directly comparing the amplitude and 

shape of the trace data (Verbeek and McGee, 1995; Yilmaz, 1987). This process can provide useful 

information to guide 4D interpretation, as well as to assess the feasibility of detecting real changes 

in future surveys, if the change in reflection amplitudes of a potential target could be accurately 

predicted, for example. 

In addition, the repeatability of seismic data can be quantified using metrics such as NRMS 

(Equation 2.1) and NdRMS (Equation 2.2) that were introduced in Chapter 2. The latter was 

used to illustrate differences in swell noise along the full length of the traces (Figure 2.9). 

Calculating these values also facilitates a comparison with other time-lapse studies. In particular, 

NRMS is often used to benchmark the quality of 4D data acquire using conventional seismic 

frequencies (approximately 5–120 Hz), popular due to its sensitivity to amplitude, phase and 

traveltime differences (Kragh and Christie, 2002). For example, scaling amplitudes by a factor of 

six yields an NRMS of 1.43 (143%). However, a similar value may be obtained by comparing 

random noise of equal amplitudes (NRMS = √2). Therefore, by itself, NRMS is not a diagnostic 

tool, but a general measure of dissimilarity that can be useful for comparing different datasets, or 

the same data at various stages of processing. For both the Blyth and Southampton volumes, 

NRMS and amplitude differences were calculated. 

To complement NRMS, measures of trace shape or waveform similarity are often used. For the 3D 

Chirp data, Signal-Distortion Ratio (SDR) was also measured. Introduced by Cantillo (2012), SDR 

is insensitive to both amplitude and static time shifts and describes the intrinsic similarity between 

the shape of traces rather than the amplitude difference between pairs of samples. This metric is 

therefore useful for characterising the repeatability of the navigation and processing (and noise), 

which have been shown to distort the shape of the seismic wavelet using both synthetic and real 3D 

Chirp data in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4, respectively. SDR can be calculated using the following 

equation 

 

𝑆𝐷𝑅 = 	
max	(𝑋?@AA)=

1 − 	max	(𝑋?@AA)=	
, (5.1) 

 

where 𝑋?@AA  is the normalised cross-correlation function (Equation 4.2). SDR is therefore an 

expression of the energy of difference between two perfectly aligned traces with equal gain and can 

be expressed in dB units (Cantillo, 2012). 
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In the following subsections, amplitude differences, NRMS and SDR values are compared for the 

two 4D Chirp case studies.  

 

5.1.3.1 Blyth 

Within the dry dock in Blyth, the concrete barrier is a static, unchanging feature imaged in both the 

pre- and post-burial volumes. It can therefore be used to quantify the background repeatability of 

the 4D Chirp when surveying low-energy environments. The mean amplitude difference was found 

to be 4.8 ± 5.9%, and 5.1 ± 4.7% across the barrier, before and after trim statics, respectively 

(Chapter 4). Consequently, the barrier has a very low signal in the 4D difference (Figure 5.1c) in 

contrast to the significant, real differences observed elsewhere in the dock.  

This is also quantified by NRMS, calculated using a 0.2-ms time gate equal to the duration of the 

seismic wavelet (Figure 5.1d). The lowest values are observed along the concrete barrier 

diffraction. The mean NRMS along the apex of the diffractions was found to be 46.7%, reduced to 

38.5% after applying trim statics. This ~8% decrease in NRMS (and 1.2% decrease in standard 

deviation of the amplitude difference) reflects the improvement in amplitude fidelity by mitigating 

vertical navigation errors within the CMP gathers. Equally low NRMS values are also visible 

approximately 1 ms TWT below the diffraction, indicating that the impedance boundary at the base 

of the concrete barrier is also a repeatable feature. However, note that a 10% amplitude difference 

between identical traces corresponds to an NRMS of ~9.5%. After poststack migration, the 

improved lateral continuity of reflectors (and subtle attenuation in the level of background random 

noise) yields a global improvement in NRMS values of 3.2%. The NRMS reduction is predicted to 

be greater for prestack migration but was beyond the scope of this work.  

Within the heterogeneous, disturbed near-surface sediment, changes in reflectivity equate to high, 

spatially variable NRMS values. This is also evident in the SDR (Figure 5.1e); the mean value 

windowed around the dock bed reflection is 6.4 dB, compared to 11.8 dB along concrete barrier 

diffractions. In addition, zone 3 (inline 290-375), which was not excavated or traversed by 

machinery, can be identified by a greater, and more laterally uniform SDR. The mean value at the 

dock bed is 8.0 dB. However, NRMS values within zone 3 are high, >70% on average. This is 

consistent with the results of the reflectivity modelling in this area (Figure 3.24); the first arriving 

reflections have similar waveforms, but significant differences in amplitude.  
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Figure 5.1 Repeatability of the Blyth dataset (after trim statics), calculated along crossline 127 

which passes through the centre of the north-eastern concrete barrier. The vertical 

white lines correspond to gaps in the data coverage. Pre-burial (a) and post-burial data 

are displayed using the same amplitude scale. (c) Amplitude difference. NRMS (d) 

and SDR (e) were calculated using a 0.2-ms time gate. 
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5.1.3.2 Southampton Water 

Within the area surveyed in Southampton Water, there was no known, unchanging target. In 

addition, due to operational constraints, it was not possible to acquire data at the same tidal state, so 

a true ‘zero-difference’ could not be recorded. However, the short interval between surveys (~3.5 

hours) and the similar amplitudes observed along the seabed reflection suggest that the shallowest 

sediment is unchanged. The trace data can therefore be compared (before matching) to estimate of 

repeatability of surface-towed 4D Chirp data acquired in open water (Figure 5.2). Note that the 

apparent dips are greatly exaggerated in Figure 5.2; the mound between crosslines 50 and 100 

(representing about 12.5 m horizontally) has sides sloping at ~2° (calculated using a water velocity 

of 1500 m/s).  

 

Figure 5.2  Repeatability of the Southampton dataset. (a) Stacked inline profile through the low-

tide volume. This is overlain by NRMS in (b and c), and SDR in (e and f), calculated 

using a 0.2-ms time gate before and after amplitude matching. The histograms show 

the distribution of NRMS and SDR values windowed between the seabed and the top 

of the gas blanket after matching. (d) A comparison of high- and low-tide traces from 

crossline 29.  
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Calculating the difference in amplitudes manually picked along the seabed reflection between the 

high- and low-tide data yields a repeatability of 18.6 ± 6.8%. This is just under 4 times greater than 

the concrete barrier, highlighting the significant impact that non-repeatable noise has on the ability 

to identify real differences. 

Figure 5.2 shows NRMS and SDR values for the Southampton data, also calculated using a 0.2-ms 

time gate. In general, repeatability is greatest within the top 2 ms of sediment and decreases with 

depth. Before matching amplitudes, the median NRMS between the seabed and the top the gas 

blanket is 52.1% (Figure 5.2b). Differences in the swell noise are visible as vertically striped 

patterns of high NRMS. After matching, these features are attenuated, increasing the overall 

repeatability and reducing the median NRMS to 44.9% (Figure 5.2c).  

The data acquired at high and low tide are most similar between crosslines 110 and 170. The mean 

NRMS at the seabed is 37.2%, with a minimum of 10.5%. This is very similar to the trim static-

corrected NRMS measured along the concrete barrier diffraction (38.5%). Furthermore, this just 

above the value predicted by the synthetic tests in Section 2.3.2; stacking groups of 70 time-shifted 

synthetic wavelets with simulated RTK-GNSS navigation errors (a zero mean and 2σ equal to 2.25 

cm) yields an NRMS of 29.3%. Good repeatability is also observed much deeper in the section 

where energy penetrates below the average depth of the gas. NRMS values of approximately 40% 

are measured across reflections at 5 ms TWT below the seabed (3.75 m using a velocity of 1500 

m/s). This matches the visually very similar shape and amplitude of trace data (Figure 5.2d). 

Figure 5.2e shows the SDR for the Southampton data, which are approximately normally 

distributed due to the nature of the sliding operator used to calculate repeatability, coupled with the 

intrinsic symmetry of the zero-phase Chirp wavelet. Correlating with NRMS, the repeatability is 

greatest along the seabed and laterally coherent reflections in the subsurface. The mean SDR 

windowed around the seabed reflection is 10.8 dB and is very similar to the diffraction from the 

concrete barrier (11.8 dB). SDR does not change after amplitude matching (Figure 5.2f), 

illustrating the dependence on waveform shape, and not amplitude. 

 

5.1.4 Values from Literature 

For conventional, broadband seismic data using modern acquisition systems and 4D processing, 

NRMS values between 15-30% can be achieved with towed streamers and 5-10% for static Ocean-

Bottom Nodes (OBN) or permeant cable systems (Hatchell, 2017; Jack, 2017; Rowbotham et al., 

2017). Very low values (~5%) are possible with excellent survey conditions, high signal-to-noise 

ratios, and static receivers for OBN deployments or permanent monitoring systems (e.g., Boelle et 

al., 2012; Bertrand et al., 2014). Since NRMS is a measure of instantaneous differences, it is highly 

sensitive to time shifts between traces. As such NRMS values generally increase with higher 
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frequency content (Calvert, 2005; Cantillo, 2012; Burren and Lecerf, 2015), although this does 

depend on the dominant frequency of the noise. This was highlighted in a repeatability study of the 

P-Cable system (with frequencies between 30-350 Hz) (Waage et al., 2019). Waage et al. (2019) 

demonstrate good repeatability in the shallow overburden with an average NRMS around 30-40%, 

comparable with conventional data, although values measured across deeper, more complex 

geological sequences were almost double. 

A compilation of SDR values by Cantillo (2012) describes values between ~0-20 dB as common 

for conventional, broadband 4D data acquired with towed streamers, increasing to around 40 dB for 

static, permanently-installed marine systems with near-perfect positional repeatability. Data 

corresponding to values within the range 10-15 dB can be considered to have ‘good’ shape 

repeatability (Cantillo, 2012). 

By comparison, NRMS and SDR values calculated from the 4D Chirp data (along the concrete 

diffraction and the amplitude-matched seabed) are very similar to the P-Cable system and slightly 

greater than conventional towed streamer data. This is most likely due to the very high sensitivity 

of UHF data to non-repeatable environmental noise that can cause significant variation to the 

amplitude and waveform of the wavelet. Note that the resolution of the 3D Chirp is approximately 

two orders of magnitude greater, however, the range in source-receiver offsets is extremely small 

(approximately 1 m). The consistent, near-vertical ray paths recorded by the 3D Chirp are expected 

to yield more consistent illumination of the subsurface, favourable for time-lapse imaging (Calvert, 

2005). However, much lower NRMS values would be preferable to improve confidence in the 

quantitative interpretation. The relatively high NRMS values for the 4D Chirp are closely linked to 

very high temporal resolution. In the Blyth data, the dock bed in the post-burial volume is 

dominated by irregular structures. Later phases of the dock bed reflection show significant 

interference with reflections from the changing shallow subsurface yielding significant amplitude 

changes within the NRMS calculation window. More significant improvements to post-migration 

NRMS (as observed with conventional 4D surveys, e.g., Helgerud et al., 2011) would only be 

expected if a high-resolution velocity model were available, further improving the image quality. 

Notably the seabed in the post-burial volume is dominated by irregular structures with residual 

smiles after migration that would only show more significant improvements if a more 

representative velocity model were available. Overall, the relatively high NRMS values are the 

result of differences in the later phases of the seismic wavelet due to interference with reflections 

from the changing dock bed surface. 
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5.2 Future work 

5.2.1 Practical Applications for 4D UHF/Chirp 

Spanning decimetric to metre-scale resolutions, UHF systems are readily employed to survey the 

shallow (top 10s of metres) of sediments in a variety of harbour, riverine and shallow coastal zones 

(Monrigal et al., 2017). These areas are often subject to rapid sediment fluxes as well as extensive 

human development. Therefore, it follows that 4D capabilities would be greatly beneficial for 

environmental management and to improve our overall understanding of these dynamic marine 

environments. Expanding on the 4D Chirp results presented in this thesis, new, repeat UHF seismic 

data could be acquired to investigate changing geological features within the top 10s of metres. 

This includes monitoring geohazards such as shallow gas, unstable slopes, or alternatively, quantify 

interactions between sediment buried objects and infrastructure at different time-scales, such as 

scour or deposition. In parallel, repeat, sub-metre scale resolution MultiBeam Echo Sounder 

(MBES) surveys are already used extensively for environmental monitoring of coastal, 

archaeological and volcanic sites (Duffy and Hughes-Clarke, 2005; Quinn and Boland, 2010; Watts 

et al., 2012) as well as maintaining busy water ways such as docks and rivers (Lepland et al., 2009; 

Ying et al., 2011; Conaway, 2010; Schimel et al., 2015; Vanneste et al., 2018), that more frequently 

incorporate 2D subbottom data to investigate volumetric changes at the seabed. With sufficient 

coverage, true-3D UHF systems are capable of recording a rich and complementary dataset 

including both bathymetric differences and information on changing subsurface properties, 

although at a substantially greater cost to MBES. 

5.2.2 Strategies for 4D UHF Acquisition 

As a guide for the acquisition of future 4D HUF datasets, a number of key lessons have been 

summarised below, combining the experience gained from the first two 4D Chirp studies: 

 

1. Navigation: For UHF data, acquiring accurate positioning is perhaps the most significant 

hurdle to acquiring coherent, repeatable 3D volumes and therefore dictates the success of a 

4D project. It is important to first validate that trace data can be positioned with sufficient 

accuracy, as parameterised by the seismic source. In addition, developing a detailed 

understanding the uncertainties and limitations of the navigation system can help to 

streamline seismic processing and to optimise the repeatability of data. For the 3D Chirp 

system, this pertains to acquiring Inertially-Aided Post-Processed Kinematic (IAPPK) 

navigation whenever possible. Furthermore, tracking the spatial distribution of navigation 

uncertainty (if feasible using real-time navigation streams) in combination with 
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coverage/fold, can provide useful information to support the interpretation of real time-

lapse differences and time shifts in UHF data. 

2. Survey design: One common criterion for conventional 4D seismic data acquisition is to 

replicate closely the source and receiver positions to minimise differences in the 

illumination of subsurface targets. This is impossible to achieve with a surface-towed UHF 

system such as the 3D Chirp. However, survey lines can be organised to maximise 

repeatability. For example, dense coverage could be acquiring in areas where navigation 

uncertainty is greatest, increasing trace fold to reduce the impact of residual statics, if 

present. The optimal fold for 4D will depend on the design of the seismic system but can 

be estimated if the error in the navigation system is known (c.f., Chapter 2). 

3. Interpretation: Evaluating the repeatability of a UHF system, as well as the variability 

within a specific dataset, is essential for interpreting real differences between acoustic data. 

Ideally, a ‘zero difference’ should be acquired but can be challenging in dynamic shallow 

water environments, where near-surface changes may be prevalent and a suitable test site 

or fixed target may not exist. In this context, supplementary data could be acquired to 

independently verify changes observed in the seismic data; repeat MBES surveys could 

provide a reference for seabed matching, for example. In addition, water column properties 

should be measured frequently, ideally before, during and after each survey. As 

demonstrated in Chapter 2, UHF data are extremely sensitive to small differences in 

traveltime. Without knowledge of the water velocity profile, data may need to be matched 

in a non-linear fashion with no guarantee that any real differences will be preserved. 

 

5.3 Conclusions 

The two 4D Chirp datasets presented in this thesis demonstrate the capability of repeat UHF 3D 

seismic reflection surveys for mapping real, decimetre-scale changes within the shallow marine 

subsurface. This had not previously been attempted, primarily due to the exacting navigation 

requirements that make the acquisition of coherent, repeatable 3D UHF volumes very challenging.  

For the 3D Chirp subbottom profiler, this was addressed by developing a comprehensive 

understanding of the navigation system. Using lasers scans and GNSS positioning, the dimensions 

of the 3D Chirp array were precisely determined in order to maximise the accuracy and 

repeatability of attitude measurements. This was coupled with the introduction of post-processed, 

inertially-aided navigation into the processing workflow too yield stable, centimetric-accuracy 

trace positioning in challenging survey environments. Illustrated using data acquired under a 

bridge, this updated approach improved the alignment of traces to less than the dominant period of 

the source wavelet during a GPS dropout. In addition, the importance of acquiring a sufficiently 
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high and regular fold was explored. Using synthetic data, it was found that a >70 fold per bin for 

the 3D Chirp could be used to minimise the impact of residual navigation errors and maximise 

amplitude repeatability, where accurately repeating source and receiver geometry is not feasible. 

Following these improvements, two UHF time-lapse seismic reflection volumes were acquired in 

Southampton Water, approximately half a tidal cycle apart. Differences in environmental noise 

were identified between the two datasets, and made interpretation of the time-lapse signal 

challenging. This was mitigated by matching RMS amplitudes using a 0.4-ms window centred on 

the seabed reflection. A comparison of the final stacked data reveals a repeatable amplitude and 

phase of trace data, evidenced by and near-zero difference at the seabed and deeper reflections. 

Within the subsurface, a time-varying seismic response was identified between the data acquired at 

high and low tide. This includes differences in the amplitude and reflectivity structure of a shallow 

gas blanket approximately 1.5 m below the seabed. Across what is interpreted to be a pocket of free 

gas, at low tide, both the top and bottom reflections are imaged whilst only the upper reflection is 

recorded at high tide. This can be explained by a hydrostatic pressure-related change in the 

saturation of the free gas. This case study demonstrates how 4D UHF data can help to improve our 

understanding of complex near-surface sediments within dynamic, shallow-water environments; 

imaging features not normally visible using conventional seismic methods. 

A second 4D dataset was acquired using the 3D Chirp in an enclosed dry dock in Blyth, Newcastle. 

Between the two surveys, an artificial sedimentary sequence contained within the dock was 

disturbed by excavating trenches, burying targets and traversing the site by foot and with 

machinery. The repeatability was quantified by comparing the direct arrival as well as diffractions 

from a fixed concrete barrier within the dock. The signal repeatability was found to be ±3.5% and 

stacked traces at the barrier were observed to be co-located to ±12.5cm in XY and ±0.02 ms in 

TWT with amplitudes, on average, equal to within 5.1%. As a consequence, the trenches and 

shallow buried targets (around 50 cm in length) can be identified within the post-burial volume, 

matching the coordinates of surveyed positioned acquired using RTK-GNSS during the 

experiment. 

Within the near-surface sediment, large differences in the amplitude and reflectivity structure were 

observed between the two 3D Chirp surveys. A ~370% mean increase in RMS amplitudes was 

recorded, but is spatial variability across the dock bed. These changes correlate with the substantial 

heterogeneity developed in the near surface, consistent with centimetric bed-level changes and the 

location of excavated trenches. Synthetic modelling of representative stacked traces was also used 

to investigate changes in the physical properties. In general, the increase in amplitude can be 

attributed to a reduction in the porosity (by compaction) of unconsolidated sediment at the surface. 

Close to the burial sites, decreases in RMS amplitude were observed, consistent with elevated 

mounds of low-density, highly turbated sediment. In these data, direct measurements of water 
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column properties facilitated estimates of absolute impedance and greatly simplified seismic 

processing. 

This correlation between seismic amplitudes and changes to near-surface properties was refined by 

addressing the main source of 4D noise: non-repeatable, acquisition-related artefacts resulting from 

residual navigation errors. This was achieved by carefully applying trim statics to both the pre- and 

post-burial 3D Chirp volumes, improving the alignment of individual CMP gathers. The optimal 

static corrections were calculated using interpolated, windowed cross-correlation, resolving both 

subsample and much larger (half the dominant period of the wavelet) time shifts. This significantly 

reduced amplitude anomalies and improved the continuity of reflections times and amplitudes, 

quantified by changes in the semblance. This was also evident in poststack migrated volumes, with 

better images constructed using an optimal migration velocity close to average SVP velocity 

measured in the dock. 
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